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Abstract 
This thesis is concerned with the study of gear rattle in Roots blower booster pumps. 
The pumps exhibit several hallmarks of nonlinearity, including intermittency and a 
sensitive dependence on parameters. 
Chapter 1 introduces the general problem background. In Chapter 2, it is described 
how imperfect (eccentric) gear mounting can introduce a time-dependent forcing term 
that operates at the same rotation rate as the gears. A second-order nonsmooth ordi-
nary differential equation to describe the dynamics of the pump is derived, where the 
nonlinearity arises from the backlash clearance between the gear teeth. A piecewise 
linear stiffness model and a simpler infinite stiffness impacting limit are introduced. 
In addition, the methodologies for the calculation of linear 'silent' solutions, and the 
construction of noisy rattling solutions are outlined. It is found that noisy solutions 
can coexist with silent ones, providing a possible explanation of why these systems can 
rattle intermittently. 
The model is examined in more detail in Chapter 3 where basins of attraction 
are computed using cell-to-cell mapping techniques. Rich and delicate dynamics are 
revealed, and some of the transitions in the system's behaviour are analysed in terms 
of both smooth and discontinuity-induced bifurcations. The intricate stretching and 
folding of phase space is illustrated via computations of the grazing curve, and its pre-
images, and via manifold computations of basin boundaries using DsTool (Dynamical 
Systems Toolkit). 
Chapters 4 and 5 develop and analyse more complicated models for design innova-
tions which attempt to reduce the gear rattle. The effects of (i) breaking the symmetry 
of the machine, (ii) mounting the driving gear on its shaft by means of a torsional spring, 
and finally, (iii) the addition of a type of tuned vibration absorber are investigated. A 
blend of both linear and nonlinear techniques are used and the relative merits of each 
design solution are compared. 
Finally, Chapter 6 presents conclusions and outlines areas for future work. 
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1.1 Problem background 
This thesis presents a mathematics in industry problem which originated in consultancy 
work commissioned by BOG Edwards Ltd (BOGE), in the summer of 2003 [57, 58]. 
BOGE (known as Edwards Ltd since July 2007) is a leading supplier of vacuum systems 
for science and industry [1]. 
In common with other manufacturers, BOGE have experienced unexplained and 
intermittent noise and vibration problems during the development of some of their 
booster pump products. Recent increases in the sizes and operating speeds of the pumps 
are thought to be the cause of the problem, which originates in the pumps' gearing 
mechanism [57, 58]. Indeed gear rattle is a rather widespread problem in rotating 
machinery with high inertia and high stiffness, but low damping. In this thesis we are 
concerned with understanding the underlying mathematics of gear rattle, as well as 
developing potential design solutions for booster pumps. 
Gears are typically manufactured with a clearance between their teeth, known as 
the backlash, to ensure that they will not jam. Perfect concentric mounting of the gears 
on their shafts is not possible: tiny amounts of eccentricity introduce an oscillatory 
forcing effect which causes gear teeth to rattle within their clearance: an effect known 
as backlash oscillation. The rattle that we consider is an order vibration, in that its 
dominant frequency is the gross rotation rate of the machine. (Other types of manufac-
turing error can lead to gear rattle at the tooth-meshing frequency [34].) The practical 
challenge is to improve machine design so that it is less susceptible to noisy operation 
driven by eccentricity. 
Our approach is that of a mathematical modeller: we attempt to identify the key 
parameters and capture the essential dynamics using simplified low degree-of-freedom 
models. \Ve then analyse how to improve practical machines by analysing the dynamics' 
dependence on design parameters. Throughout this thesis there is a strong flavour of 
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both linear and nonlinear dynamics. \Ve employ a combination of explicit construction, 
asymptotic methods, bifurcation theory and numerical techniques to classify compli-
cated dynamic behaviour in realistic parameter regimes. 
The remainder of this Introduction is organised as follows. To motivate the problem 
we begin with a broad summary of vacuum systems and their applications in industry 
in Section 1.2. \Ve present a discussion of oil-free pumps in Section 1.3, focussing in 
particular on the two most common mechanisms: the claw and the Roots. To study 
systems with nonlinearities, such as backlash, we require some knowledge of piecewise-
smooth dynamical systems. \Ve give a brief introduction to such systems in Section 1.4. 
Finally, in Section 1.5 we give an outline of the thesis. 
1.2 Vacuum systems in science and industry 
Vacuum pumps are used in the manufacture of microelectronics devices, including sci-
entific instruments, solar cells and fiat-panel displays. However, the bulk of DOCE's 
vacuum pump sales are to the semiconductor industry. \Ve proct'Cd to outline an ex-
ample industrial vacuum process. 
Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) is a chemical process for depositing thin films 
of various materials. CVD is widely used in the semiconductor industry, as part of the 
semiconductor device fabrication process. In a typical CVD process the substrate (or 
wafer) is exposed to one or more gaseous precursors. The desired deposit is produced 
by reaction or decomposition on the substrate surface. 
Most modem CVD process are carried out at sub-atmospheric pressures, since this 
gives more even film thickness. For example, Ultra-High Vacuum CVD processes are 
typically below 10-7 millibars, and therefore require sophisticated systems of pumps 
to maintain the vacuum and remove waste gases. There exist many different types of 
individual pump, each of which is designed to be optimal for a certain pressure range, 
see Figure 1.1. This thesis focuses on booster pumps, which operate in a pressure range 
of a few to 10-3 millibars (approximately 10-3 to 10-6 atmospheres). Doosters are a 
type of positive displacement pump; they trap and transport a fixed volume from an 
inlet port to an outlet (or exhaust) port. 
Conventionally, pump chambers are lubricated with oil to provide scaling in the 
swept volume. However, semiconductor processes are chemically very sensitive to small 
amounts of oil vapour, and there is the further possibility of the degradation of the 
lubricant. In 1984, in response to the increasingly stringent requirements of the semi-
conductor industry, the first commercial dry pumps were launched [56). The term dry 
2 
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Figure 1.1. Typical vacuum pump operaLing ranges from aLmospheric pressure down to 10- 12 
millibars. Reproduced from Modern Vacuum Practice by N.S. Harris (McGraw-Hill 1990) \251· 
pump describ s a positive displacement pump in which the swept volume is free of 
lubricants and sealing fluids. Vv continue our background discussion by giving some 
basic c1 tail of how dry pumps work. 
1.3 Dry pump mechanisms 
vari ty of diff rent dry pump mechanisms exist. These include Roots , law, scroll, 
screw compressor and reciprocating piston pumps [22). Each pump type has its own 
optimal ompr ssion ratio and maximum flow rate. Combination of Roots and claw 
mechani ms ar common in emiconductor industry applications. By arranging the 
Roots and claw stages such that each works in the pressure region at which its perfor-
mance is optimal, see Figure 1.2, high throughput with low power input is achieved at 
low pressur [59]. See Figure 1.3 for an example of such a multistage pump. 
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Figure 1.2. Attainable pressure ratio ((or air) (or a claw and Roots mechanism, as a (unction 
o( outlet pressure with no gas throughput. Above 0.5 millibars the claw mechanism produces 
higher compression ratios than the Roots. The Roots is used at the inlet stagcs, at pressurcs 
in the region o( 10-2 millibars. Reproduced (rom the DOCE training handout DTJI Pump' and 
Boosters (rom the "Practical Vacuum Technology" course 121. 
The common feature of both Roots and claw pumps is a system of counter-rotating 
rotors, with parallel shafts, which are 1:1 geared so that their motions are synchronous. 
The gears and drive mechanisms are lubricated outside the swept volume 80 B.CJ to avoid 
contamination. The rotors themselves are rigid bodics with uniform cross-section in 
planes perpendicular to the shafts. Consequently, the cross-section of the pumping 
chamber itself is the overlapping union of two discs. Further, the rotors themselvcs, 
which usually have the same cross-section up to symmetry, must rotate so as to trap 
gas (Le., there must be a small clearance distance betwe(!Il them at all times), but not 
to collide. This implies that rotors must be designed with a particular geometry 80 
that their surfaces 'sweep over each other' as they rotate. See (26) for a review of thc 
geometric principles involved in rotor design. 
1.3.1 Claw mechanism 
The claw mechanism, unlike the Roots, is a true compressor. The name is derived 
from the geometry: it is cylindrical for most of the circumferencc, but is intcrrupted 
by a deep depression followed by a protruding 'claw'. During rotation thc claw from 
one rotor enters the depression from the other, and vice versa. The rotors also have a 
valve function as the inlet and exhaust ports are periodically opened and closed. As 
one section of the pumping chamber compresses and exhausts the gas, the other section 
is open to the inlet and fills up with gas. The claw pumping mechanism achieves a 
high compression ratio, due to the combination of compression and valve function, at 
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Figure 1.3. A cut-away vi w of a three-stage pump, with one Roots and two claw-type 
stag . Th int r-m shing pair of Roots and claw rotor are mounted on common shafts 
and ynchroni by timing gears. Reproduced from Modern Vacuum Practice by N.S. Harris 
(M Graw-Hill 1990) \25\. 
arri s a high torqu ,and ther fore gear rattle rarely occurs in pumps which in orporat 
a claw stag. 
1.3.2 Roots mechanism 
Th Roots me 'hanism, or boost r pump, is named aft r the Roots brothers of Indiana, 
who pat nt d th d sign in 1860 for use in blast furnaces, mine ventilation, and other 
indu trial appli ation . It i a compact and efficient m chanism for compression and 
d liv ry oflarg volum s of gas at low pressures [26]. It uses two counter-rotating rotor, 
ach of which has two or more rotating lobes. Rotors with three-lobes are more often 
us d at high r pr sur s. 
Th rotors (when two-lobed) ar shaped rather like a 'figure of eight' and are con-
train d in a chamber, see Figure 1.4 for a cross-s ction through a typical two-lobe 
pump. Th stag s in on cycle of the Roots pumping mechanism are shown schemati-
cally in Figur 1.5. The Roots booster traps a volume of fluid at low pressure, se Figure 
5 





Figure 1.4. A cross-section through a typical tw~lobe Roots booster vacuum pump. The two 
figure of eight rotors (sometimes referred to as impellers) are synchronised by external timing 
gears (not shown). The rotors rotate in opposite directions, and they never contact each other, 
or the stator walls. Reproduced from Modern Vacuum Practice by N.S. Harris (McGraw-lIill 
1990) [25]. 
1.5(b), and transfers this volume, shown in Figures 1.5 (c) and (d), without compres-
sion. In the final stage, the trapped volume is squeezed by the backward motion of the 
other impeller, shown in Figure 1.5(e), and the now compressed fluid is ejected to the 
high pressure region (f). 
In high-vacuum applications the Roots mechanism is never used alone. Rather, its 
high pumping speed can be employed to increase (boost) the pumping speed of other 
vacuum pumps in the medium to low vacuum range. Typical booster pumps that we 
consider are single stage, water-cooled, positive displacement Roots booster pumps, with 
two lobes per rotor. However, the evolution of pump design has led to an undesirable 
noise and vibration problem, which motivates the work in this thesis. 
1.4 Piecewise-smooth systems 
As outlined in Section 1.1, rattle is a generic problem in lightly-loaded geared systems. 
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.~_~~ ... ( NO COMPRESSION) 
Figur 1.5. Th . pumping m chanism of a two-lobe Roots type booster. During each rotation 
ih two ro(.ors trap a sp cifi d am unt of gas in the gap b tween them, and push it again t 
thC' st.aLor a: Lh y ro at . towards the exhaust port. Reproduced from The Technology of Dry 
Vacuum Pumps, (rom thC' w('bsitC' of ' dwards Ltd http://www.edwardsvacuum.com/[11 . 
dynamiC's of the unloaded gear pairs used in manual automotiv transmissions. He 
propos€ 1 a prototype mod 1 to inv stigate the oscillatory forcing eff ct introduced by 
the torque eye! of the engine. We build on this model, with the differ nee that the 
oHcillatory for 'ing {feet in Roots boosters is 'aused by eccentric mounting of the gears. 
Our most basic mouel is a simpl low degree-of-freedom oscillator, with a nonlinearity 
arising from the backlash b twe n th gear te tho This backlash nonlinearity describ s 
the restoring force betw .n wo gears and tak s the form 
{ 
<1> - {J, 
B(<I» = 0, 
<P + {J, 
<I> 2 +{3, 
\<1>\ < {J, 
<I> S -{J, 
(1.1 ) 
wh r <T> d s rib s the relativ rotational displacem nt of the gars and 2{J is the back-
lash width. Formula (1.1) is an xampl of a piecewise-smooth (PWS) fun tion. PWS 
systems Ot 'ur in IIlany div~rs applications in nature biology, engineering and electron-
ICS. xampl s indud usp nsion bridg dynamics [18\ and the DC/ DC buck converter 
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(a power electronic circuit) [16J (see [17J for a comprehensive review of this area). 
In broad terms, P\VS systems can be categorised into three different types: (i) 
PWS continuous, (ii) Filippov PWS and (iii) impacting systems. These systems are 
regular in every way except at prescribed co dimension one sets in phase space, known as 
discontinuity surfaces. P\VS continuous systems have vector fields which are continuous 
but not differentiable at the discontinuity surface, giving rL~ to only mild irregularity 
in the solution orbits. In Filippov systems, the vector field is fully dLc;continuous at the 
discontinuity surface, in such a way that the definition of a solution must be generalisl-d 
to allow for sliding solutions which are constrained to lie within the discontinuity surface 
itself. Finally, impacting systems are a kind of 'hybrid' between smooth and nonsmooth 
dynamics. In this case discontinuity surfaces separate permitted and forbidden regions 
of phase space. Between impacts the system is smooth, however at impact a reset map 
is required, which results in a discontinuous change of state. 
In this thesis we shall consider gear rattle models that are PWS system.'J of type (i) 
and (iii). The backlash function (1.1) is an example of a piecewisl'-smooth continuous 
function, with discontinuity surfaces ~ = ±{J, where it is not differentiable. Due to 
a large stiffness in our system we will also use an impacting limi' model of backlash, 
where we approximate crossings of <I> = ±{J by instantancou.CJ elastic impacts. 
The mathematical interest is that PWS systems have the potential for both rich and 
complex dynamics not described by standard bifurcations (sec (321 for a fl'Vit!W). Exotic 
phenomena include period-adding bifurcations (17) and instantant'Ous jumps to chao.~ 
(without period-doubling cascades), which have led to a new theory of discontinuity-
induced bifurcations (DIDs). The classical example of a DID is the grazing bifurcation 
[44J, which occurs when a trajectory approaches a discontinuity surface tangentially, and 
the way in which these organise the dynamics of our system shall fonn an important 
part of the analysis presented in Chapter 3. 
1.5 Thesis outline 
The outline of the thesis is as follows. 
In Chapter 2 we develop our most basic gear rattle model, motivatt'<l by a. Roots 
booster pump, and we derive a system of piecewise-smooth ordinary differential equa-
tions to describe its dynamics. \Ve outline the methodology for finding linear (effectively 
silent) solutions, and describe the construction techniques that we l'tIlploy in the analysis 
of nonlinear, rattling {'noisy'} solutions. In both cases we find bounds for the existence 
of periodic solutions, and examine these bounds as the key design parameters arc var-
ied, with reference to realistic machine designs. In particular, we establish Connulae 
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for the critical eccentricity of the gearing mechanism, above which silent operation is 
impossible. However, we shall see that rattling behaviour remains possible even below 
the critical eccentricity. 
In Chapter 3 we explore parameter space in detail by computing basins of attraction 
for both the impacting and piecewise-linear models of backlash. Halse et al [23, 24] 
established that gear models have regions in parameter space where a large number of 
stable noisy (rattling) solutions can coexist with a quiet (non-rattling) solution, and so 
we explore this idea further. Anecdotal evidence indicates that striking a pump with 
a hammer can cause a noisy pump to operate more quietly, supporting the proposition 
that coexistence and intermittency are important in real-world pumps. Consequently, 
the physical importance of a solution is governed by the size of its basin of attraction, 
since in practice a stable solution with a small basin of attraction will be unobservable. 
\Ve are particularly concerned with efficient computation of the basins of attraction, so 
that basins for different parameter values can easily be compared. The basins reveal rich 
and delicate dynamics, and we analyse some of the transitions in the system's behaviour 
in terms of both smooth and discontinuity-induced bifurcations. 
The later chapters in the thesis propose design solutions that may increase the criti-
cal eccentricity, enhancing the likelihood of quiet operation. In Chapter 4 we generalise 
our basic model to allow for the moments of inertia of the parallel assemblies to be 
unequal. \Ve use this model to find modified analytical bounds for the existence of 
various types of solution, both 'silent' and 'noisy'. In conclusion, we find that break-
ing the symmetry of the machine gives only a marginal improvement in its behaviour. 
\Ve then develop a three degree-of-freedom model for a sprung-gear solution proposed 
by DOCE [10] and for which a patent has been applied [12]. In summary, the critical 
eccentricity may be substantially increased by this type of device but the performance 
in fully nonlinear regimes remains a question for future work. 
In Chapter 5 we investigate the introduction of centrifugal pendulum vibration ab-
sorbers (CPVAs), [54] which employ free balancing absorbers in a circular race on the 
gear. CPVAs are widely used in industry for reducing unwanted vibration in a range 
of applications, such as light aircraft engines [42] and helicopter rotors [36, 51), but we 
believe that this is the first time they have been proposed to reduce gear rattle. Specif-
ically, to explore this idea we develop a four degree-of-freedom model for the pump in 
a simplified situation where a CPVA is attached to one gear, with eccentricity on the 
other. Linear theory is used to estimate some key CPVA design parameters, and some 
aspects of the behaviour are then investigated by numerical simulation. The results are 
inconclusive, but we present several ideas for future investigation. 
Finally, in Chapter 6 we present our conclusions, and outline some areas for further 
work. 
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Please note that this thesis originally contained a confidential appendix, which in-
cluded material that is too commercially sensitive for the library copy of the thesis. 
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Modelling and Basic Solution Types 
Rattle is a potential problem in any geared system. In quiet operation, meshing gears are 
in permanent contact. However, it is impossible to operate gears which mesh perfectly; 
a small amount of play between the gears is essential to ensure that they will not jam. 
This means that a gap is designed for between the trailing face of one tooth and the 
leading face of the next tooth. This gap is known as the backlash, and its width is the 
distance that the driving gear can be rotated without moving the driven gear. Because 
the gear wheels can consequently lose contact (see Figure 2.1(b)), there is a range of 
relative rotational displacements for which there is no restoring torque between a pair 
of gears: this effect is known as Jreeplay. 
In summary, meshing gears have one of three possible configurations at any instant: 
see Figure 2.1 (full details are given in [40]): 
(a) X drives Y, 
(b) Freeplay, 
(c) Y drives X. 
In quiet ('normal') operation, the gears remain in permanent contact, and the sys-
tem resides permanently in regime (a), as shown in Figure 2.1(a). However, in noisy 
operation, the gears lose contact, and then re-establish contact with an audible impact. 
There are in fact two broad types of noisy operation. Starting from contact (configu-
ration (a)), the system can pass through freeplay (configuration (b)) to torque reversal 
(configuration (c)) and back again; in this situation, X drives Y and Y drives X alter-
nately with periods where the gears are not in contact. Alternatively, the system can 
simply oscillate between configurations (a) and (b); this corresponds to X driving Y, 
occasionally visiting the freeplay region. Both types are known as backlash oscillation. 
\Ve believe that the former oscillations are the noisiest (and certainly torque reversal is 
highly undesirable), while the latter, although not silent, result in quieter operation. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.1. The three configurations or meshing gears. From IC£t to right: (8) X drives Y, 
(b) Frceplay, (c) Y drives X. In configuration (a) the gears arc in contn<:t, with the X-shaft. 
driving the Y-shaft. (b) illustrates 'jreeplay'j in this configuration there is no contact betwccn 
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Figure 2.2. Several realizations of a time-varying meshing stiITnCflS. '1' corresponds to a 
perfect gear, whilst '2' and '3' correspond to gears with one and two broken teeth, respectively. 
'4' has a randomised distance between increasing teeth contacts and '5' is a randomlscd meshing 
stiffness. Reproduced with permission from Dynamic. oJ a gear 'lIdem with lault. in me.hing 
stiffness by G. Litak and M.I. Friswell (Nonlinear Dynamics 2005) (3,'1· 
There is a large body of literature devoted to the study of geared systems, sec 148,49) 
for reviews. \Vhen the load and the damping are both light, only a small amount of 
oscillatory forcing is needed to cause rattle. Forcing due to a time-dependent stiffness 
operating at the tooth-meshing frequency is well-studied [29, 34, 53], see Figure 2.2. 
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However, motivated by experimental observations in Roots booster pumps [20] our 
aim is to investigate gear rattle, which is caused by periodic forcing at the gross rotation 
frequency; a phenomenon which we shall call order vibration. \Vhen compared with 
rattle at the tooth-meshing frequency, this produces noise and vibration with a larger 
amplitude but at a much lower frequency; typically, at small-integer multiples of the 
rate of rotation. Consequently, we assume a decoupling of timescales and neglect the 
periodic components in stiffness, which operate at the tooth-meshing frequency. 
The outline of the chapter is as follows. Section 2.1 develops the framework for 
modelling Roots booster gear vibration by listing the forces at work and developing 
notation for the geometry. In particular we describe how imperfect gear mounting can 
introduce oscillatory effects which operate at the rotation rate of the gears. Section 
2.2 then derives a scalar second-order ordinary differential equation for the relative 
displacement of the gears. This equation incorporates a piecewise-linear function to 
model the backlash in the gearing mechanism, which can in turn lead to interesting 
dynamics. This is the basic equation which we generalise and analyse in the latter parts 
of the thesis. 
In Section 2.3 we find bounds for the existence of rattle-free solutions (where the 
gears reside permanently in configuration (a)). \Ve shall refer to these solutions as 
Permanent Linear Contact (PLC) as they are confined within a range of phase space 
where the backlash function is wholly linear. In summary, we find a bound on the gear 
eccentricity above which this (almost silent) operation is impossible. This bound is of 
similar order to the design tolerances in many Roots booster products and we indicate 
how parameters may be altered to improve (increase) the bound. 
Unfortunately, the existence of rattle-free solutions does not exclude the possibility 
that rattling (backlash oscillation) solutions may coexist at the same parameters. There-
fore, in Section 2.4 we introduce a fully nonlinear analysis using both a piecewise-linear 
backlash function and an impacting limit to understand possible rattling behaviours. 
A first version of Sections 2.1-2.4 appeared in the Master's thesis Mathematical 
Modelling of Gear Rattle in Dual-Shaft Vacuum Pumps, (2004) [37]. Material from this 
chapter has also been published in the Journal of Sound and Vibration (co-authors M.E. 
Homer and R.E. \Vilson) [38]. 
2.1 Forces and geometry 
A Roots booster pump consists of two rotors, denoted by X and Y, with a typical 
clearance of 250j1.m (for a small booster). The rotors are rigidly attached to two counter-
rotating parallel shafts. The X-shaft is driven by an electric motor, while the V-shaft 
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Figure 2.3. Schematic diagram of the moving parts of a Roots booster pump, illustrating the 
parallel arrangement of rotors, shafts and gears. Note that the only contact between the two 
shafts is through the gears: the rotors never collide. 
is coupled by means of a 1:1 gearing mechanism. A schematic diagram of the pump is 
shown in Figure 2.3. For a photograph of a typical gearing mechanism, see Figure 2.4. 
Here we model each shaft with its attached gear and rotor as a single rigid body. \\'e 
will focus on the dynamics induced by the gearing mechanism, since earlier work [57, 58) 
has indicated that this is the source of noise and vibration problems. In particular, we 
will not attempt to analyse the fluid dynamics processes oC intakc and compression in 
detail, but rather we model the interaction between thc rotors and thc pumped gas 
with a simple linear drag model. Note that although freeplay and elastic deConnation of 
gears and shafts imply that the pump rotors are not perfl'Ctly synchronised, thc relativc 
rotational displacement is never sufficiently large to overcomc thc 250ltm clearancc and 
cause the rotors to collide: the rattling originates only in the gearing mechanism of the 
pump. 
\Ve consider two meshing gears as shown in Figure 2.5, with the X-shaft driven by a 
time-dependent motor torque T{i). \Ve assume that the shaft centres are in the same 
horizontal plane, and since each gear and each rotor is balanced, we may neglect gravity 
since it has no resultant torque on either shaft. 
To derive the equations of motion for the system, we must consider the external 
torques acting on the two shafts, as shown schematically in Figure 2.5. Here: 
• Ix and Iy denote the moments of inertia of the fully assembled shafts . 
• rx and TV correspond to the radii of the pitch circle at which contact occurs 
between the X- and Y-gears. \Ve later assume the radii to be identical: rx = Tv 
(which is necessary for synchronous shafts). 
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Figur 2.4. Thr 1:1 spur g aring m chani m in a Roots booster pump where the housing has 
b .. n r .moved. Earh gear has the srune number of teeth, order 100. 
F igur 2.5. The xLernal torque. acting on the haft of meshing gears. Here, for full gen rality, 
we , upp r that the gears are f diff rent radii, although lat r we shall as ume the radii to be 
qual, so rx - r y. The right hand side drawing illustrate the interaction force between the 
gars . 
• ex and (}y d not th angular displacements of the two gears, with directions 
chos n so that b th co-ordinates increase in time. The origins of Ox and Oy are 
sIt d so that , in the absenc of eccentricity and when TX = Ty, th n (}x - (}y = 0 
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~ B <-1) 
Figure 2.6. Th backlash function giving til(' r storing fnrcf' bl WI II hp two ~f·.lr • a 
function of their relative rotational displac-C'mC'llt \Vh( '11 I hI' gl'Ht ;\1 {' in WIII:\( I Hook,' la", 
holds, i.e., the amount of torqu(' transmillC'd i. proporl HnH I tn III' eli 1'1111 ('" III. 
corresponds to the middle> of til(' fn ('play n'gion . 
• ex and Cy ar linear damping CI)('fficil'l1t <1(' iug Oil hl·.·- ,uld . \rl' 
assume that both tht> X- and -!-ihaft:-; /-iuffl'r I"Psi. iVl' orql (. ~ ~~aim; 
. . 
of motion given by ('x Ox and (') O'r , fl'sp('ctiwl '. Ttlf' liJlf'ar cl,lInpiIlg ('{ III. it i. I' 
from lubrication los!-ies fri'tlOu in tJw s('a\s, and a CT\lIlI' it ('ml' til mod,,\ lll' 
fore applied in pumping the gas load. :\ IllOH' ('ornplicfl , I II (ld,') of } I' gi S 
load would involve oscillatory t('f(ns that d('srrii)(' ht' diff"(PIl! pUIIlPlll' • a~~,'S 
outlin d in Figure 1.5, 
• Th r lative rotational displa.c'{·IIH·n is (I('fiI\(' 1 gl'III'rally bv , . f) 
For our special case "x - ry, we work with th(' lion-dim 'l1siollal [!'Ia iv,' rota i()II'1i 
displacement e := ()x Oy . 
• The stiffne s coffici nt k is a measure of h(' hUrlp,'d on;ioual ri ,idi y of h,·. h; f 
assembli s. Each g ar xperien 'p, a rt:s oring IIorm; 1 ft'i\(' ion forc· J' H. which Wi' 
suppos for simplicity act~ nonnal to the shafts and whk I i. clI'lH ndf'Il Oil h· 
relative position of th gear ~th (and tWIln' tIll' r!'latiw ttl h t I \\i p\, ( 11 'n ). 
Wh n th gar' h. at· ill ('outac , WI' U. • a impl!' lllmpl'!} <l}lprol (11 • lld 
suppos that a·h ass mbly u('form: (lC'('()f(lin () Hook,·' Lilw, I1PJ!' IJ i (' 
nonlinear ba klash fune lOn, illustra ·"ci iII F igur' 2. th. t i lIIi1df' lp of hI' 'f' 
linear ompon IltS, \Ve have 
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meshing point 
Figure 2.7. A schematic diagram of the eccentric mounting of the gears. For the purposes of 
visualisation the eccentricities Ex,Y between axles Ax,Y and geometric centres Gx,Y of the X-
and Y-gears have been severely exaggerated. Note that the meshing point lies approximately 
on the horizontal line containing Ax and Ay. 
e - (J, 
D(S) = 0, 
8+ (J, 
e '? (J, 
181 < (J, 
e ~ -(J, 
(X drives Y) 
(freeplay) 
(Y drives X) 
(2.1) 
where the (non-dimensional, i.e., angular) backlash width is given by 2(J. The 
linear sections (gradient one) correspond to Hooke's Law and the gradient zero 
section to freeplay. Note that the lumped description is deliberately vague about 
where the inertia is located and where strain occurs. A precise (and equivalent) 
argument is developed in full in Appendix A. Finally, this backlash function could 
be adjusted to incorporate other nonlinear effects, for example lubrication and 
friction, however these refinements are beyond the scope of this thesis. 
Motivated by earlier work (57,58], we seek forcing mechanisms which operate at the 
gross rotation rate of the pump. There may be several such mechanisms, but we focus on 
one only: eccentric mounting of the gears. In manufacture, technicians strive to mount 
the gears and bearings on their shafts as concentrically as they possibly can. However, 
perfect concentric mounting is not possible, and although typical eccentricities are only 
order tens of microns, this can be sufficient to drive noisy operation, irrespective of 
other forcing mechanisms, such as torque ripple from the drive. 
\Ve now describe the mechanism by which eccentricity introduces an oscillatory term 
into our equations of motion. For an eccentrically mounted gear, the co-ordinate which 
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describes the rotational displacement about the shaft is not the same as the angle which 
uniformly parameterises the outer radius of the gear at the meshing point. 'Vhereas the 
rate of change of angular momentum should be expressed about the shaft, the relative 
rotational displacement involved in computing the meshing force should be computed 
at the meshing point. The goal is therefore to relate the two angles. 
\Vith reference to Figure 2.7, Ex.y denote the eccentricities, that is the distances 
between the axes of rotation Ax.y and the geometric centres Gx.y of the X- and Y-
gears, respectively. Ex and Ey are related by~, a constant phase angle whlch describes 
the relative orientation of the eccentricities. Here Ox.y give the angular displacement of 
each gear about its axis of rotation and ¢x.y parametrise points on the pitcll circle of 
each gear measured relative to the geometric centres Gx.y, in frames which are Hxed in 
the body of each gear. The goal is to relate ¢x.y at the m(~hing point to the angular 
displacements OX,y, 
The co-ordinate of a point on the rim of the X-gear measured from the axis of 
rotation Ax can be expressed by the Cartesian co-ordinates 
(-Excos(~ + Ox) - rcos(~ + Ox - ¢x), Ex sin«( + Ox) + rflin«( + Ox - ¢x». (2.2) 
Similarly, a co-ordinate of a point on the rim of the V-gear mca."Iurt'd from the axis of 
rotation Ay can be expressed in the form 
(Ey cosOy + rcos(Oy - ¢y). Ey sin Oy + rsin(Oy - ¢y». (2.3) 
\Ve make the approximation (valid for Ex.y <t: r) that the point of contact hf!tW('('u th(! 
gears is in the same horizontal plane as the shaft axes Ax. y. If we thu."1 tid the \'(!rtical 
displacements in equations {2.2} and (2.3) to zero and rearrange, we have 
sin(~ + Ox - ¢x) = - Ex sin(~ + Ox). 
r 




Since the eccentricities Ex,y are small in comparison to the radii T, flin(~ + Ox - Ox) 
and sine Oy - 4Tv) are also small. This implies that ( + Ox - Ox and Oy - ¢Y arc also 
small, since other solutions are incompatible with the gl'Ometry. Therefore, applying 
small angle formulae, we have 
¢x - e ~ Ex sin(~ + Ox) + Ox. 
r 
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If we define 90uter = cPx - ¢V - e, and 9 shaft = Ox - Oy, and we suppose that the 
dominating mean motion is Ox = Oy ~ 21r~h, we obtain 
90uter = 9 shaft + E cos(2d1r). (2.8) 
Here n is the gross rotational frequency (assumed approximately constant) and E is a 
non-dimensional effective eccentricity given by 
(2.9) 
The presence of the phase angle e explains anecdotal evidence [20] that a noisy machine 
can be made quiet by disassembling and reassembling the gears (hence altering e). As 
an extreme example, if Ex ~ Ey, we may reduce rattle by matching gears with similar 
eccentricities and mounting them 'long axes together' so that e = 0, and we have E ~ 0 
according to (2.9). In this set-up the four centres line up in sequence Ay, Gy, Gx, 
Ax then Gy, Ay, Ax, Gx half a rotation later, so that the gears move in and out 
with no 'shearing' effect. In comparison, e = 7r is the worst possible situation, which 
maximises E according to (2.9). In this set-up, the in-out motion is minimised but 
the 'shearing' effect is maximised. These observations have resulted in improvements in 
manufacturing procedures [35]. 
\Ve now move on to construct equations of motion for the two shaft assemblies, 
which will include the correction term for the eccentric mounting of the gears. 
2.2 Equations of motion 
2.2.1 Resolving torques 
\Ve apply Newton's second law of motion in angular co-ordinates (Le., the rate of change 
of angular momentum is equal to the sum of the applied torques), to derive equations 
of motion for the two shaft assemblies. 
If we consider the forces discussed in Section 2.1, for the X-shaft assembly we have 
Ix6x = -CXOx - rX9(Ox, Oy, r) + T(r), (2.10) 
and for the V-shaft assembly, we have 
Iyiiy = -cyiJy + ryg(Ox,Oy,r), (2.11) 
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where dots denote differentiation with respect to time T. Here 9 is the 'interaction 
force' between the gear teeth which we assume acts normal to the shafts, and the other 
notation is as introduced in Section 2.1. 
Equations (2.10) and (2.11) can be rearranged to give 
(2.12) 
and 
/yOy + cyOy - ryg(Ox,lJy,-r) = O. (2.13) 
Moreover, the interaction force g(Ox,Oy,t) between the two gcars is giVf~ by 
g(Ox, Oy, -r) = kD(Ox - Oy + C(T». (2.14) 
i.e., a backlash function computed at the outer radiu., of the gear including a time-
dependent term e(T) = Ecos(211'OT) to incorporate the effect of eccentricity, 8.'J de-
scribed in Section 2.1. 
2.2.2 Parameter estimation 
\Ve now list simplifying assumptions concerning the modd parameters and we describe 
how they may be identified for anyone given pump. TIle standard parrunctrrs that we 
use are based on a pump which we shall refer to a.<:J type A. \\'e shall also occll.'iionally 
refer to two larger pumps known as types D and C . 
• \Ve assume that the radii of the two gears are equal and from now on \\'C shall 
take rx = ry =: r. Slight eccentric mounting would imply that the radii at which 
the meshing force acts are unequal and time dependent, but wc shall n('glect this 
effect since eccentricity is small in comparison to the gear radii. 
• The backlash may be measured by fixing one gear, whiL<;t permitting thc other 
to rotate within the clearance and applying the probe of a dial indicator to the 
surface of the movable teeth. (See (40) for further details.) In non-diml'IlSional 
angular co-ordinates, we find booster pumps typically have half-backlashes in the 
range 4 to 8 x 10-4 radians. 
• The combined torsional stiffness of the shaft assemblies may be mea.<;ured by 
clamping the end of one shaft and applying torque to the other. This results in 
the stiffness coefficient k being a measure of the lumped torsional rigidity of the 
shaft assembly. 
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• \Ve suppose that the damping coefficients on each shaft are identical, i.e., ex = 
cy =: c. This seems to be a reasonable assumption given the symmetric construc-
tion of the machine, and enables us to estimate their value from a run-down test 
[20]. \Vhen the motor is switched off, we have T(r) = 0; adding the equations for 
the X- and Y-shaft assemblies (2.12) and (2.13) gives 
Ixiix + Iyiiy + cxOx + cyOy = o. (2.15) 
If we take Ix = Iy =: I, and ex = Cy =: c, then 
I(iix + iiy) + c(Ox + Oy) = o. (2.16) 
Integration then gives 
(2.17) 
Thus by fitting a simple exponential to a time-series of the rotation speed, the 
damping c may be simply determined, provided the moment of inertia I is known. 
• \Ve may model the total motor torque T by 
T(r) = T + Acos(2rrnf2r + {motor), (2.18) 
where T > 0 is the mean motor torque, and A (typically « T) is the amplitude 
of a ripple component, due to the imperfect rotational symmetry of the armature. 
\Ve find a typical ripple is of the order of a few percent of the mean torque 
[20]. Further n E Z is a positive integer describing the order of symmetry of the 
armature, and {motor is a phase constant which is required since the model also 
contains a time-dependent term describing the effects due to eccentricity . 
• The mean torque T balances with the drag terms when the machine is running 
steadily, and so it need not be given as a separate parameter. To see this, let Ox, 
Oy and g denote the time-average values of Ox, Oy and g, respectively. I£we assume 
that both shafts rotate on average at the same constant speed f2, and average the 
equations for the X- and Y-shaft assemblies (2.12) and (2.13) by integrating with 
respect to time, we have 
exOx + rxg = T, (2.19) 
and 
cyOy - ryg = 0, (2.20) 
since the time averages of the second derivatives are zero, as angular velocities are 
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bounded. Assuming Ox = Oy = 2dl, adding equations (2.19) and (2.20) gives 
T = c(Ox + Oy) = 471"dl, (2.21) 
and the mean torque balances the drag terms, as claimed. 
2.2.3 N on-dimensionalisation 
For a typical Roots booster, the moments of inertia of the two shaft.'J differ by less 
than 10%. If we use the approximation that they are equal, it is possible to reduce the 
equations for the X- and V-shaft assemblies (2.12) and (2.13) to a single non-autonomou.q 
second-order differential equation. Assuming that Ix = Iy =: 1, subtracting equation 
(2.13) from (2.12) yields 
18 + ce + 2rkB(9 + e(T» = T + Acos(211'nOT + {mowr), (2.22) 
where 9 = (}x - (}y is the relative rotational displacement of the gears. 
If we non-dimensionalise and use the re-normalised relative angular displacement 
~ = 9 + c(t), we are able to recast the equation of motion (2.22) in the fonn 
~" + cS~' + 2KB(~) 
- 0 + "y cos(211'nt + {) + e" + cSe' 
- 471"cS - 471"2ecos(271"t) - 271"cSesin(271"t) + "Ycos(271"nt + e), 
where we recall 
{ 
~ - (J, 
n(~) = 0, 
1> + /1, 
«I) ;::: +/1, 
l(fJl < /1, 
(I' ~ -(1. 
Here, dashes denote differentiation with respect to non-dimensional time t, and 
t = nT, c cS = 01' 
rk 
K = n21' 
E !=-, 
r 




The values of the non-dimensional parameters arc summarised in Table 2.1. \Ve note 
that: 
• The rescaled damping cS, half-backlash width /1 and eccentricity parameter e are 
small and of a similar order of magnitude'" 10-4• Thus they are good candidates 
for use as small parameters in perturbation analysis. 
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Quantity symbol value(s) 




Typical eccentricity g 1 x 10-4 rads 
Half-backlash f3 4-8 x 10-4 rads 
Mean motor torque Q 47r8 rads 
Motor torque symmetry n 1,2, ... , 
Motor torque phase ~ 0-27r 
Table 2.1. Non-dimensional parameters for the standard pump known as type A . 
• In comparison, the rescaled stiffness parameter", is large. It is tempting to write 
'" = O(g-l) but in fact we proceed in Section 2.4 essentially by setting'" = 
00, and replacing the linear stiffness sections of the backlash function (2.1) with 
instantaneous impacts governed by a law of restitution. 
Next, note that we are able to directly compare the effective forcing magnitudes 
of torque ripple and eccentricity since they both appear as oscillatory forcing terms 
in the right hand side of our differential equation. Note that the ripple component 'Y 
of the mean motor torque Q is very small b ~ 3% a) Hence equation (2.23) may be 
approximated by 
Consequently, for the remainder of this thesis we neglect the forcing term due to torque 
ripple and concentrate on the effect of eccentricity only. Furthermore, observe that if 
we wish the right hand side of (2.26) may be further simplified by a small phase shift. 
Typical numerical simulations of the initial value problem (2.24), (2.26) are shown 
in Figure 2.B. These numerics indicate that the system exhibits very rich dynamics, 
and we shall return to these simulations later in the chapter. 
As it stands, (2.26) is a nonlinear second-order differential equation, with the non-
linearity arising from the B(~) term, (2.24). However, equation (2.26) can also be split 
up by the three linear regimes of B: 
(a) ~ > f3 (X-shaft drives Y-shaft), 
(2.27) 
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Figure 2.8. urn rical simulations of th(' initial valu(' probl('m (2 .2 ). (2.2(3) for id(,111 iral 
machine parameters b ut an ensemble of initial conditions. (eh graph h, a plol of I he' I ('Ialiv(' 
rot at ional displacement <l>(t) again t t, plotted over 20 gross rotations, Wit II <I· . 1 hhoWII as 
horizontal line . In each case a ubstantial start-up transi('lll has h 11 disrardc'd . I lws(' hhow 
a mixt ure of noisy olut ion and '1 s. noisy' solutionb which never impfLcI Il\(' lowl'r harklash 
boundary. Note t hat row I, column 2 displays a olution whirh at this s • Ie· i. ifl(li!->tlll~~\lish:lhl(' 
from <l> = {3. In fact this is a permanent linear contact solution wh 1(' Cr) > /1 for • II I iIIH' . 
(b) \<P I < /3 (freeplay), 
(2.2 ) 
(c) <P < -/3 (Y-shaft drives X-shaft), 
(22 ) 
Equations (2.27). (2.28) and (2.29) ar linear sf>cond-order differc'ntial '<Illations, which 
can each be solved explicitly for <P using tandard techmqUf'S. h' TlOUliIll'arily in the 
problem arises because typically the motion will not be ('onfirwd 0 an OIl(' of he 
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regimes for all time, but will swap when <I> passes through the values ±{3. Equations 
(2.27)-(2.29) thus constitute a nonlinear system. The exception arises when solutions 
remain permanently in the X drives Y regime which results in silent machine operation. 
(\Ve shall later show that permanent motions in freeplay or in the Y drives X regime 
are not possible.) 
Having derived the equations of motion for the pump, we now proceed to analyse 
solutions in an attempt to locate regimes of quiet and noisy operation. \Ve shall begin 
in the next section by focusing on quiet solutions, where the X-shaft continuously drives 
the Y-shaft. In contrast, Section 2.4 is concerned with an analysis of rattling periodic 
orbits. 
2.3 Conditions for silent operation 
Recall that we have defined the three configurations of meshing gears, see Figure 2.1. 
For 'silent' operation the system resides permanently in regime (a), which we shall call 
'permanent linear contact' (PLC) (illustrated in Figure 2.9). PLC corresponds to the 
X-shaft continuously driving the Y-shaft with no loss of contact between the gears, 
and hence no noisy re-engagement. The PLC regime is therefore highly desirable from 
a design point of view, and we wish to find a bound on the eccentricity, e, for the 
existence of solutions in this regime. Increasing e above this bound, which we shall call 
the critical eccentricity (ecrit), will destroy the PLC solutions. 
The outline of our method is as follows. In permanent linear contact the backlash 
function takes the form 
B(<I» = <I> - (3 for all t, (2.30) 
and the relative rotational displacement must satisfy 
<I>(t) > {3 for all t. (2.31) 
{see equation (2.24)). 
Equation (2.30) simplifies the equations of motion (2.26) to a linear ordinary dif-
ferential equation (2.27) which can be solved using standard techniques. \Ve must, 
however, apply an a posteriori check for the validity of solutions we find, namely that 
(2.31) is always satisfied. This will then give the condition required on e. 
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{3 .. 
o 1 2 3 t 
Figure 2.9. Sketch of a permanent linear contact solution. Solutions of this type corrC1\pond 
to the X-shaft continuously driving the V-shaft with no loss of contact between the gears. 
2.3.1 Permanent linear contact solutions 
Permanent linear contact solutions of the model (2.26) satisfy 
The solution of (2.32) consists of a particular solution in the fonn 
where 
o 
<1>(t) = -2 + {3 + pcos(211't + -'), t;; 
p = 1ft 
(2.33) 
(2.3·1) 
and ,x is a phase shift, plus an exponentially decaying complementary function compo-
nent which we shall neglect, since we are concerned with t - 00 dynamics. 
\Ve require that equation (2.31) is satisfied, that is, 
a 
21>: + pcos(211't + ,x) > 0 for all t. (2.35) 
The minimum of the LHS in (2.35) is 0/21>: -Ipl, and so we require Ipi < cr/2K. Using 




(t;; - 211'2)2 + 1f2!J2 
411'2 + 62 (2.36) 
as an upper bound on the eccentricity, e, for the existence of the PLe solution. In-
creasing e above this bound will destroy the PLe solution, force nonlinear solutions 
and guarantee noisy pump operation. 
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Booster type Critical eccentricity 
A 9.2 x 10-5 rads 
B 6.5 x 10-5 rads 
C 4.2 x 10-5 rads 
Table 2.2. Calculated (non-dimensional) critical eccentricities for booster pumps of types A, 
D and C. 
2.3.2 Commentary 
If we use the parameter values from Table 2.1 in formula (2.36) we find that for our 
standard type A booster pump, ecrit = 9.2 x 10-5 rads is the critical value of eccentricity 
above which the permanent linear contact solution cannot exist. It is curious to note that 
a typical measured eccentricity, 1 x 10-4 rads, is of the same order of magnitude as the 
critical eccentricity. This could explain why the same machine can behave inconsistently 
and 'identical' machines behave differently, since the PLC solution can be eliminated 
with a small change in the typical machine parameters. 
As '" - 00, (motivated by the values in Table 2.1) we have 
c5 
ecrit '" - + higher order terms 
7r 
(as c5 = 3 x 10-4, see Table 2.1, this consolidates our calculated value for ecrit). 
(2.37) 
\Ve have also used (2.36) to calculate critical eccentricity values for two larger booster 
pumps known as types B and C. The results of these calculations are shown in Table 
2.2. \Ve find that increasing the inertia decreases ecrit and will therefore make rattle 
more likely. These calculations corroborate the anecdotal evidence that larger pumps 
are more susceptible to noise. 
Expression (2.37) implies that if we can implement changes in the machine which 
increase the damping coefficients, we increase the critical eccentricity for 'silent opera-
tion' and therefore the likelihood that pumps operate 'quietly'. There are three potential 
ways to increase the damping coefficient, c5: 
• Use more viscous lubrication in the gears. However, this is not a practical solution 
as power consumption is directly proportional to the damping, and increasing c5 
would make the machine more expensive to run. 
• Decreasing the rotational speed n increases c5 (see the rescaling formulae (2.25)), 
but this is not desirable as it would result in a lower pumping rate. 
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• Decrease the moment of inertia 1. 'Ve shall return to this idea in Chapter 4. 
However, it is important to note that satisfying the critical eccentricity bound (2.36) 
does not necessarily guarantee silent operation since there may exist a whole range of 
rattling solutions which coexist with the permanent linear contact liOtution. 
2.4 Rattling solutions 
In Section 2.3 we discussed permanent linear contact liOlutions, where the X-shaft contin-
uously drives the V-shaft with no 105."1 of contact bctw('(~ the gears. 1I0wcwr, although 
these solutions are desirable as they result in almost silent machine operation, the ma-
chine may operate in other ways, and inde<..'(} must do 80 if the f:'Cccntricity exc('t'(ls its 
critical value. 
\Ve now proceed to analyse periodic liOlutions where the grMl do not remain pt't'ma-
nently in contact. The constructions that we prescnt here originate with lIa18e (23, 2,'1. 
Figure 2.8 shows some numerical simulations of thc initial value problem for n l'(>a115tic 
range of machine parameters (for which silent PLC solutions exat), wh(!rc a variety of 
different initial data have been chosen. The figun1J were g(!Oerah'(l using the in-built 
Matlab ODE solver, OD£45, in conjunction with an IEvcnts' function to dt1('Ct thc 
crossings of the backlash boundaries (41· The purpose of the event detection is to de-
termine which regime the system is operating in, and thcrtforc which CB."I(! of (,<tuations 
(2.27)-(2.29) is to be solved. 
Figure 2.8 reveals a very rich structure of coexisting rattling l>t'luwiounl including 
stable periodic orbits, chaotic solutions etc., that coexist with (tuit!t op(~ation. II ('re. 
we construct rattling periodic solutions, whilst in Cllaptn 3 ""C Hha11 in\'C'Stigatc their 
basins of attraction. In Figure 2.8, it would St'Cm that noisy lU)lutiorul (wh('rt~ tlw &('ars 
lose contact) predominate. \Ve obst.'t'Vc that these solutions spend the the majority of 
their time in freeplay. The large stiffness value" (8(.'C Table 2.1) nsultJI in impact-
like events of short duration. This motivates an impacting-contact model. \\'c may 
approximate contact via the K. - 00 limit, namely by instantanrous cla.'ltic impacts (301 
with a classical coefficient of restitution law (with coefficient of rrstitution e 1). St!C 
Figure 2.10. Thus in this case the only differential l'quation we nt~'tl 8Oh'c is (2.26) 
in the freeplay region, where D(8(t) + e(l» = 0, sec l'quation (2.28). Thl't'eforc, no's 
an alternative to equations (2.26), {2.24}, we may analyse (2.28) with perf('Ctly cla.'1tic 
impact events at times timp 
with (2.38) 
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lilll,, _ h'B(~) 
-~-t----'-- ~ (t) 
~(I) ~(t) 
~t 
imparting limit piecewise-linear contact model 
Figur 2.10. The two backla. h models with illustrative trajectories. When the gears are in 
cont.act in t.he piecewisc-lin('ar model, Hooke's law holds . The impacting-contact model approx-
imates t h Hooke's law regime via instantaneous, omplctcly elastic impacts with coefficient of 
r('sLitulion one. 
Hen' q>'(tilllP - ) - lillll l l i"''' cI>'(t) and cI>'(/imp+) = 1ill11llll11IJ cI>'(t) denote the velocities 
irnrnpdiately lwfore and aJter impact, respectively. The perfect elasticity implies the 
abscIlce' of dlatt<'ring, see [6 , 45, 461 (essentially, an infinit number of impacts in a 
finite time) which ~ignificantly simplifie our analysis and computations. ote that the 
cOIls('rvation of angular momentum is not required to describe impacts here because we 
do not work with fJx and Oy co-ordinates separately, only with their difference. 
2.4.1 la ification of p riodic orbits 
As a starting point, we focus our nonlinear analysis to consider the special case of 
periodic solutioll::;. More complicated solutions might be reached from these via their 
bifurcation. For convenienc we use th notation introduced in [23 , 24] to identify 
differrnt types of periodic olution. We let P (rn,71 ,11 ) denote a periodic solution, 
of period III E Z, wher n± denote the number of times per period that the urbit 
contacts the ~ = ±;3 boundaries respectively. In the case of the continuous backlash 
model (2.24), n+ (respectively n- ) counts the number of time intervals per period 
for which ~(t) > Ij (resp ctively <J>(t) < -13). In the infinite stiffness K ~ limit, 
n (respe'ctiv ly 11 ) counts th numb r of impacts at which <I>(t) = {3 (respectively 
(1)(1) - /1), Halse f't al [23 , 241 carried out a detailed analysis of the two simplest 
farnili(>s of pf'riodic solutioIl..'l, for both th impacting limit and pie 'ewise-linear models 
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Figure 2,11. ketches of P(III, 1.0) and P(III. 1. 1) orhit .. in tll(· irnpa('lin~ colltall IIIlJdd. (a) 
illustrates the impact at the <l> . 1 houndari at I imC' 11 alld (J 11/ . (h) illllsi r .11f till' 
impacts at the ~ - +:1 and <l> j boundari .. at tiul(' a ancl GB. Th,' illlplln 1.1111 all IIot 
known a priori and mu t be c\f'tcrmincd during the con. I fwi ion of filII iCIll1i. 
of backlash. Th solutions investigated w('re of YIWS }'(111. I, II) anel I'(TII, 1. I): tha 
is, orbits that repeat themselves very m 'yd.s of ttH' forcing WI h .III, ollt' illlpa(' O! 
crossing of the <I> = +11 boundary or <>I1P crossin' of h \ h \\1' 1\\ i 1\1\ .\\ 
boundaries r :pct\.v'\)" 'acn 1) 'floc). h ~ . show I (\ h:\. () \I'ading ord.·I. I', \ I'IH'" 
and stability crit ria for thpse two familil's of solll ion ;UI' llif't1 i('al for 111' hili I' ar II 
infinit stiffn s models in th( limit ,... , '111 H, for (on t'uil'w'f' WI' (ollsidl'r only 
the impacting model of backlash in tlH' f('maincl('r of thi, dial' I'r I hI) Igh h' prllhtl'llI 
is still harshly nonlin ar du> to tll(' impar . 'kl' du', IJ 1 f' W() YllI'S of /} hi ill hI' 
impacting limit ar illustrated in ig1lf1' 2.11. 
W now proce d to outline tIl(· g('n!'rai pro(·I·dun' for ,Iu ion ('( list wtlOlI, Wlil'l (' 
th overall aim is to find bounds for E'xistf'Il('P of hI' I a lin' (Jlu lOllS, 1\1111 hl'Tl'flll1' 
determine how th y can 1)(' lirnina ('d .• '0 (' that. Ill' ('On. n (' ion l. dlIliq\lt~ whkh WI' 
shall introduc here can be ('xtendNl to otlH'r faIIlilif of I)/' iodi(' ,Iu iOIl 'j h 111011' 
complex itinerari s, 
2.4.2 Solution construction t chniqu 
The first st p in the construction of periodic solu ions is to olvp hI' ddrl'fI n uu I~U IOU 
(2.2 ) in the fre pla.y region to de rminc> 'xpliC'i pxpn IOfU for -II I 1 "' : tV 
<I>(t ) = ·lrrl e('o:-.(21l"f) /1 "2' 
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X 10-4 P(1 , 1,0) X 10-4 P(2,1 ,0) x 10-4 P(3,1 ,0) 
5 5 
<1>0 
-5 -5 -5 
,"" I I I,. It" l "I" '" , +, """ I'" ,,, , •• , '0 , " I"" , •• , " " 0 , "," I'" 
6 8 t 10 6 8 t 10 6 8 t 10 
x 10 4 P(1 ,1,1) X 10-4 P(2,1 ,1) X 10-4 P(3,1,1 ) 
5 5 5 
6 8 I 10 6 8 t 10 6 8 t 10 
Figur 2.12. um('rical int('gration of th initial value problem for the piccewis('-linear model 
(2.24), (2.26) illustrating co('xisling slabI<' P(m , 1, 0) and P(lII, 1, 1) orbits for realistic machine 
param('t<'fs < nei 1 <' 11/ < :l. The inilial condition for these plots were generated using the 
SO\lIt ion const.ruction t chniqllc. outlined in eetion 2.4.1. These olutions all coexist with a 
ql1i I solution in which th(' gears are in permanent linear contact with <I> > d. Reproduced with 
p('rnlission [rom Nonlmra1' Dynamics of the Automotive Driveline by C.K. Raise (PhD Thesis 
2(01) \23\. 
wht>rt> ("I and ( '2 are constants of integration. We then patch solution segments together 
WI t h ti1(' impact an I p<'riodicity conditions in ach cas . 
he' mNhod of ('onstruction is silIlilar for both types of solution, although for thE' 
P ( /11 . 1. I ) orbits there' is also an impact of the <l> = - d boundary to take into account. 
In this rasp w(' tlwr fore writ " th . solution <I> as the combination of two parts; see Figure 
2.11(b) , so that 
a A < t < liB , 
aB < t < (fA + m, 
(2.41) 
(and similarly for \lJ) . Ii A and aR denot the impact times with the <I> = ±d boundaries. 
Here W(' construct solutions of typ P( m, 1,0), and th n show in Section 2.4.3 how the 
techniqu€' ran b(' xt nd d to solutions of typ P(m , 1, 1). With reference to Figure 
2.11(a) our solution loses contact with th q> = +/3 boundary at some initial unknown 
time a , with velocity - v; the p riodicity condition then implies that our solution re-
impa ·ts the <1> - +tJ boundary at some tim a + m with velocity v . Henc : 
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~(o') = {3, 
~(o' + m) = (3, 
'1'(0') = -1'. 
'I'(u +m) = v. 
(2.42) 
(2.43) 
By applying conditions (2.42)-(2.43) to (2.39) and (2.40) we obtain a system in the 
form Ac = b to solve for the four unknowns Cit C2, v and 0', 
1 e-6u 0 
U:)= (3 - 47TU - E cos (27TU ) 1 e-6(0'+m) 0 (3 - 47T(U + m) - Ecos(27TU) (2.44) 0 _8e-6u 1 -47T + 27Tt sin(27T0') 
0 _8e-6(0'+m) -1 -47T + 27Tt sin(27T11) 
where c = [Ct, C2, v]T. The important point to note is that this well-determined system 
is linear in the constants of integration (Cit C2, and effectively v) but nonlinear in the 
impact time 0'. 
To solve the system of equations (2.44) we find a matrix l' such that l' A is in 
echelon form. Consequently, we can then find exprE!S.'iions for ('I, ('2 nnl! l' and gtmerate 
an algebraic constraint on the impact time, u. 1> takes the form 
e-6m 1 
0 
e-6m - 1 e-6m - 1 0 
e6u ('6(1 




e-6m -1 e-6m - 1 
( 15m) 8coth 2" (8m) -6coth 2" 1 1 
If we premultiply b by P we find that the impact time (J takes the fonn 
(2.·t6) 
There are two admissible solutions to (2.46); we expand them in terms of the small 
parameter 6 to give: 
u={ in-phase solution, (2.47) 
out-of-phase solution. 
Note as the damping 6 - 0, the argument of the arcsin function in (2.46) tends to zero 
which implies that 0' - 0 or 1/2. This corresponds to a solution which is in pha.o:;e, 
and a solution which is 1r /2 out of phase with the forcing. Numerical evidence indicates 
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that the in-phase solution is stable, and the out-of-phase solution is unstable. However 
a rigorous stability analysis, as detailed in [23, 24}, requires a combination of classical 
Floquet analysis and the method of discontinuity mappings to correct for impacts with 
the backlash boundaries. 
2.4.3 Construction of P(m, 1, 1) solutions 
\Ve now outline the construction procedure for (less desirable) solutions of type P( m, 1, 1) 
which impact both ~ = ±(3 boundaries. As before, we can patch our solution segments 
together with the impact and periodicity conditions. \Vith reference to Figure 2.11(b) 
our solution loses contact with the ~ = +{3 boundary at some initial unknown time a A, 
with velocity -VA; it then impacts the <I> = -(3 boundary at some unknown time aB, 
with velocity -Vo. Hence: 
<I>A(aA) = (3, 
<I> A(ao) = -(3, 
The impact and periodicity conditions then imply 
<I>o(aB) = -(3, 
<I>o(aA + m) = (3, 
'l1A(aA) = -VA, 
'l1 A(aB) = -VB. 
'lIB(aB) = VB, 





By applying conditions (2.48)-(2.51) to equations (2.39) and (2.40) we obtain a system 
in the form Ac = b to solve for the eight unknowns ct,~, cr,~, VA, VB, aA and aB, 
where 
1 e-6~A 0 0 0 0 
1 e-6~B 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 e-c5UB 0 0 
A= 
0 0 1 e-c5(~A+m) 0 0 
-fJe-c5~A (2.52) 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 -fJe-c5(~ A +m) -1 0 
0 _ae-c5UB 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 _ae-c5UB 0 -1 
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b= 
-411"0'A - c cos 211"0'A + {3 
-4m78 - c cos 211"0'8 - {3 
-411"0'8 - C cos 211"0'8 - (3 
-411"(O'A + m) - eCOS211"0'A + (3 
211"e sin 211"0' A - 411" 
27rc sin 211"0' A - 47r 
211"c sin 211"0'B - 411" 
211"c sin 211"0'8 - 411" 
Joanna Mason 
(2.53) 
and c = [ct,~,cr,~,VA,VB]T. In contrast to system (2.44) for the P(m, 1,0) orbits, 
the expressions for the impact times, 0' A and O'B are not solvable in closed form. However 
progress may be made either with asymptotics [23,24] or with a numerical root-finding 
procedure. 
2.4.4 Consistency checks and bounds for existence 
Once we have solved for impact times and solution coefficients, we must make a consis-
tency check to ensure that the itinerary matches our construction, that is, that there are 
no additional crossings of the discontinuity boundaries <I> = ±(3. Since more progress 
can be made with explicit calculations, we show how this procedure works for P( m, 1,0) 
solutions. \Ve require: 
(i) No crossings of the <I> = -{3 boundary, which would contradict the assumptions 
used in the solution construction. \Ve must check that the minimum displacement 
of <I> is greater than -(3. 
\Ve also require 
(ii) validity of 0', i.e., the argument of the arcsin function (2.46) lies between ±1. 
The latter requirement gives a condition on eccentricity, 
fJ2m2 4 
c> ecrit := -6- + 0(8 ), (2.54) 
for the existence of simple P(m,l,O) solutions. \Ve must then check requirement (i). 
To do this we must find the minimum displacementj we thus require i such that <I>'(i) = 
\II(i) = OJ we try a power series solution in the form 
A m A A 2 
t = 0' + 2" + to + t1fJ + O(fJ ). (2.55) 
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\Ve have four cases corresponding to in-phase/out-of-phase solutions and m odd/even. 
In each case we solve for the coefficients £i, substitute these expressions for i into the 
condition <p(i) > -{3 and expand as a series to give bounds on the existence of this 
type of solution. Figure 2.13 displays the results in the c5-g plane for m odd, where the 
various boundaries may be identified as bifurcations [23, 24]. 
\Ve observe that as the periodicity m is increased, or the damping c5 reduced, the 
number of coexisting solutions increases. In region (b) both the in-phase and out-of-
phase P(m, 1,0) solutions exist, in region (c) only out-of-phase P(m, 1, 0) solutions can 
exist. Neither solution exists in region (d). If we follow the dashed line we can follow the 
sequence of bifurcations: a saddle-node where the in-phase and out-of-phase solutions 
are born, a grazing where the in-phase solution is destroyed, and finally a grazing where 
the out-of-phase solution is destroyed. 
It is possible to construct a similar bifurcation diagram for the P(l, 1, 1) solutions, 
although it is necessary to resort to numerical root-finding procedures. For these types 
of solution, numerical evidence indicates that the stability is opposite to that of the 
P(m, 1,0) solutions. \Ve find that the out-of-phase solution is typically stable, and 
the in-phase solution is unstable. In Figure 2.14 we plot a schematic diagram of these 
numerical existence bounds in the c5-e plane. \Ve find a similar sequence of events: the 
grazing curves are the same (because they correspond to bifurcations at which P(m, 1,0) 
solutions interact), but in contrast the curve of saddle-node bifurcations is very slightly 
raised, and there is an additional bifurcation curve which represents the out-of-phase 
solution losing stability in a period-doubling bifurcation. Similarly, no in-phase or out-
of-phase solution of type P(I, 1, 1) can exist in region (d). 
Note that the curve of saddle-node bifurcations (in blue), for both types of solution, 
is virtually indistinguishable from the x-axis. In the case of P(m, 1,0) solutions this 
bound corresponds to (2.54). This bound will always be satisfied for real machine pa-
rameters since in practice e and 0 are of similar magnitude, and hence (according to this 
theory) it is almost impossible to eliminate rattling solutions by reducing eccentricity. 
2.5 Discussion 
In this chapter we have introduced two nonsmooth differential equation models for 
the dynamics of the pump, motivated by real machine parameters. We calculated a 
bound on the eccentricity, above which non-rattling solutions cannot exist. This bound 
is found to be of the same order of magnitude as typical measured eccentricities. In 
practice our calculated bound will be slightly pessimistic, due to limitations in our 
model, for example the neglection of lubrication between the gear teeth. \Ve have also 
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cril = ~ 7r 
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Figure 2.13. Sketch of the existence bounds for the P(III, l , 0) s luti ns (in t.h(' case III 1). 
The in-phase and out-of-phase solution grazings with <P /; are shown in gr ,('11 and r d, 
respectively. Note that the curve of saddle-nod bifur aLions, illustrat d in bIll " corresponding 
to the bound (2.54), is virtually indistinguishable from the :r-axi,. The critical (' (' .ntricity 
bound, (2.37) is also shown in black. (i) and (ii) are numerical int gration of (2.2 ), (2.3 ) and 
illustrate coexisting in-phase (stable) and out-of-phase (unstable) P {l , l , 0) solution, r p -
tively. In region (b) solutions of types (i) and (ii) exist, in region ( ) we have only olution f 
type (ii). Neither solution exists in region (d). If we follow the dashed lin we hay a equen 
of bifurcations: a saddle-node where the in-phase and out-of-phas solutions ar(' born, a grazing 














c crit = :;r 
Figure 2.14. Sketch of the existence bounds for the P(l , 1, 1) solutions. The in-phase and 
out-of-phase solution grazings with <l? = -(3 are shown in green and red, respectively. Note that 
the curve of saddle-node bifurcations, illustrated in blue, is also virtually indistinguishable from 
the x-axis. Period-doubling of the out-of-phase solution is illustrated in cyan, and the critical 
eccentricity bound, (2.37) is shown in black. (i) and (ii) are numerical integration of (2.28), 
(2.38) and illustrate coexisting out-of-phase and in-phase P(l , 1, 1) solutions, respectively. In 
region (a) solutions of type (i) (out-of-phase, stable) and (ii) (in-pha e, unstable) exist. In (b) 
these two solutions still exist, although the out-of-phase olutions arc now unstable. In region 
(c) we have only solutions of type (i). Neither solution exists in region (d). If we follow the 
dashed line we have a sequence of bifurcations: a saddle-node where the in-phase and out-of-
phase solutions are born, a period-doubling where the out-of-phase solution loses stability, a 
grazing where the in-phase solution is destroyed, and finally a grazing where the out-of-phase 
solution is destroyed. 
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observed that increasing the operating speeds or sizes of the pumps (for example using 
either a booster of type B or C instead of our standard pump) decreases the critical 
eccentricity (i.e., increases the propensity to rattle). 
Preliminary numerical investigations indicate a rich structure of coexistence. \Ve 
have used a combination of explicit construction, asymptotic methods and numerical 
techniques to investigate two types of nonlinear solution families. In particular, we 
derived (asymptotic) analytical bounds for the existence of various classes of periodic 
solution as a function of machine parameters. 
\Ve have found that it is impractical to eliminate rattling P(m,l,O) solutions by 
reducing eccentricity. Furthermore, we have established that reducing the coefficient 
of restitution offers no significant benefits. If we repeat the construction of P(m, 1,0) 
solutions with impacts of coefficient of restitution p, 0 < p < 1, we find 
1 . -1 [1 (2 28m (p+e-6m ))] 
U = 211" sm € - (1 + p) (1 _ e-6m) . (2.56) 
In the same way as before, the P(m, 1,0) solutions do not exist if the argument of the 
arcsin function in (2.56) exceeds one in modulus. Therefore to leading order we require 
( 1 (l-P)) e > 8m "68m - (1 + p) . (2.57) 
Note that for p = 1 we recover (2.54) as expected, nevertheless we observe that the 
c'" 0(82) scaling is independent of the coefficient of restitution p. 
At this stage it is not obvious how to solve the noise and vibration problem at the 
nonlinear level: the bound on e for the destruction of simple P(m, 1,0) solutions is 
impossible to achieve in practice. This motivates exploring machine design changes _ 
an idea which we shall return to in Chapters 4 and 5. 
There are two possible ways forward: 
• Explore improvements in the machine design - see Chapters 4 and 5. 
• Explore the basins of attraction of rattling solutions for the basic machine. It 
may well be the case that most initial data select the permanent linear contact 
solution, even if stable rattling behaviours coexist. See Chapter 3. 
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Basins of Attraction Computations 
In Chapter 2 we established that families of periodic solution that rattle can coexist 
with quiet operation, even if the eccentricity bound (2.36) is satisfied. See Figures 2.8 
and 2.12 for some illustrative examples. Moreover, some of these rattling solutions are 
linearly stable and consequently Roots booster pumps have the potential for intermit-
tency. As we have seen, it is not possible to destroy all rattling solutions for practical 
machine parameters. 
It is therefore a matter of practical concern to establish which linearly stable solu-
tions dominate the t -+ 00 dynamics. Consequently, this chapter is concerned with the 
computation of basins of attraction using cell-to-cell mapping techniques (27,28). Recall 
that for a Roots booster pump the rescaled damping 8, half backlash f3 and eccentricity 
c are all small ("" 10-4), and the rescaled stiffness parameter Ii. is large ("" 103). These 
parameters present a computational challenge for two independent reasons. Firstly, the 
large stiffness value introduces a small time-scale which must be resolved. Secondly, the 
small damping value gives rise to long transients and slender features in basin diagrams. 
This latter problem is severe for the parameter values quoted here, and consequently in 
this chapter we work with scaled-up values for the purposes of illustration. However, 
we expect the qualitative details of the structures and transitions we observe to persist 
at more realistic parameter values. 
In Section 2.4 we introduced an impacting-contact model of backlash, which is con-
siderably simpler to analyse than the piecewise-linear model, (2.24), (2.26). However, 
it has the disadvantage that it does not admit quiet solutions for which tl> ~ +f3 for 
all time. Consequently a proper understanding of the relative dominance of quiet and 
rattling behaviour can only be achieved by analysing equations (2.28), (2.38) in com-
parison with equations (2.24), (2.26). Other authors [13-15) have computed basins of 
attraction for an impacting-contact gear model and established the existence of chaotic 
regimes. But we go further and use equations (2.24), (2.26) to calculate the basins of 
attraction for quiet solutions - a matter of some importance from the engineering point 
of view. 
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Furthermore, we also describe more computationally-efficient methods by which the 
basins of attraction may be produced. In particular, we calculate stable manifolds, 
which form the basin boundaries, using ManlD, a module of DsTool [5, 19, 31]. To 
our knowledge this is the first time that this package has been used to analyse a one 
degree-of-freedom backlash oscillator system such as the one described here. 
The outline of the chapter is as follows. \Ve begin by describing in detail the reduc-
tion of the impacting-contact equations (2.28), (2.38) and full piecewise-linear equations 
(2.24), (2.26) models to Poincare maps, applied at the section ~ = +{3. See Sections 3.1 
and 3.2. These impact maps considerably simplify the analysis, visualisation and com-
putations that follow. In particular, they enable the direct application of the cell-to-cell 
mapping technique, which we introduce in Section 3.3. Section 3.3 also describes our 
refinements to the cell-to-cell mapping technique, that we employ to minimise the effect 
of long transients. Basins of attraction for several ranges of parameter values (which all 
satisfy equation (2.36)) are computed in Section 3.4. \Ve observe complicated dynamics 
and we present an explanation of some of the transitions in the system's behaviour in 
terms of smooth and discontinuity-induced bifurcations (see [17]). In addition, in Sec-
tion 3.5 we discuss the important role that the discontinuity in our system plays in the 
intricate stretching and folding of the phase space. 
The material in this chapter is based on the paper Basins oj attraction in nonsmooth 
models oj gear rattle, (2008) which has been accepted for publication in the International 
Journal of Bifurcation and Chaos (co-authors P.T. Piiroinen, R.E. \Vilson and M.E. 
Homer) [39]. 
3.1 Reduction to map: impacting limit 
The model equations (2.24), (2.26) and (2.28), (2.38) are non-autonomous single degree-
of-freedom nonlinear oscillators with phase space (t,~, ~'). In this chapter we analyse 
their dynamics via their reduction to Poincare maps. In such periodically forced sys-
tems, the usual approach is to reduce to a two-dimensional stroboscopic map which 
generates a sequence (~o, ~~), (<1>1, <1>].), (~2' ~~), •.. , at t = 0, 1, 2, .... However, for 
our system it is more natural to use one of the impact conditions as the Poincare sec-
tion. This is because the impacting system (2.28), (2.38) is linear between impacts, and 
consequently we may exploit its explicit solution 
(3.1) 
since "this proves to be more efficient than solving the ordinary differential equation 
equation (2.28) by time integration. Note that a solution of equations (2.28), (2.38) 
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consists of a sequence of segments described by (3.1) with the constants C1 and C2 
repeatedly reset at impacts when <[> = ±{3. Although (3.1) gives <I> explicitly in time, 
the task of finding times at which impact conditions <I> = ±{3 apply reduces to the 
numerical solution of transcendental equations. 
\Ve now consider the itinerary of impacts. When <I>' = 0, (2.28) yields 
(3.2) 
where e is a phase shift. This expression is always positive provided 
(3.3) 
For sufficiently large K., we have Ccrit < c~;?t' hence enforcing equation (2.36) guarantees 
the positivity of <I>" at smooth local extrema. Hence local maxima of <I> are only possible 
at <1> = +{3 where <1>' is discontinuous, but local minima may be achieved smoothly 
for \<1>\ < {3 or discontinuously at <I> = -{3, or (rarely) when <I> = -{3 and .p' = ° 
simultaneously. 
Let us now consider the fate of trajectories with initial data -{3 < <I> ~ +{3 and 
<1>' < o. Such a trajectory must impact at some subsequent time with either <I> = +{3 
or <1> = -{3. To see this, assume the contrary, in which case (3.1) applies for all time, 
yielding <1> -+ +00 > +{3 as t -+ 00 and hence a contradiction. In the case where the 
next impact is with <1> = -{3, the velocity will reverse to a non-negative value. The 
subsequent impact after this one must be with .p = +{3, since if the next impact were 
with <1> = -{3, a (smooth) local maximum would be required. Hence solutions must 
repeatedly return to the <1> = +f3 impact boundary, although they need not ever visit 
the <1> = - f3 boundary. 
Thus <I> = +f3 defines a natural Poincare section, and we work with a two-dimensional 
impact map P on (t, v) E (0, 1) x (0, 00) which describes times and velocities ofimpacts. 
Here time t is taken modulo one due to the period-one forcing. By convention, we take 
v = <1>'(t-) = -<I>'(t+) > 0 for the velocity co-ordinate at impact at time t. Later, when 
the piecewise-linear model (2.24), (2.26) is used, trajectories cross the surface .p = +f3 
and this idea needs refinement. 
\Ve now turn our attention to the structure of the impact map under consideration. 
To summarise our discussion above, for parameters which satisfy equation (2.36), there 
are two main outcomes (see Figure 3.2) for a given initial condition with <I> = +f3 and 
<1>' = -Vo < ° at time to: 
Case (a) The next impact is with <I> = +{3, see Figure 3.2(a). 
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impacting limit piecewise-linear contact model 
Figure 3.1. The two backlash models with illustrative trajectories. The cyan arrows label the 
impact (first return) map which maps the time and velocity from departure aL <r? rJ Lo the 
next crossing or impact leaving <I> = {3. 
.<1? 
(3 
t t t t 
to t I 
-(3 ............ ....... -(3 -(3 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.2. Sketches of the three different types of trajectory. From left to right : (a) 
illustrates a trajectory whose next impact is with th <r? = +(3 boundary, (b) a trajectory who e 
next impact i with the <I> = - {3 boundary before it re-impacts th <I? - +{3 boundary and (c) 
a grazing trajectory that grazes the <r? = - (3 boundary. 
Case (b) The next impact is with CI> = -(3 and the next but one impact IS with 
<1? = + ,see Figure 3.2(b). 
Furthermore, we have: 
Case (c) The trajectory grazes the CI> = -(3 boundary with zero velocity b fore re-
impacting the <1? = +(3 boundary, see F igure 3.2(c). 
In fact, case (c) separates cases (a) and (b) in the sense that if data (to, va) give rise to 
case (c), then (to vo) is case ( a) if Vo < va or is case (b) if Vo > va. This may be proven 
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by a monotonicity argument which establishes that if <I>l and <I>2 are solutions of (3.1) 
with initial data <PI(tO) = <P2(tO) = ,8 and <Pi (to) = -VI and <I>~(to) = -V2 with V2 > Vb 
then <I>1(t) > <P2(t) for all t > to· The monotonicity principle itself may be established 
by noting that <Pdiff(t) := <I>l(t) - <P2(t) satisfies <I>diff + 8<Pdiff = 0 from (2.28), together 
with <Pdiff(tO) = 0, and so <Pdiff(t) = All - e(-c5(t-to))). 
For a given to, it follows that there is a unique vo(to) which satisfies case (c). Three 
example trajectories leaving the <P = +,8 boundary at the same time with different 
initial velocities are illustrated in Figure 3.3(a). 
The remainder of this section describes how we construct the impact map on (t, v) 
pairs and how we tackle the resulting transcendental equations robustly. Section 3.1.1 
sets up and solves systems of equations which define the grazing curve v*(t) described 
by case (c). Once this curve is computed, any given data (t, v) may be classified as case 
(a) (described in Section 3.1.2) or case (b) (described in Section 3.1.3). Note that the 
construction for case (b) poses particular difficulties since it consists of two trajectory 
segments, hence two impact times and two distinct root-finding procedures. 
3.1.1 Solution for the grazing curve 
\Ve begin by constructing trajectories that impact the <I> = -,8 boundary with zero 
velocity, see Figure 3.2(c). Solutions of this type start at the <I> = +,8 boundary at time 
to with velocity <I>'(to+) = -vo(to) (to be determined) and graze the <I> = -,8 boundary 
at time i with zero velocity. Hence from equation (3.1) we have 
(<I>(to) =) CI + C2e- c5to + e: cos 2rrto + 4rrto = {3, 
(<I>'(to) =) - c5c2e-I5to - 2rre:sin2rrto + 4rr = -vo, 
(<I>(t) =) CI + C2e- c5i + e: cos 2rrt + 4rrt = -,8, 





as a system of four equations in the unknowns Cl, C2, t and vo. However, it is ultimately 
only va that is of interest. 
If we subtract (3.6) from (3.4) and use (3.7) to substitute for C2 we obtain a single 
equation 
~(4rr - 2rre: sin 2rrt)(ec5(f-to) -1) + e:(cos2rrto - cos2rrt) + 4rr(to - i) - 2,8 = 0, (3.8) 
to solve numerically for i as a function of to. The only remaining question concerns the 
counting of solutions and whether the solver finds the correct root. In this case provable 
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Figure 3.3. (a) Example trajectories of type (a), (b) and (c) (described in Sections 3.1.2, 3.1.3 
and 3.1.1, respectively) leaving cp = +/3 at the same time, but with different velocities. Solid 
lines represent true trajectories, and the dashed line represents a trajectory ignoring the impact 
with cp = -/3. (b) The division of the (t, v) space into regions characterised by trajectories of 
type ( a), (b) and by the grazing curve (c). 
robustness is not critical because the grazing curve v*(t) is computed in full prior to 
the basin computation, and a failure to find the correct root f for individual values of 
to can be identified by visual inspection. However, in our examples no such problems 
occurred. 
In fact, for each initial time to, it turns out that two values i satisfy (3.8), but only 
one of these satisfies i> to. In the first instance we therefore solve (3.8) via the Newton 
method (see for example [9]) with an initial guess to + 1/2, and we have found that 
this converges to the correct root in all the cases that we have tried. Once f has been 
calculated for a single value of to, we compute further t~, ik pairs using a 'continuation' 
type method where t~ is stepped in small increments and the solution ik at one t~­
value is used as the Newton solver's initial guess for the next t~-value. Each ik-value 
can then be converted to a corresponding velocity Vo using (3.5), and an interpolating 
curve (t,v*(t)) is thus constructed. As we have discussed, this grazing curve acts as the 
separatrix of the trajectories whose next impact is with either the ~ = +{3 or ~ = -(3 
boundary, see Figure 3.3(b). 
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3.1.2 Case (a) : next impact with <I> = +/3 
\Ve now analyse trajectory segments of the form shown in Figure 3.2(a), and thus we 
develop the impact map P(to, vo) = (tI, vI) with Vo < v(j(to). \Ve have 
(<1>(to) =) Cl + C2 e - 8to + C cos 27rto + 47rto = (3, (3.9) 
(<1>'(to+) =) 
- OC2e- 8to - 27rc sin 27rto + 47r = -vo, (3.10) 
(<1>(tl) =) Cl + C2 e- 8h + c cos 27rtl + 47rtl = {3, (3.11) 
(<1>' (tl -) =) - OC2e- 8h - 27rC: sin 27rtl + 47r -.:. VI, (3.12) 
cf. equations (3.4)-(3.7). If we subtract (3.9) from (3.11), we can define J(tl) = <I>(tl)-
<I>(to) and then solve J(tl) = 0 for tl in terms of fixed to. This may then be expanded 
using (3.10) to substitute for C2, to give 
J(h) = ~ (47r + Vo - 27rC: sin 27rto) (e-8(t1-tO)-1)+c:(cos 27rtl-COS 27rto)+47r(tl-tO) = O. 
(3.13) 
By using the relationship with <1>, we have J(to) = 0 and J'(to) < OJ moreover we have 
limt ...... oo J(t) = +00. It follows that there is a unique root tl > to which may be bracketed 
by successive doubling of the initial guess for tl. Then either interval bisection or the 
method of false position will find the root robustly. 
However, for ~ small, a convexity argument may be used to establish the robust 
convergence of the Newton method. Note that J(t) is not globally convex, even though 
it has a unique local minimum. To see this, we use (3.1) to derive 
(3.14) 
which displays oscillatory behaviour as t -+ 00. However, since 
47r + Vo - 27rC: sin 27rto 8t 
C2 = e 0 
o ' (3.15) 
a sufficient condition for convexity is given by 
t<t ·=t +!l [~(47r+VO-27rcSin27rto)] max • 0 ~ oge 2 • 
u 47r c: (3.16) 
Then t max > to is established by showing that the argument of the logarithm exceeds 
one, for which it suffices that 
(3.17) 
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cf. (3.3), which thus generally holds throughout this chapter. The interest however is 
in the limit 6 -+ 0 with (3.17) maintained, for which tmax -+ 00. In this case, successive 
doubling may be used to establish an interval which verifiably brackets the desired root 
tl and on which cI> and hence f are convex. The Newton method thus displays robust 
one-sided second order convergence for any initial guess in this interval which is to the 
right of the root. 
3.1.3 Case (b) : next impact with <P = -f3 
\Ve now proceed to construct trajectories that impact the cI> = -{3 boundary before 
re-impacting the cI> = +{3 boundary. Trajectories of this type consist of two pieces (see 
Figure 3.2(b)), so two root finding procedures are required, to find the times of impact 
with the cI> = -{3 and cI> = +{3 boundaries, respectively. 
The first section of trajectory (cI>A) starts from the cI> = +fJ boundary with initial 
times and velocities (to, vol and then impacts the cI> = -fJ boundary with unknown 
times and velocities (i, v). In addition to equations (3.4) (replacing v(j by vol, (3.5) and 
(3.6) we have 
cI>/(£) = _&2e-oi - 211"csin211"i + 411" = v. (3.18) 
If we subtract (3.4) from (3.6) and use (3.5) to substitute for e2, we have 
~ (411" + Vo - 211"e sin 211"to) (e-o(i- to ) - 1) + c( cos 211"i - cos 211"to) + 411"(£ - to) + 2fJ = o. 
(3.19) 
However (see Figure 3.3(a» this equation has two roots via its relationship to cI> and we 
seek only the smallest one for which a convexity argument applied to cI> may be used to 
establish the robust performance of the Newton method. To see this, note 
cI>' (tmax) = 411" (1 - ~c) - 211"c sin 211"tmax, (3.20) 
which is positive for c sufficiently small, positive, and less than 6/11". Here tmax is given 
by (3.16). It follows that the local minimum of cI> is less than tmax , and since i is less 
than the local minimum, cI> and hence f are convex on the interval [to,~. lienee for an 
underestimate of i such as to + 2fJ/vo, the Newton method will give robust one-sided 
convergence to i. The corresponding impact velocity can then be found from equation 
(3.18) which is then reversed for the initial data of the second part of the trajectory. 
The second piece of trajectory (cI>B) leaves the <I> = -fJ boundary with known times 
and velocities (i, -v) and impacts the <P = +fJ boundary with unknown times and 
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velocities (tI, -VI). From equation (3.1) we have 
ell(i) = Ci + 62e-.si + e cos 27ft + 47ft = -f3, 
ell' (i) = -862e -.si - 27fe sin 27ft + 47f = -v, 
<1>(td = Ci + 62e-lSh + e cos 27ftl + 47ftl = f3, 
ell'(tt} = _862e-lSt1 - 27fesin27ftl + 47f = -VI. 





to solve for tb for which the convergence issues are similar to those for case (a) discussed 
in Section 3.1.2. Note that for small 8, the trajectory is approximately reversible in 
time and hence 2£ - to constitutes a good initial guess for tl. Once tl is found, the 
corresponding impact velocity VI is given by (3.24). 
\Ve have constructed a complete map P for the impacting-contact model given 
by equations (2.28), (2.38), and we now proceed to construct a similar map for the 
piecewise-linear model equations (2.24), (2.26). 
3.2 Construction of P for the piecewise-linear model 
To calculate the Poincare map P for the piecewise-linear model we can adapt the impact 
map described in Section 3.1 by replacing elastic impacts with the backlash boundaries 
with excursions into one of the linear stiffness regimes. As before we construct a map in 
time and velocity at the point of departure (<1>' < O) from the <1> = +f3 boundary to the 
next such departure, noting attraction to permanent linear contact if no such departure 
exists. 
In contrast to the impacting-contact model, where the robustness of our numerical 
procedures can be guaranteed, here we have to proceed by formal arguments which 
nevertheless appear to converge to the correct root in all cases that we have examined. 
Details of proofs have not been attempted. 
Consider a trajectory with initial data -f3 < <1> ~ +f3 and <1>' < o. As before, such 
a trajectory must impact either <I> = +f3 or <I> = -f3 at some subsequent time. \Ve note 
that any crossing of the ell = - f3 boundary from freeplay must be followed by another 
crossing of <I> = -{3 back into freeplay, by the following argument. 
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Figure 3.4. Sketches of three example trajectories departing from <1> = +(3 with <1>' > O. From 
left to right: (a) the trajectory oscillates between linear contact and frccplay, (b) trajectory 
returns to freeplay (within one gross rotation) after several maxima and minima in linear 
contact, (c) the trajectory stays in permanent linear contact. 
where e is a phase shift. This expression is always positive provided 
(3.27) 
Since equation (2.36) holds and <1> $ -/3 in this regime, this bound is always satisfied 
and there can be no local maxima in the torque reversal regime. 
Let us now consider trajectories where <1> > +/3 and <1>' > 0, i.e., a trajectory in the 
linear contact regime with positive velocity. There can be many maxima and minima of 
<1> before the trajectory re-crosses the <1> = +/3 section and returns to the freeplay region, 
if it in fact does ever return. \Ve assume that if a trajectory does not re-cross <I> = +f3 
within one gross rotation that it will never re-cross and it will remain in the linear 
contact regime for all time, i.e., permanent linear contact. Some example trajectories 
with initial data <1> = +/3 and <1>' > 0 are illustrated in Figure 3.4. 
To locate exit points from the linear contact regime, and hence re-crossings of <I> = 
+/3, we must first find the maxima (and minima, if any) within it. Unfortunately, it is 
not possible to find these maxima and minima in closed form. However, we can calculate 
good approximations, motivated by the relative sizes of terms, as outlined below. 
The general solution of (2.26) in the linear contact regime has the form 
V 6t 27r6 
<1>(t) = A2 + B2e-2" cos(qt + () + /3 + - + pcos(27rt + A), 
'" 
(3.28) 
where A and B are constants of integration which can be expressed in terms of the 
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To determine if an exit from the linear contact regime is possible we must find the 
turning points of (3.28). \Ve require tm such that <I>'(tm) = 0, Le., 
-qJ A2 + B2e-~ sin(qtm+()-~J A2 + B2e-~ cos(qtm+()-27rpcos(27rtm+'\) = O. 
2 (3.33) 
Equation (3.33) cannot be solved in closed form. However, if we examine both the 
frequencies and amplitudes of the three sinusoidal terms we can identify the leading 
order terms. \Ve note that the first two terms of (3.33) oscillate significantly faster, rate 
O{ 00, than the third term, rate 0(1) and hence there is a decoupling of time scales. 
In addition, the amplitude of the first term, is proportionately considerably larger than 
that of the second, by a ratio O( JK,) to 0(8). 
Hence, as a good approximation to the solution of equation (3.33) we solve: 
sin(qtm + () = 0 m7r-( =? tm = , q (3.34) 
where m E Z. Equation (3.34) approximates a maximum of (3.28) if m is odd and a 
minimum if m is even. 
We can then use tm to to determine if a crossing of <I> = +/3 exists within one gross 
rotation (namely if there exists a <I>(tm ) < +/3 with m even) and further to bracket such 
a crossing. Due to the possibility of multiple crossings of <1> = +/3, we cannot guarantee 
that Newton's method will locate the correct (i.e. the first) root, and hence we employ 
instead a combination of interval bisection and secant methods. That is, we use (3.34) 
to approximate the first minimum of <I> < +{3, as well as the previous maximum, which 
together bracket the root. Equation (3.28) then gives the exact values of <1>' at the 
interval endpoints; if both are negative the secant method should locate the crossing of 
<I> = +/3 with superlinear convergence. If the gradients are of different sign, see Figure 
3.5, we can use interval bisection until the gradients are of the same sign; the secant 
method can then be applied with confidence. 
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P2 
Figur 3.5 . A chematic diagram illustrating how th ecant method can fail to locate the 
corre t (first) root, and why in c rtain cases we need to initially u e the method of int rval 
bi ection. The first two iterations of the ecant method are shown. The black curve illustrate 
the function, the r d lines are the secants and the initial gue es are denoted by P,. Since the 
gradient is po itive at PI and P2 the root at (b) is located, instead of th root at (a). 
similar m thod can be used to find the minimum in ~ ~ -{J to locate an initial 
gu s for the exit point from the torque reversal regim . 
Our method (for initial conditions departing from ~ = +/J with negativ v locity) 
can b summarised as follows . 
• Id ntify whether the the next cro sing is with ~ = +/~ or ~ 
pre-computed grazing curve . 
• If the next crossing is with ~ = -
- /J using th 
- Locate the next crossing of ~ = -{3 using the Poincare map for th impacting-
contact model. 
pproximate th minimum that occur in ~ ~ - . 
- Temporarily neglect the existence of th freeplay r gion, and approximate 
the next maximum (note that this maximum is non-physical) 
- The root of ~ = - fJ is bracketed by this minimum and the maximum. 
pply the secant method to locate the crossing . 
• Use th Poincare map for the impacting-contact model to locat th next crossing 
of <J? = + . 
• To det rmine wheth r the trajectory remains in permanent lin ar contact, or not: 
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- Temporarily neglect the existence of the freeplay region, and approximate 
the first minimum that occurs in \<I>\ < f3 within one gross rotation (note 
that this minimum is non-physical). If there is no such minimum this initial 
condition is marked as one that results in PLC. 
- Approximate the previous maximum. 
- The root of <I> = + f3 is bracketed by this minimum and the maximum. 
- Use (3.28) to find the exact gradients of <I> at the interval endpoints. 
- If the gradients of both points are negative, use the secant method to locate 
the crossing of <I> = + f3. 
- If the gnidients at these points are of different signs, use interval bisection 
until the new endpoints are both negative. Apply the secant method to 
locate the crossing. 
Having constructed the Poincare map P for the full piecewise-linear model, (see equa-
tions (2.24), (2.26)), in addition to that for the impacting-contact model, (see equations 
(2.28), (2.38)), we now proceed to describe how they are used to compute the basins of 
attraction of solutions of these models. 
3.3 Cell-to-cell mapping in nonsmooth systems 
Our objective is to calculate the basins of attraction of both the full piecewise-linear 
and impacting-contact gear rattle models (see (2.24), (2.26) and (2.28), (2.38)), by the 
brute-force simulation of a large number of initial conditions. To this end, we employ 
the method of cell-ta-cell mapping [27, 28], applied to the Poincare maps P defined in 
Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The region of interest (in this instance a closed bounded subset 
of the domain of P, namely the time and velocity (t,v) of 'departures from <I> = +(3) is 
divided into a uniform rectangular grid of cells, where each cell has a unique cell number 
associated with it, see Figure 3.6. 
The centre point of each cell (tC,VC) corresponds to one set of initial data. The 
dynamics of the system are described by a mapping, in our case the Poincare map 
P : (til Vi) ...... (tHb Vi+1)' This mapping can then be applied to each initial condition 
to yield a 'cellular' form of the Poincare map, which we call a cell-map Peell : (tr, vn ...... 
(t~+1' v~+1) which maps cell-centres to cell-centres (or, equivalently, cells to cells). The 
cell-map is a composition of the Poincare map P, and a 'correction' map Peorr that 
maps points to the nearest cell-centre (see Figure 3.7(a)). \Ve now know to which cell 
in the grid each initial condition maps. The implicit assumption is that all points within 
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Figure 3.6. An example cell-map. {I, 3, 12} all belong to the basin of 7, a fixed point. {9, 
10} and {17, 18, 22} make up period-2 and period-3 orbits, respectively. Cell 20 maps outside 
the grid. 
a given cell map to the same cell; a finer grid gives better accuracy, but requires more 
computation. In principle, as we let the cell-size tend to zero, the cell-map will converge 
to the Poincare map itself. As there are a finite number of cells in this framework, 
every cell in the cell-map is either a periodic attractor or maps outside the grid. One 
implication of this is that chaotic solutions cannot be directly identified, but can be 
inferred as being solutions of large period, which increases as cell-size tends to zero. 
Solutions with small damping, 8, as is characteristic for the systems we study, suffer 
from particularly long transients. To determine the long term behaviour we adapt 
Hsu's method [43}. \Ve apply the Poincare map to each initial condition and record the 
terminal positions. We then repeat this 'procedure many times using the 'uncorrected' 
terminal points as the new starting conditions. That is, we compute Pcorr(pk(tC, VC )), 
rather than Pc~lI(tc, vC); see Figure 3.7(b). This method is akin to long time integration 
to eliminate transients but is computationally much cheaper, yet more accurate than 
a simple iteration of the cell-map. \Ve need to be careful in choosing the number of 
iterations, k, of the Poincare map to ensure that the correct periodicity is calculated. 
A simple way to do this, without the need for any extra computer code, is to choose 
k to be a large prime number. In this way the true periodicity of each basin of period 
less than k (from the point of view of the cell-map) is calculated. 
To efficiently extract the global properties from the mapping, algorithms described in 
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• Peel = P corr ( p 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.7. Schematic illustrations of (a) the cell-map Peen, and (b) the map we use to 
minimise the effect of long transients Peorr 0 pk, where the Poincar() map P is applied k times 
(here k = 6) followed by the correction map, Peorr to re-centre the terminal point. 
[27, 28] can be employed to determine all the information that we require for construct-
ing the basins of attraction, see Figure 3.8. For each cell there are three possibilities: 
the cell is a periodic cell, i.e., this cell belongs to a periodic orbit; the cell is mapped 
outside the grid, or the cell is mapped into a periodic cell. For each cell the algorithm 
assigns: a group number (basin number), a periodicity number (the number of impacts 
of <I> = +(3 before the trajectory repeats itself), and a step number (the number of steps 
it takes to map this particular cell into a periodic cell). Note that there are as many 
group numbers as there are periodic orbits, and that a step number of zero implies a 
periodic cell. 
In what follows, we will use the cell-to-cell mapping technique to explore the solution 
of the gear-rattle models by computing their basins of attraction. For the purposes of 
visualisation, we colour each basin according to its itinerary, i.e., the pattern of impacts 
that occur with both backlash boundaries. Shorter itineraries are represented by shorter 
wavelength. (bluer) colours. At the two extremes of the colour scale; dark blue denotes 
behaviour akin to permanent linear contact and red denotes chaotic behaviour. This 
results in a uniform colour scale across the results below; the same colour in more than 
one picture denotes the same solution type. 
To identify the many different periodic solutions, we use the notation introduced in 
Section 2.4.1. Recall that P( m, n + , n -) denotes a periodic solution, of period m E Il, 
where n± denote the number of times per period that the orbit impacts/crosses the 
<I> = ±{3 boundaries, respectively. \Vhilst this notation is useful it does not apply to all 
solution types, or identify the order in which impacts of q, = +/3 and q, = -/3 occur 
(so that there are sometimes sets of solutions which are not distinguishable from one 
another by this notation). 
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Figure 3.8. Flow chart for Hsu's algorithm for assigning group (Gr), period (P) and step 
(S) numbers for each cell. Reproduced from An Unravelling Algorithm for Global Analysis 0/ 
Dynamical Systems: An Application 0/ Cell-to-Cell Mappings by C.S. Hsu and R.S. Guttalu 
(Journal of Applied Mechanics 1980) [28]. 
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It is important to emphasise here the subtle difference between periodicity and 
impact periodicity. As we use an impact-based map, the periodicity that we calculate 
is the impact periodicity; this is the number of times the trajectory impacts 'l> = +{j 
before repeating. For example, in one time period t E [0, 1] a solution may impact 
cJ> = +{j twice (with different velocities) before repeating, therefore having an impact 
periodicity of two, but a period of one in terms of the forcing period. 
3.4 Basin of attraction computations 
To investigate changes in the dynamics as parameters are varied, we perform three 
sets of numerical experiments: we vary stiffness, eccentricity and damping in turn, 
and observe how the solution structure changes, by computing basins of attraction and 
bifurcation diagrams. Each basin-of-attraction plot presented in this section (Figures 
3.9-3.13 and Figures 3.15-3.19) illustrates the cell-map Pcorropk computed on a regular 
grid of 1000 x 1000 celis, where each cell represents a different initial condition. \Ve 
experimented with different grid sizes, and found that 1000 x 1000 cells was the optimum 
trade-off between accuracy and computation time. As described above, k is chosen to 
be a large prime; here we use k = 1499, as we find that using a larger prime does not 
result in any visible changes in the basins. In each case, the grazing curve is overlaid 
in white, and the scale is chosen so that transitions either side of the grazing curve can 
be observed. 
3.4.1 Varying stiffness 
\Ve begin by examining the effect of varying stiffness f'i, in the piecewise-linear model, 
given by equations (2.24), (2.26), with fixed damping 8 = 0.6, eccentricity c = 0.1, and 
backlash {j = 0.6. \Ve have chosen these parameters as scaled-up versions of the realistic 
machine parameters. The results of these computations are shown in Figure 3.9; we 
show the basins of attraction where stiffness changes by an order of magnitude between 
each panel, increasing from f'i, = 100 to f'i, = 100000. 
\Ve also compare the dynamics of the piecewise-linear model, (2.24), (2.26) with the 
impacting-contact model (2.28), (2.38), at the same values of 8, {j and c. The basins of 
attraction are shown in Figure 3.10, for both models, where the stiffness has been taken 
to be an order of magnitude bigger again (f'i, = 1000000). Figure 3.10 also illustrates 
several common solution types under the two different models: 
• The basin of permanent linear contact (PLe) solutions is represented in dark blue. 
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(a) K, = 100 (b) t,' = lOOO 
(c) K: = 10000 ( d ) t,' - lO()OOO 
Figure 3.9. Basins of attraction for th pi cwi -lin ar mod I, giv n b qllal iOll:O; (2.2 ), 
(2.26), when 5 = 0.6, (3 = 0.6, € = 0.1 and for varying tiffncs ,., (indic, Ic'd 1>('I)w (lch IHUl I). 
Each plot has time on the x-axis and velo ity on th ii-axis. h grazing cllrve' is ()v rlaid in 
white. Computations were performed using the cell-la-cell mapping I chniqll s d scril)( d in 
Section 3 .3. 
• A chaotic region is shown in speckl d dark r d. 
• The basin of the P(l , 1, 0) solutions, very clos to grazing, is shown in 1>a1(' bhl<'. 
• T he basin of the P(1 ,2 0) solution, which is rev al'd only b tIw W TIlO 1('1, 
is shown in blue. 
T he time histories of these solutions are all lab 11 d with arrows. lw T><'riodi . attra.c-
tors are overlaid on the basins of attraction in whit (x). 0 g<>n('rat' th· chaotic 
attractors (since these cannot b dire tly id ntifi d using ccll-to-c 11 mapping) w(' n-
peatedly iterate the Poincare map to an initial condition in the chaoti . n·girn ,r('movC' 
the transients, and plot the impact tim s and v lociti s on top of th ~ ba..<;in of attra(·tion 
in black. 
We observe from F igure 3.10 that the basins of attraction for th impac ing-<'onta(t 
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igur 3.10. Da. in. of attraction for th PWL mod 1 (top) given by equation (2.24), (2.26) 
and impacting contact m d 1 (b t.tom) giv n by equations (2.2 ), (2.3 ). In both models <5 = 
(Ui, d (Ui, (U , and for th PWL model", = 1 X lOG. The periodic and chaotic attractors 
ar vcrlaid on th be in. in whit. ( x ) and black, re pectivcly. Time histories , <I?(t) ver us t, 
f the p ri die and chaotic altractor for both model are ill ustrated next to the corresponding 
bas in of allraction . 
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basin as already noted. In the case of the impacting-contact model, the basin of PLC 
solutions is replaced by one where the solution has multiple, very low velocity impacts 
with <I> = +f3. Figure 3.9 shows that the qualitative agreement between the P\VL and 
the impacting-contact models improves as '" increases. \Ve shall therefore exclusively 
work with the impacting-contact model for the remainder of this chapter. We defer the 
full analysis of the differences between two models for future work. 
3.4.2 Varying eccentricity 
\Ve now go on to examine the effect of varying eccentricity c in the impacting-contact 
model given by equations (2.28), (2.38) with fixed damping 8 = 0.6 and backlash f3 = 
0.6. The results of these computations are shown in Figure 3.11; we show the basin of 
attraction plots where eccentricity increases in increments of 0.0055 from 0.056 to 0.1. 
\Ve note that although the PLC bound (2.36) is satisfied, there are several coex-
isting solutions. As c decreases, the dynamics decrease in complexity as expected. At 
e = 0.067 (Figure 3.11{c» there are only two basins, corresponding to solutions which 
repeatedly impact <I> = +f3 with very low velocity (akin to PLC) and solutions of type 
P{I, 1,0). As e decreases further the basin of P(I, 1,0) solutions shrinks until it com-
pletely disappears and PLC takes over. This occurs at the predicted bound for the 
existence of the P(m, 1,0) solutions which is computed in Section 2.4.4 and given by 
(3.35) 
Substituting the values of e and 8 used in the simulation, we find the bound for the 
existence of P(l, 1,0) solutions, e > 0.05964, is in good agreement with our results, 
see Figure 3.11. However, in practice e and 8 are of similar magnitude, and it is very 
difficult to eliminate rattling solutions by reducing eccentricity. 
3.4.3 Varying damping 
\Ve now proceed to examine the effect of varying damping in the impacting-contact 
model (2.28), (2.38) with fixed eccentricity c = 0.1 and backlash f3 = 0.6. The results 
of these computations are shown in Figure 3.12; we show the basin of attraction plots 
where damping increases in increments of 0.025 from 0.5 to 0.7. 
\Ve make several observations: 
• The plots decrease in complexity as damping increases until all initial conditions 
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B asins of Attraction Computations 
(b) c = 0.0615 1 
. ~ ~~ 
•• • , . 
(h) f: = 0.0945 1 
o 
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• (c) E = 0.067 
o 
(i) c:= O.l 
F igure 3.11. Basins of auraction for the impacting-contact model, given by equations (2.2 ), 
(2.3 ), for r5 0.6, d - O.G and varying eccentricity, between E = 0.056 and c: = 0.1. Each plot 
has time, I on the J'-axi and velocit , l ' on the y-axis. In case (a) all initial conditions result 
in behaviour akin to permanent linear contact . 
• As damping incr ases, betw en <5 = 0.575 (Figure 3.12(d)) and <5 = 0.6 (Figure 
3.12(e)) , a solution of type pel , 2. 0) is d stroyed. Similarly between <5 = 0.5 
(Figure 3.12(a)) and <5 = 0.525 (Figure 3.12(b)) , a pel, 3. 0) orbit is destroyed . 
• The chaotic r gion in Figure 3.12(e), in speckled red, that we illustrated earlier, 
see Figure 3.10 is periodic for lower values of damping, e.g. in Figure 3.12(b) 
(orange) and Figur 3.12(d) (yellow). 
To understand som of the mechanisms by which solutions are created and destroyed, 
we plot one-parameter bifurcation diagrams of impact velocity v as damping <5 is varied, 
see Figur s 3.13(a) and 3.14. To gen rate the e bifurcation diagrams we take an initial 
condition and iterat the Poin are map many tim s, and for each damping value the 
la..c:;t tw nty impact velocities are plotted. To en UTe that the same orbit is followed we 
us 'pseudo- ontinuation' : th last impact time and velocity for one value of b are used 
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(a) 8 = 0.5 (b) 8 = 0.525 1 (c) 6 = o.!>!> 
o 0 0 
(d) 8 = 0.575 1 (e) 8 = 0.6 (f) 8 - 0 .G2!) 
0  
(g) 8 = 0.65 1 (h) 8 = 0.675 1 (i) 8 = 0.7 
Figure 3.12. Basins of attraction for the impacting-contact model , given by quati n (2.2 ), 
(2.3 ), for = 0.6, e = 0.1 and varying damping, between 8 = 0.5 and 6 - 0.7. Each plot 
has time on the x-axis and velocity on the y-axis. In cas (i) all initial conditions result in 
behaviour akin to permanent linear contact. 
as the initial conditions for the next value of b. 
Initially, w investigate the basin that disappears between 8 = 0.575 and 8 = O.G. In 
Figure 3.13(a) we plot both th P (l , 2, 0) attractor and saddle in r d at <5 = 0.575. We 
apply the continuation-type method to the impact time and magnitud of v locity at the 
attractor. By increasing damping (until <5 = 0.6) we obtain two branches of solutions 
which we plot in solid black lines. The location of the saddl points as damping is 
vari d are calculated using DsTool (Dynamical Systems Toolkit) [5\ and the branches 
are plotted as dash d black lines. At 8 = 0.5997 we find a saddl -node bifurcation, 
i.e., a collision of the attractor and an unstabl saddle, resulting in th d struction of 
this orbit and the disappearance of this basin. The basins of attraction b for , at , and 
after the saddle-node bifurcation are also shown in Figur s 3.13(b) , 3.13(c) and 3.13(d), 
resp ctively, with attractors (x ) and saddles (+) overlaid. 
We now examine how the P(3 , 3, 2) periodic orbit that exists at 8 = 0.5, with basin 
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0.58 0 .585 0.59 0 .595 0 .6 
(a) {) (b) 
u v 
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(c) (d) t 
Figure 3.13. (a) Bifurcation diagram of a P(l , 2, 0) solution, in the impacting-contact model, 
given by equations (2.2 ), (2.3 ), of impact velocity again t damping, for fixed ;3 = 0.6 and 
<' 0.1. clamping increas this solution is destroyed in a addle-node bifurcation at 8 = 
o.;)nm (the stable and un tabl branches are plotted in solid and clashed lines, respectively). 
Basins of attraction (b) before, (c) at, and (d) after the saddle-node bifurcation. The attracting 
and saddle-typ P( 1, 2, 0) olutions (x and +, r p ctively) are overlaid. As damping increas s 
the e move closer to each oth r until they collide in a saddle-node bifurcation (c) at 8 = 0.5997. 
(d) h basin is destroyed by 8 = 0.6. 
of attraction colour d orange in Figure 3.12(a), changes as {) increases. We apply the 
continuation-typ m thod described abov , increasing {) until 8 = 0.6, and plot the 
magnitud of t he v locity of departure from <P = +J3 after transients have died away 
for succe siv valu s of 8; hown in green in Figure 3.14. We then apply the same 
cont inuation method in rev r e, using the final impact time and velocity at <5 = 0.6, 
d cr asing 8 until <5 = 0.5. The magnitud of the velocity of d parture is overlaid on 
Figur 3.14 in black. W obs rye coexisting solutions (e.g. at A) as well as both period-
doubling ( .g. at B) and discontinuity-induced bifurcations (e.g. at C). W proceed to 
inv stigat points , Band C in mor detail. 
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0.5 0.525 0.55 0.575 0.6 
Figure 3.14. Bifurcation diagram of impact velocity again t damping f r he impa .tingconLacL 
model, given by equations (2.28), (2.3 ) , for {3 = 0.6 and c = 0.1, plotted for increasing (gr n) 
and decreasing (black) o. An example of coexisting attractors is lab .11 .d at. (A). xampl s of 
period-doubling and a grazing bifurcation are labelled at (D) and ( ), r .. p ,cLiv ly. 
At [) = 0.527, marked as A on Figure 3.14, th r is a cbaoti . attractor (bla 'k) which 
coexists with a P(3, 3, '2.) attra tor \gr en). The basin of attra ·tion at this vailH' of /) are 
plotted in Figure 3.15(a) . The coexisting attractors ar depi t d as intertwin 'c1 clark 
and light orange basins, and their corresponding time histori s ar shown in Figures 
3.15(b) and 3.15(c). 
Finally, we examine the P(2, 2,1) periodic orbit, at [) = 0.;-7G. This orbit period-
doubles at [) = 0.5 19 (marked as B on Figure 3.14) to becom a P( 4,4,2) orbit. It th n 
undergoes a discontinuity-induced bifurcation at [) = 0.5922 (marked as on igur' 
3.14) where the orbit collides with the grazing curve, to b r pla 'ed by th cha ti' 
attractor whose basin surrounds the grazing periodi orbit. Basins of attraction and 
the time histories (of the attractors described above) for values of [) b fore and at the 
discontinuity-induced bifurcation are shown in Figures 3.16(a) and 3.16(b), r sp ctiv ly. 
In summary, we have found that small changes in damping can cau a pI thora of 
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Figure 3.15. (a) Basins of attraction for the impacting-contact model, given by equation 
(2.28), (2.3 ), when c5 = 0 .. 527, /3 = 0.6, € = 0.1. A P(3 , 3, 3) and a chaotic attractor are 
overlaid on the basins in whi te (x ) and black, respectively. Time hi tories, <l? (t) versus t, of 
stable PC;), 3, 2) periodic motion (light orange basin), and the coexisting chaotic motion (dark 
orange basin) are plotted in panels (b) and (c). 
smooth and discontinuity-induced bifurcations. s damping increases enough, however, 
we see that all initial conditions result in b haviour akin to permanent linear contact. 
Despite the desirability of PLC from a machine-design point of view, significantly in-
creased damping is not a viable engineering solution, as power consumption is directly 
proportional to the damping and hence increasing 8 would make a machine more ex-
pensive to run. It seems inevitable, therefore, that any design solution will have to take 
ac ount of the coexistence of different typ s of rattling solutions, and that the basins of 
attraction may b a us ful tool to help und rstand their structure. 
3.5 Basin boundary computations 
Although we have been concerned with time-efficient computation of basins of attrac-
tion th yare still exp nsiv to compute. VVe now explore two alt rnative methods 
to gain insight about the location of the basin boundaries for the impacting-contact 
model: calculation of th pre-images of the grazing curves, and th computation of 
stabl manifolds. 
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(a) t (b) t 
0.6 ...... . 
-0.6 ...... 
~ 
1.5 2 2.5 3 1.5 2 2.5 3 
(c) t (d) 
Figure 3.16. Basins of attraction of the impacting-contact model, equations (2.2 ), (2.3 ), 
with fixed (3 = 0.6 and c = 0.1 and (a) 8 = 0.575 and (b) 8 = 0.5922. P(2 , 2,1 ) and P (4, 4, 2) 
attractors are overlaid on the basins in black (x ) in (a) and (b), re p tively. Time hi t rie , 
<1?(t) versus t, of a stable P(2, 2, 1) solution at 8 = 0.575 and a grazing P(4 , 4, 2) solution at Lhe 
discontinuity-induced bifurcation at fJ = 0.5922 are plotted in panels (c) and (d) . 
3.5.1 Pre-image grazing curves 
Much of the intricate structure of the basins of attra tion can b explained by the 
impact-induced discontinuities in the Poincare map. These dis ontinuiti scan introduc 
a considerable sensitivity to initial conditions, i. ., a stretching of the phase space, which 
in particular can be observed around the grazing curv . Oth r authors have alr ady 
studied this in d tail (see, for example [6 ,33]). 
Recall that the grazing curve is defined by trajectories that d part <I> = +(1 at 
time t with velocity <.[>' = -v*, and whose next contact with <.[> = ± {j is a graz with 
<.[> = - {3 (Le., with velocity <.[>' = 0). We can th n define pr -imag s of this urve in 
(t v) space with respect to the Poincare map P; namely th fir t pr imag ar tho 
initial conditions (t, v) that lead to a graze following one mor impa·t with <t> = +/j 
(po sibly via an impact with <.[> = -(3), the second pre-image ar thos initial conditions 
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F ig ure 3 .17. The grazing curve (white) and fir t and econd pre-image of the grazing curve 
(black and yellow, rc p ctivcly) overlaid on the basin of attraction for the impacting-contact 
modr) equation. (2.2 ), (2.3 ) for 8 = 0.6, J; = O.G and c = 0.1. The pr -images were computed 
using the Newton olv rs can tru ted in Section 3.1 with time rever ed. 
(t. /I ) that graze following two further impacts with <l> = +J, and so on. 
::; an exampl , in Figure 3.17 we overlay th first and s cond pre-imag s of the 
grazing curve for c5 = Cl.G, d = 0.6 and E = 0.1 on the corresponding basins of attraction. 
Pre-images of the grazing curve can also provide insight on which initial conditions 
will eventually be aff eted by the discontinuity and how the phase space i divided. s 
previously discuss d the grazing curve acts as a separatrix of traj ctories whose next 
impact is with ith r <l> = +t3 or <l> = - . Similar conclusion can be drawn from th 
pre-imag s of th grazing urve. For xampl the first pre-imag consi ts of two curves. 
The first piec of curve (abov the grazing curve) r presents traje tori s that initially 
impact <l> = +1', and then graz <l? = -(3. This acts as a separatrix between trajectorie 
whos s cond impa t is with either <l> = +(3 or <l? = -(3. 
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3.5.2 Manifold computations 
It is well known that for smooth systems, the stable manifolds of saddle points form the 
basin boundaries [21]. \Ve suspect that this will also be true for our nonsmooth system. 
First, we locate saddle points using explicit construction techniques described in 
2.4.2. \Ve then calculate manifolds numerically using DsTool [5] with the extension 
package, ManlD, discussed in [19, 31]. As an example, we calculate the saddles and 
corresponding manifolds for 8 = 0.6, f3 = 0.6 and c = 0.1. The unstable P(I, 1,0) 
saddle can be located analytically, whilst the unstable P{I, 1, 1) saddle is calculated 
numerically. 
In Figure 3.18 we overlay the P{I, 1,0) and P{I, 1, 1) saddles (at A and B) and 
their corresponding manifolds (magenta and green, respectively) on the relevant basins 
of attraction. \Ve discover that these manifolds form the basin boundaries, at least to 
the resolution of our computations, as expected. 
\Ve now examine the manifold and pre-image curves, and their interactions with 
the boundaries of the basins of attraction, more closely. In Figure 3.19 we overlay the 
grazing curve (white), the first and second pre-images of the grazing curve (black and 
yellow) and the stable manifolds (magenta and green) on a zoomed section of the basin 
of attraction. \Ve observe that the stable manifolds form the basin boundaries exactly, 
whilst the grazing curve and its pre-images only approximate some of the locations of the 
basin boundaries. However, the pre-image grazing curves are cheap to compute as we 
can use the Newton solvers constructed in Section 3.1 with time reversed. In contrast, 
computing the stable manifolds requires a good deal more computation. Firstly, the 
saddles have to be calculated, and secondly DsTool requires the inverse of the Poincare 
map as well as the Poincare map itself. 
If we plot the manifolds over a larger range of initial velocity v, (Figure 3.20) an 
intricate pattern of stretching and folding is revealed. Trajectories with a large v grad-
ually lose energy through damping, until they are attracted into the region of interest, 
v E [0,7]. 
3.6 Discussion 
In this chapter we have examined techniques to efficiently compute basins of attrac-
tion for the piecewise-linear model and the impacting-contact approximation of our 
basic gear rattle model. \Ve used cell-to-cell mapping techniques to explore how basins 
change as system parameters are varied. The basins that we have computed reveal 
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Figure 3.1 . The table manifolds of the P(l, 1,0) addle at A (magenta) and the P(l, 1, 1) 
saddle at B (gre n) overlaid on the basin of attraction for the impacting-contact model given 
by equations (2.2 ), (2.3 ) for 8 = O.G, {3 - O.G and £ = 0.1. The manifolds were generated 
with D. Tool \5, 19, 311· 
compl x dynamic with rich and delicat structure. We find stable periodic solutions, 
and in som eases chaoti' regions, that correspond to rattling behaviour. Moreover, 
these solution types coexist with a quiet solution in which gears remain permanently 
in conta't. h purpos of the basin computations has been to analyse the relative 
dominanc of comp ting linearly stabl solutions in the t ~ dynamics. 
We have compar d th basin of attraction when three k y parameters have been 
vari d , nam ly the stiffn s, eccentricity and damping. In the large stiffness limit, we 
have shown that the impacting-contact model is in very good agreement with the full 
piecewi. -linear mod 1 validating its us as a computationally efficient scheme. We have 
found that ven small change in the forcing and damping parameters can give ri e to 
omplex dynamics and one-parameter bifurcation diagrams have illuminated some of 
th k y mechanisms for transitions in the system s behaviour. Finally, as eccentricity 
is redu d , or damping iner ased, the basin diagrams simplify in structure, and we 
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3.2 
v 
0.84 0.88 0 .92 0.96 1 
Figure 3.19. A zoomed section of the grazing curv (white), th first and S ('ond pr -image. 
of the grazing curve (black and yellow) and the stabl manifold (magenta and grn) ov rlaid 
on the basin of attraction for the impacting-contact model, given by quations (2.2 ), (2.3 ) 
for 0 = 0.6, {3 = 0.6 and e = 0.1. 
have shown how the quiet solution, for which gears r main in permanent lirl('ar ('onta.ct 
dominates the t --t dynamics. 
In addition to the basin computations, we hav al 0 ·omputd the grazing rurv(> 
and its pre-images since these play an important rol in the stretching and folding of 
phase space. In addition, we have used DsTool to comput th on -dinH'nsional stable 
manifolds of saddle point periodic orbits thu accessing basin boundarips dir ctl . W(' 
have found that the stabl manifolds and grazing curves wind round E:'a·h othpr in 
interesting ways which are worthy of further inv stigation from a th oretical point of 
view. Furthermore, nonsmooth numerical bifurcation tool (e.g., th -H [ r.: 1 
extension to AUTO) could be applied to obtain a mor d tail ,d understanding of th 
bifurcations of periodic orbits themselv s. 
Finally, from the point of view of applications such as th Roo s boost 'r pump WP 
need to extend the work presented here to deal with much smaller values of amping 
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Figure 3.20. The stable manifolds of Figure 3.18 plotted over an extended velocity scale to 
illustrate the intricate stretching and folding. 
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Figure 3.21. Basins of attraction for the impacting-c ntact m del, giv 11 hy qll<ltio11. (2.2 ), 
(2.38) for realistic machine pararn ters 8 = 6 x 10 1, (; ) x IO I - I 10 I 
and forcing, and this presents a significant computational chall ngc. relirninary com-
putations have indicated a much mor intricat and fragment d pictm : s<>' iguf<> 3.21 
for a basin of attraction plot for typical machin paramet .rs. W' also find that basins 
diminish in size and more periodic orbits ar cr at d (thr ugh saddl<'-nod<> bifurcations) 
as parameters are decreased. 
We note that Roots boosters exhibit noisy op ration only intermitt('ntl \IT basin 
of attraction diagrams indicat that only a small chang in th initi'l data is f( quipd 
to move from a basin that corresponds to quiet op ration to a basin that ("ofT('sponds 
to rattle. A sufficiently large disturbance, which could b caus d by any number of 
external factors, provides one possible explanation for th ob8 rv dint 'rmittcn -y. 
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Two Proposed Design Solutions 
In the previous chapter we explored some of the complex dynamics of the simple one 
degree-of-freedom model. \Ve now proceed to investigate two proposed design solutions 
for reducing gear rattle in Roots booster pumps. 
It has been suggested {20] that adding a flywheel to the X- (driven) shaft of the 
pump may increase the critical eccentricity, and this motivates the next model that we 
shall investigate. The single degree-of-freedom, second-order, model that we derived in 
Chapter 2 required that the ratio of the moments of inertia and damping coefficients 
of the X- and V-shaft assemblies are equal. In Section 4.1 we will extend the existing 
model to a two degree-of-freedom model where the moments of inertia of the two shaft 
assemblies are allowed to differ and Ox and ()y can be regarded as independent co-
ordinates. In addition, we will examine the effect of adding or removing mass from the 
pump. \Ve shall be particularly concerned with the effect that this has on the critical 
eccentricity bound (derived in Section 2.3 for the one degree-of-freedom model). This 
motivates a discussion in Section 4.2 of the implications that breaking the symmetry 
has for real machine design. However, since satisfying the critical eccentricity bound 
does not guarantee silent operation, we shall also investigate how the nonlinear rattling 
solutions are affected, using the two types of rattling solution described in Section 2.4 
as illustrative examples. 
The remainder of this chapter shall be devoted to another design solution for reduc-
ing gear rattle, suggested by BOCEj the so called 'sprung-gear' system (patent pending 
[12]). The core idea is that vibrations can be reduced by mounting the driving (X-) 
gear on the X-shaft by means of a torsional spring. This motivates the introduction of 
a three degree-of-freedom model in Section 4.4. \Ve calculate a new critical eccentricity 
in Section 4.4.3 and compare this to the original system. Finally, in Section 4.5 we 
compare the relative merits of the two design solutions. 
A first version of Sections 4.1-4.3 appeared in the Master's thesis Mathematical 
Modelling of Gear Rattle in Dual-Shaft Vacuum Pumps (2004) {37]. Material from this 
chapter has also been published in the Journal of Sound and Vibration (co-authors M.E. 
Homer and R.E. \Vilson) [38]. 
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4.1 Symmetry-broken machine 
The general approach is to derive and analyse models in which the moments of inertia 
Ix, I y of the shaft assemblies are assumed to be unequal. 
4.1.1 Two degree-of-freedom model 
Initially, we return to the dimensional equations of motion (2.12) and (2.13) derived in 
Chapter 2 for the X- and V-shaft assemblies, before the reduction to a single differential 
equation. By non-dimensionalising with the rotation period, such that t = nr as before, 
and dividing through by the average of the two moments of inertia 1, the system takes 
the form of a pair of coupled second-order ordinary differential equations, 
and 
Ix" c, kr ( T(t) 
-=-()x + -=()x + -=B ()x - ()y + e(t)) = ---= 
I nI n2I n2I' 
Iy" c, kr (0 
-=-ey + -=ey - -=B x - Oy + e(t» = 0 I nI n2I . 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
For algebraic convenience we introduce a new non-dimensional parameter 1] e (-1,1), 
to measure the broken symmetry, i.e., the ratio of mass removed from one shaft and 




where 1 = Ix+Iy -=- = 1 + 1], -=- = 1-1], (4.3) I I 2 , 
so that 
Ix - Iy ::} 1] = 0, 
Ix » Iy ::} 1] ~ 1, 
Ix « Iy ::} 1]~-1. 
If we substitute the expressions for 1] into equations (4.1) and (4.2) we have 
(1 + 1])()~ + 6()~ + KB(Ox - Oy + e(t» = T(t), (4.4) 
and 
(1 -1])O~ + oBy - KB(Bx - By + e(t» = O. (4.5) 
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Here, neglecting the torque ripple as before, the motor torque T is defined by T = a = 
411"8, Ox and ()y are the rotational displacements of the X- and Y-shafts, respectively, 
and the scaling is such that the damping 8, eccentricity c and stiffness K. coefficients 
take the same values as for the one degree-of-freedom model (see equation (2.25)). It is 
possible to re-write equations (4.4) and (4.5) as a system of three first-order equations 




Ox - Oy, 
8' , 




Equations (4.4) and (4.5) are thus transformed to give 
+ ( : ) + ( -2KB(~ + e(t)) ). (4.9) 
In practice, we shall often work with the re-normalised relative angular displacement 
~ = 8 + e(t), with \lI := ~', so we can recast (4.9) in the form 
+ ( a + e"(t) + 8~(t) - 2K.B(<I» ). (4.10) 
a + 7Je"(t) 
The surprise here is that equations (4.9) and (4.10) are non-autonomous third-order, 
whereas one might expect a fourth-order system since (4.4) and (4.5) constitute a pair 
of second-order equations. In fact this reduction in order is due to the elimination of 
the Ox 1-+ Ox + C, Oy 1-+ Oy + C symmetry (where C is a constant). 
4.1.2 Permanent linear contact solutions 
\Ve now turn our attention to the simplest, quietest type of solution where the X-shaft 
continuously drives the Y-shaft, without loss of contact. In particular, we will calculate 
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a new bound on the eccentricity above which silent solutions cannot exist, and examine 
how this bound depends on 1]. 
To calculate the critical eccentricity for the two degree-of-freedom model we must 
first solve the three coupled equations of motion (4.9) in the X drives Y regime. The 
easiest way to solve these equations is in matrix form. In permanent linear contact 
(PLe), X drives Y, so we can substitute B(e + e(t» = e + e(t} - {3, which yields 
The eccentricity term can be written as 
e(t) = ~{cexp271"ti}, 
where R denotes the real part and i the square root of -1. If we write 
then equation (4.11) can be expressed in the form 
Mu' = Au + b1 - ~{b2exp271"ti}. 
\Ve then substitute a particular solution of the form 
and compare coefficients to obtain expressions for Cl and C2, 
Cl = -A-1bt , 








For consistency, we require 9(t) + e(t) > {3 for all time. Since e is the first component 
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of u, we have that 
Set) + e(t) = R{(Cl,l + (C2,1 + €) exp 27rti)} , 
where CI,1 and C2,1 are the first components of Cl and C2, respectively given by 
a 
CI,1 = 2~ + {3, 
C2,1 = 
As in the one degree-of-freedom case the minimum displacement is given by 
CI,l - IC2,1 + cl. 
Therefore, for the existence condition to be fulfilled we need the inequality 
CI,l - IC2,1 + el > {3 







As C2,1 is a multiple of c we can rearrange equation (4.23) to give the following bound 
28 e < e2 ~.o.f. - _ 
cnt - ~ 
82(~ - 47r2)2 + 7r2 (82 + 2~ + 471"2(7]2 - 1»2 
167r282 + (82 + 47r2(7]2 - 1))2 
for the existence of PLC solutions. A simple rearrangement shows that 
28 
.,.2 ~.o.r. =_ 
~crlt 
8 4 2 {(~ - 271"2)2 + 7r262) + 41r'2+
cS2 (2(~ - 271"2) + 82 + 271"7]2) 
(471"2 + 82) + 4~~/.E;2 «471"2 - 62) - 27r27]2) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
and it is now clear that substituting 7] = 0 (Le., assuming that the moments of inertia 
of the two shafts are identical) recovers the critical eccentricity bound, c~r~·o.f., for the 
one degree-of-freedom model (2.36). In addition, if we fix 8 and ~ and expand equation 
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(4.24) as a binomial series in small"." we find that 
(4.26) 
Once again, as '" -+ 00, ccrit is proportional to 8, so design changes that increase damping 
will increase ccrit. Unfortunately, as already discussed in Section 2.3.2 these are generally 
undesirable from an engineering point of view. Equation (4.26) also indicates that for 
small "., (and large "'), breaking the symmetry by removing mass from one shaft and 
adding it to the other increases Ccrit: Le., a desirable effect. It is curious to note that 
"., only appears as a quadratic term in (4.26) indicating that it does not matter which 
shaft we remove mass from (to add to the other). 
4.2 Practical symmetry breaking 
The advantage of the"., parameter is that it allows easy manipulation of the equations of 
motion and does not change the values of the other non-dimensional parameters, as the 
total inertia of the system remains unchanged. However, in practice it is more useful to 
quantify the effect of adding or removing mass to or from just one shaft, or equally, to 
or from both shafts. 
\Ve thus introduce two new non-dimensional variables JL and v: It measures half the 
ratio of mass added or removed to either one oj the X or Y-shafts, while v measures 
half the ratio of mass added or removed to each shaft. Note that the parameters Jt and 
v result in the same total change in mass. Positive values of JL and v correspond to the 
addition of mass, whilst negative values correspond to the removal of mass. 
Initially, we investigate the effect that the addition or subtraction of mass from 
one shaft only has on the critical eccentricity. Here we show how the non-dimensional 
parameters ".,,8 and '" change under variation of JL. \Ve can then substitute these values 
into (4.24) to generate a new expression for the critical eccentricity. \Ve split into two 
cases: 
(a) Add/remove mass to/from the X-shaft. 
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(b) Add/remove mass to/from the V-shaft. 
For case (a), we suppose 
Ix - loId(1 + 2p.) = (1 + ",)lnew, 
Iy 
- IOid = (1- ",)lnew' 
For case (b), we suppose 
Ix - IOid = (1 + ",)1 new, 
Iy 
-





Here 1 old and 1 new denote the averages of the two shafts' moments of inertia before and 
after the addition (or removal) of mass, respectively. For both (a) and (b): 
Ix 
'" = =-- -1, 
Inew 




'" = =---. 
Inew 
(4.32) 
Hence we derive the following changes in parameters under addition or removal of mass 
to or from one shaft . 
• Add/remove mass to X-shaft: 
p. 
'" ---+ 1 + JL ' 
• Add/remove mass to V-shaft: 
8 8 ---+--
1 + p.' 
'" 
'" ----+ --. 1+p. 
'" "'~--. 1+p. 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
\Ve can now substitute these expressions to express the broken symmetry critical ec-
centricity (4.24) in terms of p.. Since", only appears as a quadratic term in (4.24), it 
does not matter whether we use equation (4.33) or (4.34). Physically, this corresponds 
to the fact that adding mass to the X-shaft has the same effect as adding mass to the 
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\Ve expand (4.35) as a binomial series in small JL, for fixed d and '" as above, to give 
(4.36) 
This indicates that for small JL, the critical eccentricity decreases as J1. increases. \Ve can 
also conclude that decreasing JL, i.e., removing mass from one shaft, increases ccrit: a 
desirable effect. However, it is important to note that whilst our original parameter." is 
bounded (-1 ~ ." ~ 1), positive JL is not (- ~ < JL < 00), so for completeness we proceed 
to examine how removing a large amount of mass affects the critical eccentricity, i.e., 
how large JL values affect (4.35). Re-writing (4.35) we have 
28 
Ccrit = -J g(JL), (4.37) 
'" 
where 
a + bJL + CJL2 
g(JL) := d + eJL + fJL2' (4.38) 
and 
a = (411"2 + {)2)«", _ 211"2)2 + 11"2{)2)2, (4.39) 
b = 411"2(", - 411"2)(2('" - 211"2) _ 82), (4.40) 
c = 411"2«", - 411"2)2 + 411"2{)2), (4.41) 
d = (82 + 411"2)2, (4.42) 
e = 1611"2({)2 + 411"2), (4.43) 
f = 1611"2(82 + 411"2). (4.44) 
\Ve now show that Ccrit is strictly monotone decreasing for - ~ < J1. < 00; namely that 
g'(JL) > 0, 9 is continuous, and g(JL) > 0, for all JL > o. Specifically 
where 
, AJL2 +BJ1.+C 
9 (JL) = - (d + eJl + fJl2)2' 
A = 6411"4",(411"2 + {)2)(", _ 411"2 _ {)2), 
B = 811"2",(411"2 + 82)2(3", - 811"2), 





Note that the denominator of g'(JL) has no zeros, for Jl > 0 because d,e,f > o. Thus, it 
only remains to show that the numerator is negative for negative JL. By inspection this 
is satisfied as A, B, C < 0, provided that '" > 411"2 + fJ2. \Ve conclude that removing a 
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large amount of mass from either shaft increases Ccrit whilst adding a large amount of 
mass to either shaft decreases Ccrit. 
For comparison, we now proceed to investigate how adding or subtracting mass from 
both shafts, i.e., increasing or decreasing v affects the critical eccentricity. \Ve have that 
[new = (1 + V)[old. (4.49) 
Note that the parameters v and fJ. result in the same total change in mass of the machine. 
The non-dimensional parameters 8 and '" change under variation of v so that 
8 8--+ --l+v' '" '" --+ --. l+v (4.50) 
Since we consider the addition or the removal of the same amount of mass from both 
shafts we can then substitute the expressions for v into the original critical eccentricity 





\Ve expand (4.51) as a binomial series in small v, for fixed 8 and K, as above, 
(4.51) 
(4.52) 
Similarly to before, for small v the critical eccentricity decreases as v increases and 
decreasing v increases Ccrit. However, if we compare (4.52) with (4.36), we note that 
given a choice, for small fJ. and v it is better to remove mass from one shaft rather than 
half the amount of mass from both the X- and Y-shafts, although the improvement is a 
second-order effect. However, in practice there is not a choice. There is a limit in how 
much mass can be removed from a pump without compromising its structural integrity. 
From a practical perspective, breaking the symmetry does not offer a feasible design 
solution at the linear level, although reducing the mass does. Note that the positive 
effect that removing mass has on the critical eccentricity bound is also apparent from the 
one degree-of-freedom critical eccentricity (2.36), and the rescaling formula for damping 
(2.25). 
Note in practice that it is possible to substantially reduce the mass of the rotors 
by hollowing out both the X- and Y-rotors further than is standard. \Ve calculate new 
critical eccentricities for booster pumps of types A, B and C with lightened rotors. These 
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t r typ tandard E'e rit Lightened rotors E'erit units 
9.2 x 10- 5 1.1 x 10 <1 rads 
6. r. x 10 5 7.9 X 10- 5 rads 
4.2 x 10- 5 5.0 X 10- 5 rads 
abl .1. ritical cc ntn It valu for th boo ter pumps of types A, Band C with standard 
and ligh 11 d rotor r p tively. 
standard rotor 
hollowed out rotor 
igur 4.1. photograph of the rotor of a Roots boo ter pump in ide the pumping chamber. 
F r ompari on, th rotor 011 the left is a standard rotor, and the rotor on the right is a lightened 
rotor which has b en hollow d out fur ther than usual. 
valu s and th \ alu for pump with standard rotors, for comparison, are recorded in 
abl 4.1. 
.3 ymm try-broken machine: rattling solutions 
In th tion w onclud d that br aking the symmetry does not offer a 
f ru ibl d ign olution in terms of the linear critical eccentricity bound. However, we 
ar int r st d in wh th r br aking the symmetry can help fix the noise and vibration 
probl m at th nonlin ar I v 1. Therefor, to complete our analysis of this model we 
now xamine how th nonlin ar rattling solutions are affected using simple P(m, 1, 0) 
and P(m, 1, 1) solution . illustrativ xample. 
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4.3.1 Freeplay solution component 
Similarly to the one degree-of-freedom model, we shall only be concerned with the 
analysis of periodic rattling solutions in the infinite stiffness, impacting-contact model 
of backlash. Thus the only differential equation we need solve is equation (4.9) in the 
freeplay region, where B(S(t) + e(t)) = 0 so that 
( S' ) 1 (0 1 -rJ2 X' = O-~ 1 _7]2 Z, 0 7]~ (4.53) 
In addition to the impact condition, governed by a simple restitution law (2.38), we also 
have the conservation of angular momentum at impacts which implies 
where timp is the time of such an impact, and subscripts (-) and (+) denote values 
before and after impact, respectively. Equation (4.54) may be expressed in the form 
(4.55) 
As a component part of our analysis, we construct the general solution of (4.53). From 
standard linear theory, the general solution of the linear ODE problem x' = Ax is 
x = l: c;e).ltei , where Ai, ei are the linearly independent eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of A and arbitrary constants are denoted by Ci. 
The eigenbasis {>'i, ei} of A, where 
(4.56) 
can be computed as 
(4.57) 
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which we use to define a matrix P, 
1 





Hence equation (4.53) can be written in the form 
We therefore write 
which transforms equation (4.60) to 















where C}, C2 and C3 are arbitrary constants. On calculating the integrals in the particular 
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solution, we obtain 
where ell C2 and C3 are constants. \Ve can then use (4.61) to write 
(4.65) 




\Ve typically work with <1> = e + e(t) and \II := <1>' so that the solution is re-expressed 




Having solved our system of differential equations in the freeplay regime, we shall now 
turn our attention to constructing two types of simple rattling periodic solution. 
4.3.2 P(m, 1,0) solutions 
Initially, we shall look at the simplest type of solution that oscillates between the freeplay 
region and the linear contact region (X drives Y). These solutions are of type P(m, 1,0), 
as they repeat every m periods of the forcing, impact the <I> = + f3 boundary once per 
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period and never contact the <P = -fJ boundary, see Figure 2.11(a). This section is 
an extension of analysis carried out on the one degree-of-freedom model outlined in 
Section 2.4. The method is the same: we construct the coefficients of the general 
solution equations (4.69)-(4.71), found in Section 4.3.1, by enforcing periodicity and 




so that our equations (4.69)-(4.71) can be written in the neater form 
<p(t) = ~t + Ecos(211"t) + CI + C2e-).-t + C3e-,x+t, 
\lI(t) = J -21l"esin(21l"t) - A_c2e-,x-t - A+C3e-,x+t, 





With reference to Figure 2.1l(a) our solution departs the <I> = +fJ boundary at some 
initial unknown time a, with velocity -v. The periodicity and impact conditions then 
imply another impact of the <P = +fJ boundary at some time a + m with velocity v. 
In addition to (2.42) and (2.43) (defined in Section 2.4) the conservation of angular 
momentum condition (4.55) implies that 
Z(a) = Z(a + m) + 21]v. (4.76) 
Applying conditions (2.42), (2.43) and (4.76) to equations (4.73)-(4.75) we obtain a 







o A_(e-L(u+m) - e-'x_U) 
fJ - 411"a - e cos 211"a 
fJ - 41l"(a + m) - e cos 211"a 
-41r + 21l"e sin 21ra 
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C = [CI C2 Ca v]T, and A± = 6/(1 ± 7]). \Ve then find a matrix P with entries 
1 1 7] 
Pl,1=4(2-x-y), P1,2=4(2+x-y), PI,3=-46(x-y), 
1 e>'-u 
Pl,4 = ~ (x - Y), P I ,5 = - 46 (x - y), P2,I = 2(1 _ e->._m) ' 
e>'-u 7]e>'-u 7]e>'-u 
P2,2 = - 2(1 _ e->._m) ' P2,3 = 28(1 _ e-Lm)' P2 ,4 = - 26(1 - e->.-m) ' 
e>'-u e>'+u e>'+u 
p. - P31- P32-2,5 - 28(1 _ e->._m) ' , - 2(1 - e->.+m) ' , - - 2(1 - e->.+m) ' 
7]e>'+u 7]e>'+u e>'+u 
Pa,a = - 28(1 _ e->.+m) ' P3,4 = - 26(1 - e->.+m)' P3,5 = - 28(1 - e->.+m) ' 
_ 6(2 - (1 + 7])X - (1 -7])Y) Po _ -6(2 - (1 + 7])x - (1 -7])Y) 
P4,1 - 4(1 _ 7]2) ,4,2 - 4(1 - 7]2) , 
-7](27] + (1 + 7])X - (1 - 7])Y) Po _ 27]2 - 4 + 7](1 + 7])X - 7](1 - 7])Y 
P4,3 = 4(1 _ 7]2) ,4,4 - 4(1 - 7]2) , 
_ 27] - (1 + 7])x -7](1 - 7])Y R _ 8«1 + 7])x + (1 - 7])Y) 
P4,5 - 4(1 _ 7]2) ,5,1 - 2 ' 
R - -6«1 + 7])X + (1 -7])Y) R _ 2(1 _7]2) + 7]«1 + 7])x - (1 -7])Y) 
5,2 - 2 ,5,3 - 2 ' 
_ 2(1 - 7]2) - 7]«1 + 7])X - (1 - 7])Y) R _ (1 + 7])X - (1 -7])Y 
PS,4 - 2 ' 5,5 - 2 ' 
where 
(A_m) x := coth -2- , (A+m) Y := coth -2- , (4.79) 
such that PA is in echelon form, which gives us expressions for c}, C2, C3 and v, and 
generates an algebraic constraint on the impact time (J. If we premultiply b by P we 
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4.3.3 Bounds for existence 
Recall that in Section 2.4.4 we outlined two consistency checks that must be applied to 
P(m, 1,0) solutions for the one degree-of-freedom model. These must also be applied 
to the two degree-of-freedom model. \Ve must therefore check that (i) the constructed 
solution never impacts the <I> = +f3 boundary, and (ii) the arcsin function in (4.84) lies 
between ±1. To begin, we expand the two admissible solutions to (4.84) in terms of the 




As before, numerical evidence indicates that the in-phase solution is stable, and the 
out-of-phase solution is unstable. \Ve must also make two consistency checks on the 
P(m, 1,0) solutions: that the arcsin function of (4.84) does not exceed one in modulus; 
and that the solution never crosses the <I> = -f3 boundary. 
If we expand the argument of the arcsin function in (4.84) in terms of the small 
parameter eS we find that 
(4.86) 




is satisfied. \Ve now consider whether our trajectory has the correct itinerary, i.e., that 
it will not impact the boundary at <I> = -f3. To determine this we must first find the 
minimum displacement. Our complete solution for <I> is 
a: 
<I>(t) = j(t - u) + f3 + c[cos(21rt) - cos(21ru)J 
( 
( -eS(t - u)) 1 (-eS(t - u)) ) exp 1 - exp -1 + 21rm - 1] + 1 + 1] 
( -eSm) (-15m)' l-exp 1-1] 1-exp 1+1] (4.89) 
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where we assume q = 0(6, e). If we take a = 411"6, then after differentiation we have 
w(t) = 41t' - 211"E'sin(27rt) 




(t - q)) exp (-6(t - q)) ) 
-2" m (1- '1) (1- exp (~~~)) (1+ '1) (1-exp (1 !~)) . 
To find the minimum displacement we first find the point at which the velocity is zero, 
i.e., i such that w(i) = o. \Ve try a power series approximation to this time 
(4.91) 
\Ve have four cases corresponding to in-phase/out-of-phase and m odd/even. \Ve solve 









\Ve then substitute these series expressions for t into our ODE solution for ~, equation 
(4.89), and expand this as a series also. For the in-phase solution (q ~ 0) not to contact 




and for the out-of-phase solution (q ~ 1/2) not to contact the lower boundary we 
require 
{ 
4(~,:2~2) - e + 0(62) : 
{3 > 1I"flJ,26 




Note that when '1 = 0 (symmetric machine), we recover the bounds for the one degree-
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of-freedom model illustrated in Figure 2.13. \Ve observe that the bounds for both the 
in-phase and out-of-phase solution to graze <I> = -{3 are increased when 1] is varied. 
This implies that the region in parameter space where less noisy P(m, 1,0) solutions 
exist is increased, possibly at the expense of noisy solutions. However, this is only a 
higher-order improvement. 
The most important bound to increase, in terms of quiet pump operation, is the 
bound on c for existence of P(m, 1,0) solutions (4.88). If we move below this bound we 
can destroy this type of solution. \Ve observe that breaking the symmetry does increase 
this bound, but the c '" 0(82) scaling remains unchanged. Unfortunately we find that 
this is also true for removing mass from one shaft, or from both shafts, i.e., varying I' or 
1.1. With reference to Section 4.2 we substitute for I' using (4.33). Hence (4.88) becomes 
(4.96) 
(4.97) 
Similarly, we can substitute for 1.1 using (4.50). Hence (2.54) becomes 
(4.98) 
(4.99) 
\Ve conclude that breaking the symmetry of the pump or removing mass increases the 
upper bound on c, below which P(m, 1,0) solutions are destroyed. However in practical 
machines c and 8 are of similar magnitude so the improvement in the dynamics of the 
symmetry-broken machine is only a marginal effect. In particular, the birth of P(m, 1,0) 
solutions is still c '" 0(82), and so these cannot be removed in practice. 
4.3.4 P(m, 1, 1) solutions 
Finally, we show how to construct the noisier, less desirable, P(l, 1, 1) solutions that 
correspond to solutions that visit all three regimes, thus impacting both <I> = ±{3 bound-
aries. These solutions correspond to the gears leaving contact, entering freeplay, then 
re-establishing contact in torque reversal. The broad approach is to use the general so-
lution found in Section 4.3.1, given by equations (4.69)-(4.71), and then apply impact 
and periodicity conditions, as well as the conservation of momentum. \Vith reference 
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to Figure 2.11(b) our solution is made up of two segments where 
q,A,B(t) = at + ecos(27rt) + c~,B + 4",Be-.Lt + c~,Be-A+t, 
6 
'l1A,B(t) = ~ - 21rcsin(21rt) - A_4",Be-A_t - A+c~,Be-A+t, 
6 
A B(t) a +,\ A,Be-A_t ,\ r~,Be-A+t 




The solution departs the q, = +{3 boundary at some initial unknown time UA, with 
velocity -VA. This is followed by an impact with the q, = -{3 boundary at UB with 
velocity -VB before the solution re-impacts the q, = {3 boundary with velocity -VB' In 
addition to equations (2.48)-(2.51) (defined in Section 2.4.2) the conservation of angular 
momentum (see (4.55)) then implies that the conditions 
ZA(UA) + fJWA(UA) - ZB(UA+1) + fJ'l1B(UA+1), 
ZA(UB) + fJ'l1 A(UB) - ZB(UB) + 7]WB(UB), 
(4.103) 
(4.104) 
must be met. Applying conditions (2.48)-(2.51), (4.103) and (4.104) to equations 
(4.100)-(4.102) we obtain a system in the form Ac = b to solve for the ten unknowns 
~, cp, ~, ~, ~, c~, VA, VB, (fA, (fB· \Ve find that the expressions for UA,B are not 
solvable in closed form, it is necessary to resort to a numerical root-finding procedure 
to find the impact times. Once the solutions have been found, as for the P(m, 1,0) 
solutions, a retrospective check has to be made to ensure that the constructed solu-
tion is always in the correct regime. The aim would then be to find conditions on the 
symmetry-breaking parameter 7], to determine how this noisy type of solution can be 
destroyed and replaced by quieter single-contact solutions. However, there is no evi-
dence to suggest at this point that a symmetry-broken machine will be superior in this 
respect. 
4.4 Sprung-gear system 
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a sketch calculation for the 'sprung-gear' 
design solution proposed by BOCE (10), for which a patent has been applied [12). 
The idea behind the sprung-gear system is to isolate the driving gear (X) from the 
X-shaft. The proposed design solution is to mount the driving gear (X) on the X-shaft 
by means of a torsional spring, of a much lower stiffness to that of the shaft assembly. As 
before, the only interaction between the X- and Y -shaft assemblies is through the gears, 
but now the X ('sprung') gear and the X-shaft are treated as separate entities. Figure 
4.2 is a diagram of the proposed set-up: torsional springs are sandwiched between the 
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T - cx.iJx 
Figure 4.2. Diagram of the proposed sprung-gear assembly. The driving gear is mounted on 
the X-shaft by means of a torsional spring, of stiffness ksp , attached to a mounting assembly, 
which is mounted on the shaft. Note that the interaction force is now measured between Oy 
and Ba. For the purposes of visualisation we have not shown the rotors. 
driving gear and a mounting assembly, and the mounting assembly is attached rigidly 
to the X-shaft. For the purposes of visualisation, only one torsional spring has been 
illustrated. In practice, the proposed design solution incorporates six springs, as shown 
in the photograph in Figure 4.3. 
4.4.1 Equations of motion 
\Ve apply Newton's second law of motion in angular co-ordinates to derive the equations 
of motion for the sprung-gear system. For the X-shaft assembly we have 
(4.105) 
for the sprung-gear assembly we have 
IG9G = -ksp(OG - Bx) - kB(BG - By + e(r)) - Csp(eG - B~), (4.106) 
and for the Y -shaft assembly, we have 
IyOy = -eyey + kB(Ba - By + e(r)), (4.107) 
where dots denote differentiation with respect to time r. In addition to the terms that 
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X-gear Y-gear 
Figure 4.3. A photograph of the proposed sprung-g ar set-up. The X-gear and mounting 
ass('mbly i shown on the left, and the springs are overlaid in cyan. 
displacement of th X-gear, Ie the inertia of the X-gear, ksp the torsional spring stiffness 
and e~p the spring damping. Parameter values for I e, k p and csp have been provided 
by BO E [101. We note that the gear interaction force kB is now measured between 
the X-gear He and the Y-shaft assembly ey. eG - ey + .(T) is therefore the new relative 
rotational displacement of the gears, where e(T) represents th oscillatory correction 
term for '(' ntrici ty, derived in S ction 2.1. 
4.4.2 on-dim nsionalisation 
s for the one degr c-of-freedom model, we assume that the moments of inertia and the 
damping co ffici nts of the two shaft as mbli s ar equal, namely that Ix = Iy =: I 
and ex = ('y =: c. In addition w neglect the spring damping terms inc we expect 
the difference in v lociti s f the driving gear and the X-shaft will be negligible. If 
we incorporate th e assumptions, and non-dimensionalise, we are are able to recast 
f'quations (4.105) (4.107) in the form 
ex = Q - {) fi~ - h:sp(fi - fie) 
11Ge'G = - Ksp(Oe - Ox) - KB(Oe - Oy + e(t)). 
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Quantity symbol value 
Gear wheel spring torsional stiffness Ksp 3.33 
Gear wheel to shaft assembly inertia ratio 7JG 0.06 
Table 4.2. New non-dimensional parameters for the sprung-gear model. See Table 2.1 for the 
other non-dimensional parameters. 
Here dashes denote differentiation with respect to non-dimensional time t, and 
c rk 
t = nr, 8 = nl' ,.., = n 21' 
ksp 
""sp = n21' 
IG 




a = n21 = 41l"8. 
(4.111) 
All the terms are defined as for the one degree-of-freedom model (see Table 2.1) apart 
from the extra non-dimensional parameters ""sp (the non-dimensional torsional spring 
stiffness) and 7JG (the ratio of the sprung-gear inertia to either the X- or Y -shaft assembly 
inertia), see Table 4.2. 
It is possible to re-write equations (4.108)-(4.110) as a system of five first-order 
equations by introducing new co-ordinates, (OX,G, OG,Y, XX,G, XC,y, Z), defined by 
OX,G = Ox - OG, 
OC,Y = Oc - Oy, 
Xx,c = O~ - O~, 
XG,Y = O~ - O~, 






where OG,Y is the relative rotational displacement, Ox,c measures how far the spring is 
deflected and Z is approximately the total angular momentum (since in practice the 
inertia of the gear is small). 
4.4.3 Permanent linear contact solutions 
\Ve now focus on calculating the critical eccentricity. Our aim is to determine how this 
bound is affected by the addition of the sprung-gear. We must first calculate the explicit 
solutions of the equations of motion (4.108)-(4.109) in the linear contact regime. The 
simplest method of solving these equations is in matrix form in terms of the new co-
ordinates defined in equations (4.112)-(4.116). In permanent linear contact (PLC), X 
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drives Y, so we can substitute B(OG - By + e(t)) = OG - By + e(t) - {3, which yields 
.. 
, 
1 1 0 0 
'2 '2 
!& !& 0 0 2 2 
-~ ~ 0 0 
o 0 1 0 





" "" 0 -'2 -'2 -'2 -K-sp 
o 0 0 K-sp -Ii 
~ ~ -~ 0 Ii 
1 0 0 0 0 




















Note for ease of calculation, we have made OG,Y the fifth component of u, since this 
is the term that represents the relative rotational displacement. Similarly to the one 
degree-of-freedom model, the eccentricity term can be written as 
e(t) = ~{ecxp21l'ti}, (4.118) 
where ~ denotes the real part, and i is the square root of -1. If we write 
0 
lie 
b2 = -lie (4.119) 
0 
0 
then equation (4.117) can be expressed in matrix form: 
(4.120) 
Using standard techniques, we can substitute a particular solution of the form 
(4.121) 
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and compare coefficients to obtain expressions for Cl and C2, 
Cl = -A-1b1, 
C2 = (A - 27riM)-lb2 • 
For existence, we require that the relative rotational displacement must satisfy 
(Oa(t) - (}y(t) + e(t)) > {J for all t. 
Since OG,Y is the fifth component of u, we have 
(}G,Y + e(t) = R{(Cl,5 + (C2,5 + €) exp 27rti)} , 
where Cl,5 and C2,5 are the fifth components of Cl and C2, respectively given by 
Cl,5 = 
C2,5 -
The minimum displacement of ()G,Y is given by 
Cl,5 - IC2,5 + el· 
For condition (4.124) to be fulfilled we require 
Cl,5 - ic2,5 + €I > {3. 
If we use (4.126) to substitute for C2,5 we obtain 








1 21JG 7r2 1JG 7ri /'i, + 27ri (<5 + 27ri) ( 2 "'sp 7JG 7ri) . 
- + /'i, - <5 + 27ri - /'i,(/'i,sp + 27ri(8 + 27ri)) /'i,sp - 27JG7r + ~8":"+";"2-7r-i 
(4.131) 
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" :a ' 






Figure 4.4. (a) The critical eccentricity bounds for the one degree-of-freedom model (for 
standard and lightened rotors) and the three degree-of-freedom model, shown in red, green and 
bluC', respectively. (b) Tlw angular displacements ()x ,G (cyan) and OX,Y (magenta) as a function 
of the tor, ional ,pring , tiffncs I\~p. ate that the range of spring stiffnesses K",p that we wish 
to examinC' i, V('fY large , therefore, in both graphs, for the purposes of visualisation we have 
taken th(' log of values on th(' .r-axis. 
The bound on "" is thus 
Q 
E < (4.132) 
Wf' can usc (4. 132) to find c;'rft·o. r. such that E < €~r~·o . r. is a necessary and suffici nt 
condition for th€' exist en e of PL solutions in the sprung-gear system. If we expand 
(4.132) in small <5 and '7(; , we find 
4 .4.4 Comm ntary on the critical eccentricity 
If we use the param t r values from Tables 2.1 and 4.2 in formula (4.133) we find 
that E~r i~ 0 r = 1. 4 x 10 3 (an improvement of approximately 1500C;:: on the un-sprung 
system). Mar generally, we can plot (4.133) for different torsional spring stiffness Ksp 
values, ce Figure 4.4(a). For comparison we bave overlaid the critical eccentricity of the 
one d gr -of-fre dam model for standard and lightened rotors. As K, p ~ ,E~ri1·o. f. 
t nds towards €~r~ 0 r , as if the prung-gear were abs nt. This can also be obs rved if 
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we let ~sp -+ 00 in (4.133), 
28 




to recover equation (2.36). Alternatively, if we let ~ -+ 00 and choose the sign of the 
root in (4.133) so that the critical eccentricity is positive for ~p < 21r2, (4.133) becomes 
(4.135) 
\Ve note that if ~sp = 211"2, then the O(17G) term becomes singular. This is also a feature 
of Figure 4.4(a), where there is a minimum at ~sp = 21r2 , and corresponds to resonance 
with the gross rotation (recall we have neglected the spring damping). \Ve observe 
that for values of ~p <~ 12, the addition of the sprung-gear offers an improvement in 
the critical eccentricity over the one degree-of-freedom model, as predicted by (4.135). 
In addition, we plot the maximum angular displacement OX,G as a function of the 
torsional spring stiffness ~sp in Figure 4.4(b). This is to check how far the spring in 
the mounting assembly slot is deflected. \Ve have also plotted the relative angular 
displacement (OX,Y + e(t)) against the torsional spring stiffness (in magenta) to ensure 
that the gears do not clash. The minimum/maxima at ~sp ~ 20 in all the figures 
corresponds to resonance with the gross rotation. 
4.5 Discussion 
In this chapter we have considered two proposed design solutions for reducing gear rattle 
in Roots booster pumps. \Ve have extended the work carried out by lIalse et al. [23,24], 
by constructing full two and three degree-of-freedom models to investigate the effects 
of breaking the symmetry between the two shafts and the addition of a sprung-gear. 
The results have been mixed. In the case of the two degree-of-freedom model, we 
discovered that removing mass from the machine increases (improves) the critical value 
of eccentricity (below which silent solutions exist), whilst adding mass reduces this 
existence bound. In addition, removing mass also increases the bound below which 
simple P(rn, 1,0) rattling solutions are destroyed, but unfortunately does not break the 
e '" 0(82 ) scaling. \Ve also compared the relative merits of 
(a) removing mass from one shaft and adding it to the other, 
(b) removing mass from both shafts, 
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(c) removing mass from just one shaft. 
'Ve found that reducing the mass of the pump (cases (b) and (c)) is preferable to keeping 
the mass of the pump constant (case (a)). In addition, removing mass from one shaft, 
in comparison to removing the same amount of mass from both shafts, offers the largest 
increase of both the critical eccentricity and P(m, 1, 0) solution bounds. However, one 
is very limited in how much mass can be removed from a pump, without compromising 
its structural integrity, and in practice it is best to remove as much mass as is possible 
from both shaft assemblies. This design change has been implemented by BOCE by 
hollowing out the centres of the rotors further than they did previously. 
In the case of the sprung-gear, our results are inconclusive. Linear calculations 
indicate that the addition of the sprung-gear has a marked increase on the critical 
eccentricity. However, to complete the analysis, we would wish to investigate the full 
nonlinear problem. Since the nonlinear solutions will be difficult to solve analytically, 





Centrifugal Pendulum Vibration Absorbers 
5.1 Background 
Centrifugal pendulum vibration absorbers (CPVAs) are a type of passive tuned vibra-
tion absorber, which can reduce torsional vibrations in rotating machines [54]. CPVAs 
are designed to suppress order vibrations whose frequency is proportional to the ro-
tation speed, unlike vibration dampers which are tuned to a specific frequency. The 
absorbers employed in CPVAs are effectively masses mounted on pendulums, and are 
tuned by specifying the length of the pendulum (r2) compared to the distance between 
the system's axis of rotation and the pivot of the pendulum (rl), see Figure 5.1(a). An 
alternative configuration involves mounting absorbers on a disc, where spherical masses 
are constrained to move along (typically circular) grooves cut into the disc, see Figure 
5.1(b). 
Traditionally, the absorbers are designed according to linear theory, which is sat-
isfactory provided that the amplitudes of motion are small. For a perfect vibration 
absorber mounted on a concentric disc, it can be shown that n2 = rl/r2, for small an-
gular displacements of the absorber 4>0, where n is the order of the applied torque. For 
this tuning with an absorber of mass m, the maximum angular displacement is given 
by 
4> ~osc 
0= n2rl(rl + r2)m' (5.1) 
and m must be designed sufficiently large so that this angle is small. Here ~osc is the 
oscillatory forcing amplitude. (See [54] for a derivation.) 
As the machine rotates, the absorber moves in a centrifugal field and its oscillations 
compensate the vibration of the system to which it is attached. In practice, the radial 
balance of the machine is important so that at least two or three separate races and 
absorbers are used. See Figure 5.1(b). In the desirable setting where the motions of the 
absorbers are synchronised (and hence the machine is balanced), the equations for the 
rotating motion may be derived assuming one absorber only. 
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Figure 5.1. (a) Classical centrifugal pendulum vibration absorber attached to the rim of a 
disc, (b) an alternative configuration where the absorbers are mounted on the disc and move 
along constrained paths cut into the disc (illustrated for three absorbers). 
The most common form of CPVA is the so-called 'bifilar' construction, where each 
pendulum consists of two parts (see Figures 5.2-5.4). Current applications of CPVAs 
in industry include helicopter rotors l51} (see Figure 5.2), light aircraft engines [42} and 
crankshafts in internal combustion engines [41] (see Figure 5.3). 
As we have discussed, the absorbers are designed according to linear theory, which is 
sufficient provided the amplitudes of motion of the absorbers are small. If the absorbers 
swing through large amplitudes, it is possible for undesirable nonlinear behaviour to 
occur where the absorbers become detuned. There are currently several different ap-
proaches for minimising this nonlinear behaviour. Previous work has examined the 
optimum path for the absorber to take, including cycloidal [36] (see Figure 5.4) and 
epicycloidal [52] instead of the classical circular path, which is the simplest to manufac-
ture. Constraints to limit the maximum amplitude of oscillations of the absorber have 
also been investigated [50]. 
The aim of this chapter is to determine whether CPVAs are a viable design solution 
for reducing the unwanted noise and vibration problem in Roots booster pumps. In 
comparison to the examples mentioned so far we have the added complexity that there 
are two rotating devices, both eccentrically mounted. To simplify matters and examine 
the principles of this approach, we shall model only one absorber which is constrained 
to move along a circular path and which is mounted on only one of the gears. 
The chapter is organised as follows. \Ve begin in Section 5.2 by deriving the equations 
of motion for adding a centrifugal pendulum vibration absorber to the pump. For 








igur 5.2. (a ) \ c III rifugal p ndulum vibration ab orber of bili/ar con truction. Bifilar 
p ndul\llIlS C()Il~isl of two parts with h I , f th . am diameter d I · TJ] e part are joined 
I ~ tit r h. two pillS of diamct r (/1, wh rc <12 i mallcr than d I. Thus the radius of ch 
circular pal h I hal 111 P nn\l\Ull\. 1 \low. has radiu 7'2 - d I - d2 . Thi construction allow for 
a !ih II t ('fT< ('I i\(' P Ildllllllll that ran upprc. di lurbing torC\u th at are everal mul t iples of 
I It , rIal iOlI:'P d ( call thal III "I! 1'2) for xampl due to an internal combu t i.on engine. 
pr duC' d from emu/ant FN'qu ncy Difilar Vibration Absorbe1', by J .F. Madden (U P atent 
421 1 7 L 0) . (h) ifilar (' nl rifu a1 p ndulum v ibration absorber u ed to reduce torsional 
vibral ions Oil })( liC'o!> r rot r,. n pr du cd with p ~mi ion from a photograph taken by Steve 
haw 1511. 
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Figure 5.3. (a) A crankshaft us d in an experimental engin wi h two c ntrifugal p .ndulum 
vibration absorber attached. (b) one of the pendulum ab orb rs u.ed n th crankshaft in 
(a). Reproduced with permission from Vibration Reduction in Variable Di.spl(l(('ment Engin 
Using Pendulum Abso1'be1's, by T.M. ester, .G. Hadd w .W. haw .J. . Dr vi,k and .. J 
Borowski (Proceedings of the SAE Noise and Vibration onfcren and xJlihitioll 2003) 1411. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.4. A bifilar centrifugal p ndulum vibration designed 0 m ve n (a) a cycl idal path. 
(b) Six of the e p ndulum vibration absorbers used to r due vibrations in h li('()pl r r t r .. 
Reproduced from Constant Frequency Bifilar Vibration Absorb r, by J. <. Madd('n ( Palent 
421 1 7 1980) [36]. 
5.3 we study quiet linear contact solutions. Sinc th quations ar still nonlin ar in 
this regime (because of rotating fram s), we simplify th analysis by assuming that 
there is no eccentricity on th X-gear, to which the PV is attach d. W lin arize 
these equations and calculate first-ord r estimate for PV design pararn t'rs. his 
is followed by first-order estimates for the critical cc ntricity in ·tion 5.4. inally in 
Section 5.5 we provide some concluding r marks and outlin areas for further work. 
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t ( T) ........ t----=:::=-4I1L 
0x'( T) 
./'" absorber ___ gear 
constrain d 
path 
igur 5.5. hch matic diagram of a c ntrifugal p ndulurn vibration ab orber attached to 
CUI cccut ri ally mount d grar. he ab.orbrr can move on a con trained circular path . For the 
purpos s of visualisati II th(' ,cc('ntricity Ex betwe n the axis of rotation Ax and the geometric 
c lltre (;x has h n gr atly cxaggcrat ,d. 
.2 In rp n of ntrifugal pendulum vibration ab-
r r 
In igure 5.:- we' illustrate a ch matic diagram of the proposed design solution that we 
shall inv stigate: tlH' P i attach d to the X-gear, which i e 'centrically mounted 
with .('('('ntricit '(. W model th absorber as a point mass of mass m. The distance 
tH'twe<>Il h(> gc om tric centr of th g ar and the centre of the path of the absorber is 
d(>not<'d by 1'1. h angl , of rotation of th gear measur d from the axis of rotation 
is (jX'(T). 11 absorb r has angular displac m nt </J(T) , and the radius of its path of 
rotation is I''}.. Finally ~ i th (constant) mounting angle (th offset angle between 
the ccentricity axis and th n utral po ition of the absorber). The co-ordinates of the 
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absorber measured from the axis of rotation of the gear are 
( 
cos()~(r) ) ( cos«()~(r) +~) ) ( cos(e~(r) + ¢(r) +~) ) 
x(r)=Ex . +Tl· +r2· . sin()~(r) sin(e~(r) +~) sin(e~(r) + ¢(r) +~) 
(5.2) 
\Vith reference to Figure 5.5, the unit vectors normal and tangential to the absorber 
are 
nCr) = ( cos(e~(r) + ¢(r) +~) ) , 
sin(e~(r) + ¢(r) +~) 
f(r) = ( - sin(~~(r) + ¢(r) +~) ). (5.3) 
cos(e~(r) + ¢(r) +~) 
The radial and transverse components of acceleration of the absorber, a r and at respec-
tively, are found to be 
a
r 
= x.n = Exe~ sin(¢ +~) + Tle~ sin¢ - EX(O~)2 cos(¢ +~) - Tl((j~)2 cos¢ 
- r2(O~ + ¢)2, (5.4) 
at = x.f = Exe~cos(¢ +~) + Tle~COS¢ + Ex(O~)2 sin(¢ +~) + rl(O~)2 sin¢ 
Resolving forces radially and tangentially to the absorber we have 
mar - mx.n = NA, 
mat - mx.t = -CA¢, 
+ r2(O~ + ¢). (5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
where m and CA are the mass and the damping coefficient of the absorber respectively, 
and NA is the normal reaction from the absorber on the gear. To calculate the moment 
on the gear we compute 
where 
Ix t\ nl - Ex sin(¢ +~) + Tl sin ¢, 




To this end, we label ¢ as ¢A, to allow for the addition of more absorbers, that would 
be equally spaced around the gear. Here, however, we leave this refinement to future 
work and we consider the simplest case of only one absorber. 
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The equations of motion (derived in Appendix A) for the X-rotor o~ass, Y-rotor 
Oyass and Y-gear O~ remain unchanged when we add the CPVA to the X-gear. Recall 
that these are 
IxO~ass = -exO~ass + kx (O;r - O~asS) , 
IyOyass = _cyOyass + ky (O~ - Oyass) , 




where Ix,y and ex,Y are the moments of inertia and damping coefficients of the X-
and Y-rotors, kx,Y are the torsional stiffnesses acting on the X- and Y-shafts and N 
is the interaction torque between the gears. However, we need to add extra terms, 
representing the moments generated by the absorbers, to the equation of motion of the 
X-gear. This yields 
If we substitute for NA using equations (5.4) and (5.6), and then substitute for Ix A fil 
and Ix A il using equations (5.9) and (5.10) respectively, we have 
0= k (O;r - o~ass) - T + J(¢)O;r - g(O~'¢A'¢A) 
- CA¢A (T2 + Ex COS(¢A + e + Tl COS¢A» + N, (5.15) 
where for algebraic convenience we define 
(5.16) 
and 
g(O~, ¢A, ¢A) 
= m[Ex(O~)2 + Tl(O;r)2 cos ¢ + T2(O~ + ¢)2] (Ex sin(¢ + e) + Tl sin¢). (5.17) 
In addition to our system of equations (5.11), (5.12), (5.13) and (5.15) we also have an 
extra equation of motion for the CPVA displacement ¢A which is found from resolving 
the forces tangential to the absorber. From equations (5.5) and (5.7) we have 
mT2¢A + m[T2 + Ex COS(¢A + e) + Tl cos ¢A]O~ 
= -CA¢A - m[Exsin(¢A + e) + Tlsin¢Al(O~)2. (5.18) 
\Ve therefore have a system of five equations (5.11), (5.12), (5.13) (5.15) and (5.18) for 
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six unknowns O~BSS, OyBSS, O;C, O~, 4>A and N. However, we can eliminate N by adding 
(5.13) and (5.15) to give 
f(4))ii;C = T - k (O;C - OxasS) + g(O;C, 4>A, ¢A) 
+ CA¢A (r2 + Ex COS(4)A + e) + rl cos4>A), (5.19) 
so that we have a system off our equations in five unknowns. Note that (5.18) and (5.19) 
are now ordinary differential equations for O;C, whereas for the one degree-of-freedom 
model O;C only appeared as an algebraic constraint (see Appendix A). Equations (5.11), 
(5.12), (5.18) and (5.19) are closed by prescribing the freeplay or contact conditions. 
Recall that in freeplay there is no interaction torque between the gears (N = 0), thus 
from (5.13) we can deduce 
In linear contact we have 
Oin _ OmBSS y - y . 
O;C - o!i + ecos(21rOr + p) = (3, 
and in torque reversal we have 




Conditions (5.20)-(5.22) allow algebraic elimination of 0!i, in each of the regimes. 
Therefore, we have a system of four equations 
f(4))8;C = T - k (O;C - O~asS) + g(O;C,4>A,¢A) 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
+ CA¢A (r2 + Ex COS(4)A + e) + rl cos 4>A) - bl(O~, OyBSS), (5.25) 
mr2¢A + m[r2 + Ex COS(4)A + e) + rl cos ¢A]8~ 
= -CA¢A - m[Ex sin(4)A + e) + rl sin 4>A](O;C)2, (5.26) 
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in four unknowns 0xass , Oyass, O;r and <PA where 
ky (O~ - Oyass + c cos(27rnr + p) - (3) , 
bl(()Jr,()~ass) = 0, 
1,,)' (e~ - Bya5S + Ecos(271{h + p) + (3). 
(X drives Y) 
(freeplay) 
(Y drives X) 
l5.27) 
Note that the condition for loss or re-establishment of contact of the gear teeth can be 
written in the form 
O~ - Oyass + ccos(27rS1r + p) = ±(3, (5.28) 
see Appendix A. 
5.3 First-order estimates for CPVA design parameters 
Initially, we are concerned with permanent linear contact solutions where the X-shaft 
continuously drives the V-shaft, without any loss of contact between the gears. \Ve are 
particularly interested in calculating a new critical eccentricity, above which silent solu-
tions cannot exist, and observing the effect that the addition of a centrifugal pendulum 
vibration absorber has on this bound. 
In PLC we can substitute the expression for O~ using equation (5.22) into our system 
of equations (5.23)-(5.26). If we assume that kx = 1,,)' := k, then in matrix form we 
have 
Ix 0 0 0 (jmass X hI 
0 Iy 0 0 (jmass y h2 
m (Ex sin(<pA + e) + TI sin <PA)2 (jin -0 0 0 h3 X 
0 0 m(Ex COS(<pA + e) + TI cos <PA + T2) mT2 <PA h4 
where 
hI = -CXOxass + k(O~ - OxasS), 
h2 = _eyOyass + k(O~ - Oyass + ccos(27rS1r + p) - (3), 
h3 = k (Oyass + Oxass - 20~ - ccos(27rnr + p) + (3) + T + g(O~,<PA'¢A)' 






To simplify the analysis and to make analytical progress we assume that the X-gear 
(which has the CPVA mounted on it) is concentrically mounted on the X-shaft, but 
that there remains eccentricity on the V-gear. \Ve therefore proceed by setting Ex = o. 
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Note that the total effective eccentricity, £, is now given by £y, the non-dimensional 
eccentricity on the V-gear. \Ve have 
Ix 0 0 0 o mass X 
0 Iy 0 0 o mass y 
0 0 mrrsin2<pA 0 jjin X 
0 0 m(rl cos <PA + r2) mr2 <PA 
where 
1£1 = -CXOXass + k(e~ - OXass), 
h2 = -cyO!iass + k(e~ - O!iass + £COS(211"0T + p) - /3), 









+ mri [rl (li;r) 2 cos <PA sin ¢A + r2((i;r + ¢A)2 sin ¢A] + CA¢A (r2 + Tl cos <p) , 
(5.37) 
(5.38) 
If we assume that the shafts and the gears rotate steadily at speed 211'0, on which is 
superimposed a small sinusoidal oscillation 0, we can write 
By non-dimensionalising time such that 
as before, we have 
t=OT, 
o - 00' = 0(211" + 1i'), 





for O~, 0xass and 0!iass. In addition we assume that the motion of the absorber relative 
to the gear is a small sinusoidal oscillation, such that 
(5.43) 
(5.44) 
where dots denote differentiation with respect to time T, and dashes denote differenti-
ation with respect to non-dimensional time, t. Note that ~, 0xass and o~ass are not 
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............ ..... 
necessarily small, but that (Ox)" (Oxass)' and (Oyassy are small. By substituting the 
above non-dimensionalising transformations (5.39)-(5.44) and linearizing, we are able 





m!l2(rl + f2) mn2r2 











1£2 = -271'CYO - cyn(Oy8SS)' + k(Ox _liyass + ccos(27rt + p) - P), 
1£3 = k (Oy8SS + OX8SS - 29;r - eCoS(271't + p) + fJ) + T 
+ 471'2mTln2ePA(TI + r2) + CAnePA (rl + T2) , 






\Ve observe that since we have modelled both gears to be massless, the mass matrix is 
now singular. To remove the singularity we proceed by setting h3 = O. If we equate 
terms of similar magnitude in h3 we can find an approximate algebraic constraint on 
..... Om 
x' 
- 1(- ...... T ) O~ = 2 Oy8SS + 0X8SS + k + fJ - e cos (271't + p) , 
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Note that under approximation (5.50) for B~, the equations of motion for the two 
rotors B~ass and By-ass become decoupled from the equation of motion that describes 
the absorber ¢A. However we proceed with the calculation and we shall return to this 
approximation in Section 5.4. 
The eccentricity term can be written in the form 
e(t) = ~{cexp(211"t + p)i}, 
where ~ denotes the real part and i the square root of -1. If we write 
then equation (5.51) can be expressed in the form 
Muff = Bu' + Au + / + ~{gexp(211"t + p)i}. 
Using standard techniques we substitute a particular solution of the form 
and compare coefficients to obtain expressions for Cl and C2: 
ACI = -I, 







The matrix A is singular, which implies that CI,1 and Cl,2 are only defined up to adding 
the same constant to each. Gaussian elimination provides the necessary condition 
T = 211"(cx + ey)O (5.58) 
to solve (5.56). (Note that (5.58) is the natural balance for the mean motor torque T.) 
If we assume that the damping coefficients of the two shafts are equal (ex. = ey := c), 
and neglect the damping on the absorber (CA = 0), then 
(5.59) 
If we also assume that the moments of inertia ofthe two rotors are equal (Ix = Iy := I), 
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we have kc(21i In - ci) 
47rfl(I( -k + 47r'2 Hl'2) - c'2) + 2c(k - 87r2{12I)i 
kc(21i In - ci) 
47rO(I(-k + 41i2Ifl2) - c2) + 2c(k - 871"2f12J)i 
c(rl + r2) 
2(r2 - rl) 
(5.60) 
If we return to the equation of motion for the X-gear (5.15), and neglect damping on 
...... ..... 
the absorber (CA = 0), then take terms up to first order in Ox, 0XaBS and ¢A, we obtain 
If we substitute for 6;r using equation (5.50) and rearrange, we obtain an expression for 
the interaction torque between the gears, 
k (......- ) T k{3 2 2 ) N = 2 OxllS8 - Oy88S + ecos(21it + p) + 2" - "2 + 471" mr1n ¢A(rl + r2 . (5.62) 
If we use (5.55), (5.59) and (5.60) to calculate linearized approximations for Oxass , OyaBS 
and ¢A, and substitute into (5.62) we have 




For permanent linear contact solutions, we require the gears to always be in contact, 
i.e., that the interaction torque between the gears N > O. Rearranging for a bound on 
the eccentricity e we have 
(5.66) 
If we expand (5.66) in small m we have 
CPVA _ 1 d.o.f. (1 47r20 2rl(rl + T2)2(kl - 41i2n212 - c2») 2 
ecrit - ecrit - k(T2 _ rl)(c2 + 41i20212) m + Oem ). (5.67) 
Observe that this bound dictates that for a critical eccentricity that is infinite (within 
this framework of approximations) we should design rl = r2. This is not entirely 
unexpected as we are trying to suppress vibrations that are order one, i.e., at the same 
order as the rotation rate. Although this calculation provides us with the ratio of rl to 
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r2, for realism we need to repeat this calculation when the equations of motion of the 
rotors do not become decoupled from the equation of motion of the absorber. 
5.4 First-order estimates for the critical eccentricity 
Recall that in Section 5.3 when constructing permanent linear contact solutions we 
..... 
calculated an approximate algebraic constraint (5.50) on e;r. \Ve now return to this 
point and repeat the same calculation when we do not approximate this constraint. 
The new algebraic constraint on ~ is 
(5.68) 
If we substitute this expression into the equations of motion (5.45) we obtain a third-
order system in the form 
where 
M3=(H o , o ) 









(rl + r2)mn2/2 
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(5.70) 
o ) o , 
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(5.74) 
(5.75) 
If we follow the same procedure outlined in Section 5.3 we can substitute a particular 
solution of the form 
(5.76) 
and compare coefficients to obtain expressions for Cl and C2. Once we have solved for 
u we can calculate new expressions for both the maximum amplitude of oscillations cPo 
and the critical eccentricity c~hVA. These expressions are lengthy, hence here we only 
report their series expansions in small m. \Ve have 
(5.77) 
and (on substituting Tl = T2), 
(5.78) 
(See (2.36) for the one degree-of-freedom critical eccentricity c~r~·o.f .• ) 
Observe that since k1 > 411"20 212 + c2 for all realistic parameters, the Oem) term 
will always be positive. Therefore, this calculation implies that the addition of one 
CPVA to a concentric driven (X-) gear actually decreases the critical eccentricity. To 
investigate this further we perform three sets of numerical experiments for standard 
machine parameters (for a booster of type A). \Ve plot the exact first-order expressions 
(not expanded in small m) of the critical eccentricity and maximum amplitude of os-
cillations, against (i) the radius of the path of the absorber T2, (ii) the mass of the 
absorber m, and finally (iii) the damping on the absorber CA. 
From the scale of the y-axis in Figure 5.6(a) we observe that for fixed m, CA and 
Tt, varying T2 has little effect on the critical eccentricity. However, the amplitude of 
oscillations of the absorber is found to be at its maximum when Tl = T2, see Figure 
5.6{b). In Figure 5.7 we find that for fixed CA, Tl and T2, increasing the mass of 
the absorber worsens both the critical eccentricity and the maximum amplitude of 
oscillations of the absorber. As mass increases the critical eccentricity decreases and 
at the same time the maximum amplitude of oscillations of the absorber increase. In 
Figure 5.8 we observe that for fixed m, Tl and T2, increasing the damping on the absorber 
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Figure 5.6. Critical eccentricity and maximum ampli ude of 0, cillation. of th absorb r a a 
function of the radius of the path of the ab orber 1'2. or c mparis n the critical C'C'('C'ntricity 
bound for the one degree-of-freedom model (2.36) is also shown. In addition, the line where th 
radius of the path of the absorber is equal to the disLa.tlC(> b twe n the groJIlNric centre of th , 
gear and the centre of the path of the absorber is overlaid . 
increases the critical eccentricity and d cr ases th maximum amplitlld<' of m;cillatioIlS. 
5.5 Discussion 
To summarise, we have investigated the feasibility of using , VAs to 1'('<111('(' unwanted 
vibrations in Roots booster pumps. We hav derived a four d<,gl'(>('-of-fn'( (10m syst'rn 
to describe the simplest scenario when one absorber is rnountt,d on t}l(' <Iriv'n ( _) 
gear and is constrained to move along a circular gro )V(' rUl into the gt'ar. To mak(' 
analytical progress we assumed that the X-gear was ·onceIltrka.lly mountpel, but tha 
there remains eccentricity on the Y-gear. 
The surprising result we have found , at th lin ar 1 v'l , iH that tlH' introduction 
of a CP VA accentuates the gear rattle problem by reducing the CrItical p(,(·(·ntricity. 
Additionally, in contrast to other CPVA syst ms, th maximum rliHpla('('Hwnt of th 
CPVA actually increases as the mass of the absorb r in ,[fases. hiH H(' '!IlH ('atir lly 
counter-intuitive. However, we should b ar in mind that in quiet operation the -g ar 
on which the CPVA is mounted must suffer a small amplitud oscillation d\1 • to th Y_ 
gear eccentricity. It is not clear how to modify j improv th id('a to tole ratp this 
small amplitude motion, yet damp out larger motions associated wi 11 dis(,OIlll(' 'lion. 
Moreover, satisfying the critical eccentricity is only one factor in si! 'nL operation 
of a pump. A more complete analysis would require basins of attraction ('omputations 
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igur 5.7. 'ritical c ntricily and maximum amplitude of oscillations of the absorber as a 
funct ion of lh(' mas. of the absorber m. For comparison the critical eccentricity bound for the 
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Figur 5 .. Crilical ecc nlricity and maximum amplitude of oscillations of the absorber as a 
function r the damping n Lh absorber CA· For comparison the critical eccentricity bound for 
t.he n d gr . of-fr d m mod 1 (2 .36) is also shown. 
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(as seen in Chapter 3) to determine if the addition of a CPVA increases the size of 
the basin corresponding to PLC solutions. \Ve defer this to future work. Furthermore, 
we have only considered the simplest (and most likely the cheapest and easiest) design 
solution of adding only one absorber to one gear. \Ve believe that examining the effect 





In this thesis we have investigated gear rattle in Roots booster pumps, a problem which 
is generic to lightly-loaded systems. \Ve have been concerned with gaining an under-
standing of the underlying dynamics, as well as developing practical design solutions. 
\Ve now summarise the main results of the thesis and outline some potential areas for 
future work. 
6.1 Retrospective view of the thesis 
In Chapter 2 we described how eccentric mounting of the gears can introduce an os-
cillatory forcing effect, which operates at the gross rotation rate of the pump. \Vhilst 
in practice the eccentricity is only a few tens of microns, it is sufficiently large to drive 
noisy operation, and it has therefore been one of the key parameters that we have 
investigated. \Ve derived a one degree-of-freedom second-order nonsmooth ordinary dif-
ferential equation to describe the dynamics of the pump, where we model each shaft 
assembly as a rigid body. 
The nonlinearity in our models arises from the backlash between the gear teeth, 
which we model as a piecewise-smooth continuous function. Due to the large stiffness 
in the system we were able to introduce a simpler impacting limit of backlash, although 
the model is still nonlinear due to impacts. Many assumptions were made in the mod-
elling process and it would be interesting to see how the model would be affected by 
incorporating, for example, lubrication between the gear teeth or contact ratio effects. 
\Ve outlined the techniques employed to calculate both linear 'silent' solutions and 
illustrative examples of nonlinear rattling solutions. In addition we calculated a bound 
on the eccentricity (the critical eccentricity), above which silent solutions cannot ex-
ist, and this bound correlates with experimental observation. Unfortunately satisfying 
the critical eccentricity does not guarantee silent operation and there is the potential 
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for rattling solutions to coexist, providing a possible explanation for intermittency or 
unreliability. 
To gain a better understanding of the coexisting dynamics, in Chapter 3 we extended 
the Chapter 2 study by carrying out a comprehensive numerical investigation of initial 
condition space. As we wished to calculate basins of attraction for a very large number 
of initial conditions and for a range of different parameter values, we were particularly 
concerned with carrying out these computations efficiently. By exploiting the linearity 
between impacts we were able to avoid numerical integration, and instead construct 
maps and use root-finding methods to locate impacts or crossings of the two backlash 
boundaries. 
To extract the global properties of the mappings we employed the method of cell-to-
cell mapping [27, 28). Due to the small damping in the system we refined the method 
to minimise the effect of long transients. \Ve believe that this refinement may be useful 
for future investigations of other systems that suffer from long transients. 
Basins of attraction were found to be very small and fragmented for realistic ma-
chine parameters, thus for the purpose of illustration we computed and compared basins 
of attraction for scaled-up parameter values. One-parameter bifurcation diagrams illu-
minated several smooth and discontinuity-induced bifurcations, which provided insight 
into some of the mechanisms by which solutions can be created or destroyed. In addi-
tion, we explored the intricate stretching and folding of phase space by calculating the 
grazing curve and its pre-images, as well as the stable manifolds. \Ve think that the 
interactions of the pre-image grazing curves and manifolds are worthy of further inves-
tigation. \Ve also believe that we have only scratched the surface of the rich dynamics 
that this model can exhibit. \Ve outline a few potential areas for future work in Section 
6.2. 
From a practical perspective it is unrealistic to expect the pump controller systems to 
have precise control of initial conditions in an industrial environment. Consequently, the 
remainder of the thesis was dedicated to the development of practical design solutions. 
In Chapter 4 we extended the existing one degree-of-freedom model to a two degree-
of-freedom model where we did not assume that the moments of inertia of the two shaft 
assemblies were equal. The aim was to determine if adding a flywheel to the driven shaft 
of the pump would increase the critical eccentricity. Using the methodologies outlined 
in Chapter 2, we calculated a new bound on the critical eccentricity and also on the 
simplest type of rattling solution. Our results indicated that adding mass to the pump 
actually worsens both these bounds. In contrast, we found that removing mass offered 
an improvement. 
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In summary, given a choice of removing (for example) 5% of mass from each shaft or 
10% of mass from one, it is actually better to build an asymmetrical machine. However, 
in the current configuration this is infeasible and it is best to remove as much mass 
from the pump as is possible, without compromising its structural integrity. This design 
change has since been implemented by BOCE and they now hollow out the centres of 
the rotors further than they did previously. However, removing mass really only offers a 
temporary design solution as the next generation of pumps will be bigger and/or faster. 
The rest of Chapter 4 was dedicated to examining another design solution suggested 
by BOCE, namely the 'sprung-gear' system. \Ve constructed a three degree-of-freedom 
model to describe mounting the driving (X-) gear on the V-shaft by means of a torsional 
spring. Linear calculations indicated a marked increase in critical eccentricity, although 
we believe experiments should be carried out to determine the robustness of this design 
solution. In addition, we would also wish to determine the effect that the sprung-gear 
has on nonlinear rattling solutions, and we return to this in Section 6.3. 
In Chapter 5 we presented the idea of incorporating centrifugal pendulum vibration 
absorbers (CPVAs), a type of passive tuned absorbers, into our pump. For simplicity 
we investigated mounting one absorber, which is free to move in a circular path, on the 
driven (X-) gear. Preliminary calculations indicate that, for small angular displacements 
of the absorber, the bound on critical eccentricity is actually worsened. However, to 
develop the analysis presented here the basins of attraction should be computed; the 
effect of mounting several absorbers on both gears should be investigated; and also the 
nonlinear behaviour that occurs when the absorber moves through large amplitUdes 
examined. 
6.2 Rich dynamics 
The numerical study of the simple one degree-of-freedom model of gear rattle in Chapter 
3 revealed a very rich dynamical structure. Here we discuss a few related ideas that 
may be taken further. 
In Figure 3.10 we plotted the basins of attraction diagrams for the piecewise-linear 
and impacting-contact model for the same parameters. Although in very good agree-
ment, we only compared these plots visually, and we suggest that a more detailed 
comparison is worthy of future work. 
In Section 2.4.2 in Chapter 2 we described the procedure for constructing periodic 
solutions of type P(l, 1,0) and P(l, 1, 1) that are in-phase and out-of-phase with the 
forcing. In Section 3.5.2 in Chapter 3 we used these techniques to construct two saddles 
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Figure 6.1. T he location of the P(l, 1. 0) out-of-phru and in-pha..c; ,ollltiollS ( ,Ulel ') and 
the P(l , 1, 1) in-phase and out-of-phase olution (D and D) overlaid OIl til(' bw in of attraction 
for the impacting-contact mod 1 given by equation (2.2 ), (2.3 ) for Ii (U" j 0.11 and 
c = 0.1. 
so that we could calculate manifolds of th basin boundarieB. The's(' sac1<llps w('rp thp 
out-of-phas solution of typ P(l, 1,0), and the in-phase Holu ion of typ<' J> ( I . I, J), 
which we denoted A and B. 
To complete the analysis w now construct the in-phas , lution of typC' J>( 1, 1, 0) 
and the out-of-phase solution of type P(I , 1, 1). We lab 1 these as 'and mld plot 
all these points on the corr sponding basin of attraction in Figur(' 6.1. s d('Hnih .<1 
in Section 2.4.4 in Chapter 2, we can calculat bounds on the xis ' rH'!' of h(,8(' t p( s 
of solution. T hese boundaries may b id ntifi d as bifurcations [23 , 2 I, and w(, ('an 
plot a two-parameter bifurcation diagram in th 6-c plan . This is shown in i!,'11rp .2 
and can help provide som further insight into th dynami's ObH rv d in "r ion 3. in 
hapter 3. Note that where all these curv s m t w hav a codim('nsion-tw() point, 
namely a grazing fold (GF). 
Recall that we plotted basins of attraction for wh n cc n rid y is varic d ( Igur , 
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"Telling of Band C grazing of 
addle-node bifurcations of P(l, 1, 0) solutions A and C) 
stiddl(>-IlOde bifurcation of P(l, 1, 1) olutions (B and ) 
OL-____ -L ______ L-____ ~ ______ ~ ______ L_ ____ ~ 
0.4 0.5 0 .6 0.7 0 .8 0 .9 1 
igur 6.2 . h(' ('xi t(,IlCC bound for the P(l, 1,0) and P(l, 1, 1) solutions. The curves all 
m('('t in a gruing f Id ( F) odim('nsion-two point. 
3.11) tintI also for when damping is varied (Figure 3.12). If we take a slice through the 
two-ptiI(uneter diagram Figure 6.2 when <5 = 0.6 we can follow some of the observed 
transitions in igure 3.11. In Figure 3.11(a) all initial conditions result in PLC and 
lht'f(' tirp no P( 1, 1, 0) or P( 1, 1. 1) solutions. s the eccentricity increases the P(l, 1. 0) 
solu ions ( and ) ar born in a saddle-node (at c = 0.0596) and by (b) the basin 
('orr{'sponding to , th out-of-phas (stable) solution is observable in light blue. At 
€ O.OG 7 lhp r (l.l. l ) solutions (B and D) are born in a saddle-node, and by (d) a 
very small basin corresponding to D , th out-of-phase (stable) solution emerges in light 
orting€,. p riod doubl s at E: = 0.076 and by (e) the light orange basin has turned 
dark orange (and now 'orresponds to a P(l , 2, 2) solution). 
imilarly, we can tak a slice through Figur 6.2 when E: = 0.1. In Figure 3.12(e) the 
in-pha.<> P (1.l. 0) solution ( orresponding to C on F igure 6.1) is stable, and its basin 
is r pr .nt d by th light blue region. As damping increases C grazes at IS = 0.6905 
and by (i) this basin is d troy d. 
In summar , although the on degree-of-freedom model is the simplest model that 
w consider in this th sis, from a th oretical point of view there is still much work to 
b don to unfold and und rstand all of its dynamics. 
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6.3 Sprung-gear rattling solutions 
In the second half of Chapter 4 we calculated a critical eccentricity for the sprung-gear 
system. \Ve are also interested in how the sprung-gear affects the nonlinear rattling 
solutions. Since the explicit solutions of equations (4.108)-(4.110) are lengthy, we have 
not attempted to use the solution construction techniques, employed for the one and two 
degree-of-freedom models in Sections 2.4.2 and 4.3.1 respectively. Instead, our approach 
is entirely numerical. 
As an illustrative example we solve the sprung-gear initial value problem (4.108)-
(4.110), for machine parameters for a range of initial conditions. For comparison, we 
also solve the one degree-of-freedom model initial value problem (2.26) for identical 
parameters and initial conditions. The parameters have been chosen so that silent PLC 
solutions exist in both models. Each simulation has been run for 2000 non-dimensional 
units of time, and only the last 20 periods of forcing have been plotted, to reduce the 
effect of long transients. The two backlash boundaries <P = ±(3 are overlaid in red. 
The results of the numerics for both models are shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. The 
panels have been labelled (a)-(y) such that the same letter corresponds to the same 
initial condition. An indication of the noise level of each solution has been calculated 
as the sum of the squares of the impact velocities, re-normalised by time. All values are 
recorded in Table 6.1 and are given to three significant figures. 
\Ve observe that only one panel displays a permanent linear contact solution, see 
Figure 6.4(y). It appears that the addition of the sprung-gear, for all of the initial 
conditions tested here, makes the calculated noise levels worse. However, it is also 
interesting to note that for some initial conditions (c), (r) and (x), in particular, impacts 
with both backlash boundaries in the one degree-of-freedom model have been replaced 
with multiple, low impact velocities with just the top backlash boundary in the sprung-
gear model. In practice, this corresponds to the addition of the sprung-gear preventing 
the pump from visiting torque reversal. For these cases the calculated noise values are 
unintuitively larger than for the one degree-of-freedom model, due to the high number of 
impacts. However, it would be interesting to see how these low-impact velocity solutions 
are affected if we modelled the lubrication between the gear teeth. Would the addition 
of oil be sufficient to force these solutions to stay in permanent linear contact? Another 
criticism of the current model is the 'lumped' approach. It would be interesting to see 
how the model changes if we employed a more refined modelling approach (as described 
in Appendix A) where the rotors and gears are modelled separately. 
\Ve also return to comment on the marked increase in critical eccentricity, that lower 











































0 (x) 0 (y) 
igur 6.3. un1<'riral , imulations of the initial value problem for the sprung-gear system 
( .10 ) (.110) in Ih imparting-limit for identical machine parameters (for which silent PLC 
solutions xi. t), and a vari ty of dift rent initial conditions. Each graph is a plot of relative 
rotat.ional eli. plac(,n1(,lll «\>(1) Bf/.(t) - By(t) + e(t)) against time t, plotted over the last 20 
p('rio(h.. f forting with 4) 
('a('h plot. 
d vcrlaid in red. See Table 6.1 for the calculated noise level for 
our ('xiHting m )(h 1 is still valid for such small stiffnes es. Currently, we do not attempt 
to Ulodel tlH' stifTn(,Hs of the g .ar teeth th mselves and it is possible that incorporating 
a \.<'rtIl [or til<' gt'ar eeth stiffn ss would modify the results presented here. 
inally, th 'rn d ~ls of g ar rattle and design solutions presented in this thesis require 
a dptail d and .xtensive programme of xperim ntal validation following, for example 
th<> approach of ttewill et al [471· However, to test our results for the specific applica-
tion inVl'stigatcd here it would be necessary to obtain the gearing mechanism from an 
actual Roots bo st r pump and run it with appropriate lubrication at realistic operat-
ing SP( ('ds. his would probably require high-speed cameras to determine the relative 
tooth configurations and would constitute a substantial new project in its own right. 
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ur urn ricc 1 imula i n of lh initial value problem for th one degree-of-freedom 
rn d I (2.2 ). (2.3 ) in th impa ting-limi for id nti al machine parameter (for which il nt 
Lxi ), and a vari ty of clifF r nt initial onditions. Each graph is a plot of r lative 
m nt (<1>(1) Ox(t) - 9) (t) r(t)) again t time t plotted over the last 20 
p ri cis r r r .i II " it h <I) 
(" h pJ t. 
, ~ vC'rlaid in r d. e Table 6.1 for the calculated noise level for 
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Panel Sprung-gear system One degree-of-freedom model 
(a) 1.26 x 10-4 1.54 X 10-5 
(b) 1.11 x 10-4 1.41 X 10-5 
(c) 5.43 X 10-5 1.69 x 10 5 
(d) 9.84 x 10-5 1.82 X 10-5 
(e) 1.29 x 10-4 1.96 X 10-5 
(f) 7.47 x 10-5 9.60 x 10 6 
(g) 1.14 X 10-4 3.56 X 10-6 
(h) 9.98 x 10-5 1.26 X 10-5 
(i) 1.23 x 10-4 1.64 X 10-5 
U) 1.25 X 10-4 1.71 X 10-5 
(k) 9.67 x 10-5 1.75 X 10-5 
(1) 1.16 x 10-4 1.89 X 10-5 
(m) 1.45 x 10-4 1.67 X 10-5 
(n) 1.31 x 10-4 1.22 X 10-5 
(0) 1.51 X 10-4 1.85 X 10-5 
(p) 9.24 X 10-5 6.61 X 10-6 
(q) 1.39 X 10-4 7.39 X 10-6 
(r) 4.85 x 10-5 1.40 X 10-5 
(s) 9.51 X 10-5 1.20 X 10-5 
(t) 1.02 X 10-4 1.87 X 10-5 
(u) 9.61 X 10-5 1.93 X 10-5 
(v) 7.14 X 10-5 3.53 X 10-6 
(w) 8.40 X 10-5 8.81 X 10-6 
(x) 6.80 X 10-5 1.80 X 10-5 
(y) 6.40 X 10-5 0 
Table 6.1. Table of calculated noise levels for the sprung-gear and one degree-of-freedom 




Refined Modelling Approach 
In Chapters 1-4, we have modelled each shaft with its attached gear and rotor as a 
single rigid body with lumped moments of inertia, torsional stiffness and damping pa-
rameters. Here we justify the lumped modelling approach by decomposing the machine 
into components and by showing that the resulting sets of equations are equivalent. 
In practice, the inertias of the assembled shafts are much larger than the inertia 
of the gears. \Ve therefore approximate the gears as massless (and undamped) and 
assume that the inertia of the system is entirely due to the two rotors. \Ve also model 
the shafts as a light elastic connection between the rotors and the gears. \Ve assume that 
the rotors are mounted concentrically on the shafts, Le., that their centres of rotation 
and geometric centres coincide, but that the gears are mounted eccentrically. 
\Ve introduce six new variables 0x:ys , O~,y and 0x~~ to measure the angular dis-
placements of individual components. Here, Ox~ are measured at the rotors, O~,Y are 
measured from the axis of rotation of the gears and 0x~~ are measured at the pitch 
circle of the gears where meshing occurs. These are all labelled on a schematic diagram 
of the pump in Figure A.I. 
As before, we apply Newton's second law of motion to derive the equations of motion 
for the pump. For the two rotors we have 
and for the two gears 
[xOx88S = -CXOxass + kx (O~ - OXSSS) , 
[y Oy88S = - Cy OySSS + 1.,'y (O~ _ OySSS) , 
o = kx (O;r - OxasS) - T + N, 





since a non-zero resultant torque would result in infinite acceleration. The moments 
of inertia and damping coefficients of the X- and Y-rotors are given by [x,Y and CX,y, 
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Figure A.l. Schematic diagram illustrating the parallel arrang ment of rotors, , haft, and 
gear and where the new variables are measured. Note that w have not iIIu, trat d the electric 
motor on the X-shaft. 
r p ctively and kx,Y ar th torsional stiffnesses acting on th X- and Y-shafts. Th 
motor torque is given by T. Her 
when the gears are in contact 
conta t we have = O. 
is the interaction torqu b tw n the gear. , so that 
> O. Note that in fr play wh n th g ars are out of 
In addition we have two equations which d scribe th r lationships betwppn {jin X,Y 
(the rotational displacem nts measured about th ccentri axis of rotation of the gears) 
and 8x~~ (which parameterise the outer radius of th g ar wh r meshing occurs). Th s 
are 
exut = e;r + ex 0 (27rS"h + px) , 
e~ut = e!i + ey co (27rOr + py), 
which can be combined to give 
e;r - e!i = exut - e~Ul - e ('o. (27rOr + p), 






Appendix A Refined Modelling Approach 
\Ve note that the ordinary differential equations (ODEs) (A.I)-(A.3) and (A.7) hold 
for all time, irrespective of whether the gears are in contact. The model is closed by 
prescribing the freeplay or contact conditions. In freeplay the gears are out of contact, 
so the interaction torque N = O. From ODE (A.4) this gives 
()in _ ()ffiass y - y . (A.9) 
\Vhen the gears are in contact we have expressions to describe the relationships between 
the two co-ordinates (()xut and ()yut) which parameterise the outer radius of the gear at 
the meshing point. In linear contact ()xut - ()yut = {3 (where, as before, {3 is the half-
backlash width}. Therefore, from (A.7) we have 
();r - ()~ = (3 - C Cos(21TOr). (A.I0) 
In torque reversal ()xut - Oyut = -{3, so from (A.7) we have 
();r - ()~ = - (3 - e Cos(21TOr). (A.H) 
Conditions (A.9)-(A.ll) allow algebraic elimination of ()~ (the angular displacement of 
the Y-gear) in each of the regimes. 
In Section 2.2.2 in Chapter 2 we described how the mean torque T balances the drag 
torque, and need not be given as a separate parameter. \Ve show that this is also the 
case for our more refined modelling approach. Adding ODEs (A.4) and (A.3) we have 
(A.12) 
which holds for all time. If we assume that the system is in quasi-steady operation, i.e., 
there is no torque ripple, and we average ODEs (A.I) and (A.2) over one gross rotation, 
we obtain 
kx (O;r - Ox8SS) = ex (Ox8SS) , 
1.:'y(O~ - O~8SS) = cy(O~8SS). 
By assuming ex = cy =: c and (Ox8SS) = (O~8SS) = 21TCO, we have 





\Ve now check to ensure that under certain assumptions, namely that the moments 
of inertia, damping and torsional stiifnesses are the same for both shaft assemblies, we 
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recover the equations of motion in the one degree-of-freedom model, ODEs (2.27)-(2.29) 
derived in Section 2.2.3. Firstly, we assume that kx = Icy =: k, then from equation 
(A.12) we can find an algebraic constraint on B~: 
llin _ llin + T + llmass + llmass 
ux - -uy k ux uy. (A.16) 
If we use the appropriate equation from (A.9)-(A.ll) to substitute into (A.16), we can 
write differential equations for Bxass and Byass in the three regimes (linear contact, 
freeplay and torque reversal): 
(a) X-shaft drives V-shaft (linear contact) : 
(b) Freeplay : 
Ixi1xass = -cxOxass + T, 
I iimass _ cynmass YUy - - Uy • 







(Note that when the gears are in contact the motor torque is divided equally between 
the equations for Bxass and BYass.) 
In addition to these equations, we must calculate the conditions for the gears to 
re-establish contact from freeplay. To find this condition we must find the first time T 
at which Bxut = Byut ± {J. From (A.lO) and (A.ll) we observe that this is equivalent to 
finding the first time T at which 
B~ - B~ = ±(J - ecos(21rflT + pl. (A.23) 
From (A.12) the condition for re-contact can be calculated as 
Bxass - Byass = ±(3 - ~ - ecos(21rflT + pl. (A.24) 
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For algebraic convenience we introduce a new variable <1> such that 
4rrd1 
cI> = O;rass - O~ass + ccos(2rrnr + p) + ~. (A.25) 
Therefore the condition for re-contact can be expressed, as for the lumped model by 
cI> = ±{3. (A.26) 
For each pair of equations in each regime we then subtract the ODE for (J~ass from 
the corresponding ODE for o;rass. Substituting for <1>, and assuming Ix = Iy =: I and 
ex = cy =: c, yields the three ODEs: 
(a) X-shaft drives V-shaft, 
(b) Freeplay, 
I~ + c<I> = 4rrcn - 2rrcncsin(2rrnr + p» - 4rr2n2 Iccos(2rrnr + p). (A.28) 
(c) V-shaft drives X-shaft, 
If we non-dimensionalise with the rotation period, as before, we recover the same ODEs 
(2.27), (2.28) and (2.29), up to a factor of two in the stiffness coefficient k. The discrep-
ancy arises because of where the stiffnesses are measured. 
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A.1 Round-up discussion 
(From Mike Galtry, Edwards Ltd) 
"Most vacuum systems with Roots boosters spend a significant proportion 
of their life running at ultimate pressure, with the booster in an unloaded 
condition. Thus, intermittent gear noise is an issue for all vacuum pump 
manufacturers. The impact of this issue is increased with the trend towards 
faster rotation of the Roots booster and for larger system sizes. Intermittent 
behaviour is always very difficult to investigate experimentally and therefore 
an analytical approach identifying the cause of the problem has proved of 
value. This has enabled Edwards Ltd. to take relatively low cost approaches 
to address the intermittent noise issue as well as develop more expensive 
solutions for those systems that present greater challenges." 
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